EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT

WRITTEN QUESTIONS WITH ANSWER

P-1651/04 (EL) by Rodi Kratsa-Tsagaropoulou (PPE-DE) to the Commission (27 July 2004)
Subject: The MEDA programme and women
Answer from the Commission (31 August 2004)

P-1652/04 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (27 July 2004)
Subject: Adoption of a biodiversity indicator
Answer from the Commission (25 August 2004)

P-1668/04 (EN) by Bill Newton Dunn (ALDE) to the Commission (27 July 2004)
Subject: Fluoridation of drinking water
Answer from the Commission (24 August 2004)

P-1669/04 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (27 July 2004)
Subject: Criminal proceedings against Edith Cresson
Answer from the Commission (23 September 2004)

P-1670/04 (IT) by Renato Brunetta (PPE-DE) to the Commission (27 July 2004)
Subject: Imports of sugar from the Balkans
Answer from the Commission (9 September 2004)

P-1693/04 (EN) by Theresa Villiers (PPE-DE) to the Commission (27 July 2004)
Subject: Implementing measures for the MIFID
Answer from the Commission (17 September 2004)

P-1694/04 (EN) by Brian Crowley (UEN) to the Commission (27 July 2004)
Subject: Directive on shoulder, hip and knee implant devices
Answer from the Commission (25 August 2004)
P-1805/04 (DE) by Werner Langen (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: State aid measures for technology and business centres — development of fuel cells for the market
Answer from the Commission (8 October 2004)

P-1806/04 (EN) by Lissy Gröner (PSE) to the Commission (17 August 2004)
Subject: Community budget expenditures in the field of equal opportunities, women empowerment and gender budgeting in 2003 and 2004
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2004)

P-1921/04 (EN) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (31 August 2004)
Subject: National Marine Park on Zakynthos
Answer from the Commission (29 September 2004)

P-1933/04 (EN) by Mairead McGuinness (PPE-DE) to the Commission (2 September 2004)
Subject: Funding of programmes attempting to eradicate Johne's Disease
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2004)

P-1935/04 (PT) by Paulo Casaca (PSE) to the Commission (2 September 2004)
Subject: Falsification of dairy products in the EU
Answer from the Commission (1 October 2004)

P-1938/04 (PT) by Jamila Madeira (PSE) to the Commission (2 September 2004)
Subject: Dutch vessel banned from entering Portuguese waters
Joint answer from the Commission (12 October 2004)

P-1941/04 (EN) by Elspeth Attwooll (ALDE) to the Commission (2 September 2004)
Subject: Rights of persons with reduced mobility when travelling by air
Answer from the Commission (1 October 2004)

P-1951/04 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Council (6 September 2004)
Subject: Voting in Council
Answer from the Council (15 November 2004)

P-1952/04 (PT) by Miguel Portas (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 September 2004)
Subject: Ban imposed by the Portuguese government
Joint answer from the Commission (12 October 2004)

P-1953/04 (DE) by Tobias Pflüger (GUE/NGL) to the Council (6 September 2004)
Subject: Iraq: military involvement of private security services from EU Member States
Answer from the Council (17 February 2005)

E-1954/04 (DE) by Tobias Pflüger (GUE/NGL) to the Council (9 September 2004)
Subject: Terror list
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

E-1955/04 (DE) by Tobias Pflüger (GUE/NGL) to the Council (9 September 2004)
Subject: Honouring fascist Ustasha ministers in Croatia/EU membership
Answer from the Commission (14 October 2004)
**E-1956/04** (DE) by Tobias Pflüger (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (9 September 2004)
Subject: Private security firms working for the EU in Iraq
Answer from the Commission (15 October 2004)

**P-1958/04** (DE) by Sahra Wagenknecht (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 September 2004)
Subject: Commission position on Venezuela following the confirmation of Hugo Chávez as President
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2004)

**E-1959/04** (DE) by Sahra Wagenknecht (GUE/NGL) to the Council (9 September 2004)
Subject: The Council's position on Venezuela after the confirmation of Hugo Chávez as President
Joint answer from the Council (22 November 2004)

**P-1969/04** (NL) by Marianne Thyssen (PPE-DE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Payment of balance from ERDF funds for project 5BW/ERDF 14/A.2.2
Answer from the Commission (7 October 2004)

**P-1991/04** (DE) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Planned nuclear storage site at Benken
Answer from the Commission (1 October 2004)

**P-1992/04** (EN) by Eoin Ryan (UEN) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Equatorial Guinea and EU funds
Answer from the Commission (11 October 2004)

**P-1993/04** (ES) by Fernando Fernández Martín (PPE-DE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Regional cooperation, new neighbourhood instrument and action plan for a wider neighbourhood for the outermost regions
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2004)

**P-1994/04** (EN) by Joseph Muscat (PSE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Satellite dish taxation
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2004)

**P-1995/04** (NL) by Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE) to the Council (8 September 2004)
Subject: Progress with the amendment of Directive 82/714/EC laying down technical requirements for inland waterway vessels
Answer from the Council (8 March 2005)

**P-2032/04** (DE) by Herbert Bösch (PSE) to the Commission (8 September 2004)
Subject: Misleading information about personal data stored by OLAF
Answer from the Commission (21 October 2004)

**P-2034/04** (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (9 September 2004)
Subject: Closure of the Wella plant at Castiglione delle Stiviere (Mantua, Italy)
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2004)

**P-2037/04** (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE) to the Commission (9 September 2004)
Subject: Business impact assessment
Answer from the Commission (4 October 2004)
P-2040/04 (EN) by Roger Helmer (PPE-DE) to the Commission (9 September 2004)
Subject: Eurocontrol charging system — Impact on small aircraft
Answer from the Commission (4 October 2004)

P-2041/04 (EN) by Caroline Lucas (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (9 September 2004)
Subject: The role of the EU Action Plan on Commodities in fostering environmentally sustainable production of commodities
Answer from the Commission (14 October 2004)

P-2080/04 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Council (27 September 2004)
Subject: Respect for the democratic outcome of the Venezuelan referendum
Joint answer from the Council (22 November 2004)

P-2081/04 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (9 September 2004)
Subject: Aircraft accident insurance: the Martinair case
Answer from the Commission (8 October 2004)

P-2082/04 (DE) by Jörg Leichtfried (PSE) to the Commission (9 September 2004)
Subject: Fingerprinting of EU citizens entering the USA
Answer from the Commission (29 October 2004)

P-2093/04 (EN) by Kathy Sinnott (IND/DEM) to the Commission (10 September 2004)
Subject: Fluoride in water
Answer from the Commission (4 November 2004)

P-2094/04 (FR) by Christine De Veyrac (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 September 2004)
Subject: Enlargement — Turkey
Answer from the Commission (21 October 2004)

P-2095/04 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Council (10 September 2004)
Subject: Terrorist massacre in Ossetia
Answer from the Council (22 November 2004)

P-2107/04 (IT) by Roberto Musacchio (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 September 2004)
Subject: Environmental impact assessment for medium-wave broadcasting station in Blera
Answer from the Commission (4 November 2004)

P-2108/04 (NL) by Joost Lagendijk (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (10 September 2004)
Subject: Financial guarantees by the Port of Rotterdam for RDM
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2004)

P-2109/04 (PT) by Jamila Madeira (PSE) to the Council (27 September 2004)
Subject: Fires in Portugal
Answer from the Council (9 December 2004)

P-2114/04 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Council (13 September 2004)
Subject: Composition of the European Commission in 2004-2009 and accusations of unequal treatment of companies directed against the Commissioner-designate for competition
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)
P-2115/04 (NL) by Kathalijne Buitenweg (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (14 September 2004)
Subject: Implications of recent European Court of Justice ruling for cockle fishing and gas extraction in the Wadden Sea
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2004)

P-2180/04 (FR) by Marie-Arlette Carlotti (PSE) to the Commission (15 September 2004)
Subject: Economic, social and territorial cohesion policy for Corsica and island regions of the European Union
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2004)

P-2181/04 (ES) by José García-Margallo y Marfil (PPE-DE) to the Commission (16 September 2004)
Subject: Júcar-Vinalopó transfer
Answer from the Commission (4 November 2004)

P-2182/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 September 2004)
Subject: Human rights on the island of Imbros and the annual progress report on Turkey
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2004)

P-2183/04 (EN) by James Allister (NI) to the Commission (16 September 2004)
Subject: IFI insolvency
Answer from the Commission (18 October 2004)

P-2196/04 (EL) by Rodi Kratsa-Tsagaropoulou (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: Community funding of aid for Northern Ossetia
Answer from the Commission (4 November 2004)

P-2197/04 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 September 2004)
Subject: Role of Commission regarding Cyprus and the Turkish Cypriot community
Answer from the Commission (14 October 2004)

P-2318/04 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (27 September 2004)
Subject: European directives concerning noise
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

P-2343/04 (IT) by Francesco Speroni (IND/DEM) to the Commission (29 September 2004)
Subject: Inappropriateness of remuneration in the case of free public lending
Answer from the Commission (16 November 2004)

P-2352/04 (DE) by Joachim Wuermeling (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 September 2004)
Subject: Visa for the European Union
Preliminary answer from the Commission (29 October 2004)
Supplementary joint answer from the Commission (4 August 2005)

P-2355/04 (EL) by Panagiotis Beglitis (PSE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: New accounting regulations in connection with Greece's public deficit and public debt
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2004)

P-2357/04 (DA) by Niels Busk (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Decoupling of agricultural aid
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)
P-2365/04 (DE) by Johannes Swoboda (PSE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Answer from the Commission (4 November 2004)

P-2366/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Method of drafting documents by Member States' national administrations
Answer from the Commission (29 October 2004)

P-2406/04 (EN) by Claude Moraes (PSE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Plans to combat the trafficking of women from non-EU countries to the EU
Answer from the Commission (29 October 2004)

P-2421/04 (PT) by Paulo Casaca (PSE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Fishing by non-Azorean vessels 12 miles to the south of Monte Brasil, Terceira island
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2004)

P-2428/04 (NL) by Margrietus van den Berg (PSE) to the Council (5 October 2004)
Subject: Freedom of the press in Rwanda
Answer from the Council (17 February 2005)

P-2429/04 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE-DE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Nighttime flights
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2004)

P-2430/04 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Romania’s compliance with its international obligations concerning child adoption
Answer from the Commission (18 November 2004)

P-2431/04 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Financial discrepancies in Greece
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2004)

P-2432/04 (EN) by Christopher Huhne (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Cartels and competition law
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2004)

P-2433/04 (PT) by Paulo Casaca (PSE) to the Commission (5 October 2004)
Subject: Party political propaganda and Community funding
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

P-2446/04 (FR) by Paul van Buitenen (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Audit to check on recruitment
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2004)

P-2458/04 (PT) by Carlos Coelho (PPE-DE) to the Council (7 October 2004)
Subject: Publication of decisions
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)
P-2467/04 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Subsidies to joint enterprises in the fisheries sector
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

P-2468/04 (IT) by Luciana Sbarbati (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Budget allocation for twinning in 2005
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

P-2478/04 (NL) by Dirk Sterckx (ALDE/ADLE) to the Commission (7 October 2004)
Subject: Uninsurability of certain risks as a consequence of 11 September
Answer from the Commission (16 November 2004)

P-2485/04 (EN) by Ari Vatanen (PPE-DE) to the Commission (11 October 2004)
Subject: Safer car windscreen and roofs
Answer from the Commission (18 November 2004)

P-2486/04 (IT) by Renato Brunetta (PPE-DE) to the Commission (11 October 2004)
Subject: Dangers of the petrochemical plant at Porto Marghera (Venice, Italy) near the urban district of Venice
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

P-2494/04 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Council (13 October 2004)
Subject: Nuclear submarines in waters under European jurisdiction
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

P-2503/04 (ES) by David Hammerstein Mintz (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 October 2004)
Subject: Compatibility of the Júcar-Vinalopó water-diversion project with Community legislation and the criteria for its funding by the Community
Answer from the Commission (9 December 2004)

P-2509/04 (IT) by Alfredo Antoniozzi (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2004)
Subject: Interregional travel by citizens following the lifting of the interregional embargo on Libya — rights of Italian citizens repatriated from Libya in 1970
Answer from the Commission (18 November 2004)

P-2519/04 (IT) by Roberto Musacchio (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 October 2004)
Subject: The province of Brescia’s ‘Quarry Plan’ incompatible with Directive 2001/41 of 27 June 2001
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

P-2521/04 (DE) by Hilfrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 October 2004)
Subject: REFLEX project — genetic changes resulting from electromagnetic waves of the same intensity as those emitted by mobile phones
Answer from the Commission (4 January 2005)

P-2561/04 (EN) by Philip Bradbourn (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 October 2004)
Subject: Development of implementing rules on a common charging scheme for air navigation services
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

P-2562/04 (FR) by Christine De Veyrac (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 October 2004)
Subject: International trade — Boeing
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2004)
P-2570/04 (EN) by Theresa Villiers (PPE-DE) to the Commission (18 October 2004)
Subject: European Constitution
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

P-2571/04 (FR) by Bernadette Bourzai (PSE) to the Council (18 October 2004)
Subject: Reduced rate of value added tax on supplies of heat energy
Answer from the Council (21 February 2005)

P-2609/04 (DE) by Evelin Lichtenberger (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (18 October 2004)
Subject: Sensitive Alpine region — Ecopoints — Eurovignette — HGV toll
Answer from the Commission (19 November 2004)

P-2610/04 (FR) by Yannick Vaugrenard (PSE) to the Commission (18 October 2004)
Subject: European guarantee scheme to support a strong shipbuilding industry in Europe
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2004)

P-2702/04 (DE) by Christa Klaß (PPE-DE) to the Commission (22 October 2004)
Subject: Directive on the protection of groundwater from pollution
Answer from the Commission (10 December 2004)

P-0711/05 (PL) by Wojciech Wierzejski (IND/DEM) to the Commission (22 February 2005)
Subject: Financing of campaigns concerning the EU Constitution
Answer from the Commission (5 April 2005)

P-0840/05 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (1 March 2005)
Subject: Anti-dumping duty and imports of bicycles from China
Answer from the Commission (1 April 2005)

P-2041/05 (FR) by Véronique De Keyser (PSE) to the Commission (30 May 2005)
Subject: Fair treatment of the secular community; respect for Article 52 of the future Constitutional Treaty
Answer from the Commission (13 July 2005)

P-2056/05 (DE) by Eva Lichtenberger (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (31 May 2005)
Subject: Protocols to the Alpine Convention
Answer from the Commission (8 September 2005)

P-2057/05 (EN) by Jean Lambert (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (31 May 2005)
Subject: London air pollution levels
Answer from the Commission (11 July 2005)

P-0001/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (6 January 2006)
Subject: Total costs incurred by the European Parliament for the Strasbourg seat
Answer from the Commission (18 January 2006)

P-0014/06 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (10 January 2006)
Subject: Official travel by European Commissioners in 2005
Answer from the Commission (16 March 2006)
Subject: Floods in Mozambique
Answer from the Commission (16 February 2006)

Subject: Directive on the assessment of the effects of certain plans and programmes on the environment
Answer from the Commission (10 February 2006)

Subject: Broadband availability
Answer from the Commission (21 February 2006)

Subject: Recognition of qualifications
Answer from the Commission (1 February 2006)

Subject: Mid-term review of the EU's life sciences and biotechnology strategy
Answer from the Commission (27 February 2006)

Subject: Armenian genocide
Answer from the Commission (9 February 2006)

Subject: The common fisheries policy and rural development
Answer from the Commission (13 March 2006)

Subject: The need for the blood-thinning agent Plavix for patients with a stent in their coronary artery and the delay while people in the Netherlands await EU approval of reimbursement of medical expenses
Answer from the Commission (2 March 2006)

Subject: Cinar Ltd EU audit
Answer from the Commission (21 March 2006)

Subject: Respect throughout the EU for marriages and registered partnerships between people of the same sex based on the national legislation of EU Member States
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2006)

Subject: Liability for cargo securing in the haulage industry
Answer from the Commission (7 March 2006)

Subject: Measures to help Turkey combat bird flu
Answer from the Commission (16 March 2006)
E-0203/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Council (26 January 2006)
Subject: China and the exploitation of workers
Answer from the Council (18 May 2006)

P-0257/06 (ES) by David Hammerstein Mintz (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (24 January 2006)
Subject: Changes to the PORN (natural resources planning programme), and the Hotel Algarrobico
Answer from the Commission (28 February 2006)

P-0301/06 (PL) by Bogusław Sonik (PPE-DE) to the Commission (26 January 2006)
Subject: Merger between banks BPH S.A. and Pekao S.A.
Answer from the Commission (21 February 2006)

E-0390/06 (SV) by Hélène Goudin (IND/DEM) to the Commission (7 February 2006)
Subject: Postal services directive
Answer from the Commission (15 March 2006)

E-0514/06 (ES) by Antolín Sánchez Presedo (PSE) to the Commission (13 February 2006)
Subject: Cooperation with Turkey on measures to combat avian flu
Answer from the Commission (6 April 2006)

E-0515/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (13 February 2006)
Subject: Information society
Answer from the Commission (23 March 2006)

E-0522/06 (EN) by David Martin (PSE) to the Commission (15 February 2006)
Subject: Anti-dumping investigation into plastic bags and sacks originating in the PRC, Malaysia and Thailand
Answer from the Commission (3 April 2006)

E-0523/06 (FR) by Jean-Marie Cavada (ALDE) to the Commission (15 February 2006)
Subject: Coordinating action to combat drugs
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2006)

E-0539/06 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (15 February 2006)
Subject: Safety of cyclists in the event of collisions with motor vehicles
Answer from the Commission (31 March 2006)

E-0540/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (15 February 2006)
Subject: Priorities for the allocation of resources for reconstruction in the western Balkans between education, infrastructure, environment and government reform
Answer from the Commission (10 April 2006)

E-0543/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Council (15 February 2006)
Subject: Arab boycott
Answer from the Council (2 August 2006)

E-0571/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (15 February 2006)
Subject: FIES system in Spain for holding prisoners in conditions of extreme isolation and the possibilities which alternatives used in other Member States offer for improving the human rights situation
Answer from the Commission (24 March 2006)
E-0573/06 (FR) by Paul van Buitenen (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (15 February 2006)
Subject: Contract staff, effect of the offices in terms of reducing the number of permanent employees, Commission’s social responsibility
Answer from the Commission (3 April 2006)

E-0577/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (16 February 2006)
Subject: Environmental deterioration in Greece
Answer from the Commission (5 April 2006)

E-0586/06 (NL) by Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE) to the Council (16 February 2006)
Subject: Furore over Danish cartoons
Answer from the Council (19 June 2006)

E-0596/06 (EN) by Caroline Lucas (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (16 February 2006)
Subject: Policy review regarding the import of wild birds into the EU
Joint answer from the Commission (28 March 2006)

E-0602/06 (EN) by Daniel Hannan (PPE-DE) to the Commission (16 February 2006)
Subject: Standardisation of identity card requirements
Answer from the Commission (24 May 2006)

E-0606/06 (DE) by Markus Pieper (PPE-DE) to the Commission (16 February 2006)
Subject: Relocation of GLORIA GmbH
Answer from the Commission (20 March 2006)

E-0633/06 (NL) by Albert Maat (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 February 2006)
Subject: Excretion standards for implementing the Nitrates Directive
Answer from the Commission (10 April 2006)

E-0651/06 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (20 February 2006)
Subject: Trial of five Turkish journalists under Article 301
Answer from the Commission (24 March 2006)

E-0665/06 (SV) by Jonas Sjöstedt (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (20 February 2006)
Subject: Continuing problems in Romania
Answer from the Commission (31 March 2006)

P-0666/06 (EL) by Nikolaos Sifunakis (PSE) to the Commission (15 February 2006)
Subject: Delay in incorporating into the third Community support framework and inviting tenders for the improvement of National Road 36 between Mytilini and Kalloni on the island of Lesbos, Greece
Answer from the Commission (14 March 2006)

E-0667/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (20 February 2006)
Subject: Murder of Catholic priest in Turkey
Joint answer from the Commission (5 April 2006)

E-0668/06 (HU) by Péter Olajos (PPE-DE) to the Council (20 February 2006)
Subject: Protocol on liability for transboundary water pollution
Answer from the Council (24 July 2006)
E-0676/06 (IT) by Pasqualina Napoletano (PSE) and Guido Sacconi (PSE) to the Commission (21 February 2006)
Subject: Keeping of wild animals in zoos
Answer from the Commission (6 April 2006)

E-0677/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 February 2006)
Subject: Growing competition between Swiss cantons on company taxation and the impact of this on agreements between the European Union and Switzerland
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2006)

P-0679/06 (FR) by Anne Ferreira (PSE) to the Commission (15 February 2006)
Subject: Assessment of GMOs and GMO-free areas
Answer from the Commission (20 April 2006)

E-0799/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (28 February 2006)
Subject: A Polish road haulage operator whose operations and employees are managed entirely from the Netherlands but which pays Polish wages
Answer from the Commission (11 April 2006)

E-0800/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (28 February 2006)
Subject: Persistence of accidents involving the blind spot in the vision of truck-drivers, and new ways of improving safety by means of acoustic signals and light signals
Answer from the Commission (5 April 2006)

E-0805/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (28 February 2006)
Subject: Measures in support of the poultry farming sector
Answer from the Commission (15 May 2006)

E-0806/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (28 February 2006)
Subject: Internal document of the Directorate-General for Enlargement and the name FYROM
Answer from the Commission (24 March 2006)

E-0814/06 (IT) by Iles Braghetto (PPE-DE) to the Commission (28 February 2006)
Subject: EU language arrangements and disparities in use of official languages
Answer from the Commission (10 May 2006)

E-0824/06 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) and Philip Bradbourn (PPE-DE) to the Commission (28 February 2006)
Subject: Integrated rail ticketing across the EU
Joint answer from the Commission (16 March 2006)

E-0825/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (28 February 2006)
Subject: Sharia law
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2006)

E-0833/06 (IT) by Iles Braghetto (PPE-DE), Vito Bonsignore (PPE-DE), Lorenzo Cesa (PPE-DE), Armando Dionisi (PPE-DE), Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) and Raffaele Lombardo (PPE-DE) to the Commission (28 February 2006)
Subject: Special intervention in support of the poultry sector
Answer from the Commission (21 June 2006)
E-0834/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (28 February 2006)
Subject: The highly autonomous status of the Åland Islands in the Baltic Sea since 1921 and its implications for Finland's inability to enforce EU legislation
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2006)

E-0843/06 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (2 March 2006)
Subject: High proportion of foreign children in schools
Answer from the Commission (15 May 2006)

E-0844/06 (DE) by Renate Sommer (PPE-DE) to the Commission (2 March 2006)
Subject: Transport inspections in the road haulage sector
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2006)

P-0848/06 (IT) by Stefano Zappalà (PPE-DE) to the Commission (27 February 2006)
Subject: Nomisma Institute
Preliminary answer from the Commission (7 April 2006)
Supplementary answer from the Commission (7 August 2006)

E-0859/06 (FI) by Eija-Riitta Korhola (PPE-DE) to the Commission (2 March 2006)
Subject: The future of Finnish libraries' public lending right system
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2006)

E-0874/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (2 March 2006)
Subject: Denial of permission for children of divorced parents to leave Israel due to unaffordably large surety payments, preventing visits to relatives in Europe, contrary to a convention
Answer from the Commission (11 April 2006)

E-0875/06 (ES) by Francisca Pleguezuelos Aguilar (PSE) to the Council (2 March 2006)
Subject: Access to the European civil service for people with disabilities
Answer from the Council (24 July 2006)

E-0932/06 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 March 2006)
Subject: Cuba — Internet
Answer from the Commission (6 June 2006)

P-0943/06 (EL) by Stavros Arnaoutakis (PSE) to the Commission (2 March 2006)
Subject: Problems in implementing ESF 'local employment initiatives' in rural and less-favoured areas of Greece
Answer from the Commission (11 April 2006)

P-0944/06 (EN) by Niels Busk (ALDE) to the Commission (2 March 2006)
Subject: Aquaculture
Answer from the Commission (31 March 2006)

P-0946/06 (IT) by Luciana Sbarbati (ALDE) to the Commission (2 March 2006)
Subject: Antidumping in the footwear sector
Answer from the Commission (30 March 2006)

E-0950/06 (EL) by Stavros Arnaoutakis (PSE) to the Commission (7 March 2006)
Subject: Climate change in Europe
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2006)
P-0980/06 (IT) by Salvatore Tatarella (UEN) to the Commission (8 March 2006)
Subject: Running aground of the motor vessel Hanife Ana
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2006)

P-0981/06 (PT) by Duarte Freitas (PPE-DE) to the Commission (8 March 2006)
Subject: Restoring support for olive oil used in the manufacture of certain preserved foods
Answer from the Commission (11 April 2006)

P-0982/06 (NL) by Jan Mulder (ALDE) to the Commission (8 March 2006)
Subject: Compensation for the costs of vaccinating poultry against avian flu
Answer from the Commission (3 April 2006)

E-0993/06 (EN) by Fausto Bertinotti (GUE/NGL), Roberto Musacchio (GUE/NGL), Luisa Morgantini (GUE/NGL), Vittorio Agnolletto (GUE/NGL) and Giusto Catania (GUE/NGL) to the Council (10 March 2006)
Subject: State of emergency in the Philippines
Answer from the Council (14 July 2006)

E-0994/06 (EN) by Fausto Bertinotti (GUE/NGL), Roberto Musacchio (GUE/NGL), Luisa Morgantini (GUE/NGL), Vittorio Agnolletto (GUE/NGL) and Giusto Catania (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 March 2006)
Subject: State of emergency in the Philippines
Answer from the Commission (11 April 2006)

P-0998/06 (DE) by Jorgo Chatzimarkakis (ALDE) to the Commission (8 March 2006)
Subject: Private insolvency
Answer from the Commission (31 March 2006)

P-0999/06 (EN) by Alejo Vidal-Quadras Roca (PPE-DE) to the Commission (8 March 2006)
Subject: Competition distortion in partially liberalised energy markets
Answer from the Commission (12 April 2006)

E-1001/06 (EN) by Alyn Smith (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (10 March 2006)
Subject: Labelling of organic produce
Answer from the Commission (10 May 2006)

P-1002/06 (EL) by Nikolaos Sifunakis (PSE) to the Commission (8 March 2006)
Subject: Appeal by international shipowners’ associations against Directive 2005/35/EC on ship-source pollution
Answer from the Commission (4 April 2006)

P-1003/06 (NL) by Corien Wortmann-Kool (PPE-DE) to the Commission (8 March 2006)
Subject: Appointment of TEN-T coordinators
Answer from the Commission (4 April 2006)

E-1004/06 (NL) by Dorette Corbey (PSE) and Thijs Berman (PSE) to the Council (13 March 2006)
Subject: Filtration of ballast water
Answer from the Council (2 August 2006)

E-1009/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzafaris (IND/DEM) to the Commission (13 March 2006)
Subject: Interreg II A (Greece — Turkey)
Answer from the Commission (8 May 2006)
E-1010/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (13 March 2006)
Subject: Unpaid doctors in Greece
Answer from the Commission (30 March 2006)

P-1013/06 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (10 March 2006)
Subject: Globalisation fund
Answer from the Commission (12 April 2006)

E-1214/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (23 March 2006)
Subject: Municipality of Pistoia: update regarding the situation of the funds relating to the Life III programme
Joint answer from the Commission (5 May 2006)

E-1216/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (23 March 2006)
Subject: Municipality of Siena: update regarding the situation of the funds relating to the Life III programme
Joint answer from the Commission (5 May 2006)

E-1234/06 (IT) by Stefano Zappalà (PPE-DE) to the Council (23 March 2006)
Subject: Leaks of confidential data from the OLAF Supervisory Committee
Joint answer from the Council (11 July 2006)

E-1236/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (23 March 2006)
Subject: Putting an end to abuses in the old EU Member States caused by the way in which citizens of the new EU Member States have to work there
Answer from the Commission (2 May 2006)

E-1242/06 (IT) by Antonio Tajani (PPE-DE), Lorenzo Cesa (PPE-DE), Gianni De Michelis (NI), Cristiana Muscardini (UEN), Mario Borghezio (NI), Mario Mauro (PPE-DE), Giuseppe Gargani (PPE-DE), Renato Brunetta (PPE-DE), Jas Gawronski (PPE-DE), Alessandro Battilocchio (NI), Roberta Angelilli (UEN), Armando Dionisi (PPE-DE) and Vito Bonsignore (PPE-DE) to the Council (23 March 2006)
Subject: Leaking of OLAF information
Joint answer from the Council (11 July 2006)

E-1244/06 (FI) by Eija-Riitta Korhola (PPE-DE) to the Commission (23 March 2006)
Subject: Effect of the grey economy on the Member States’ contributions burden
Answer from the Commission (22 June 2006)

E-1246/06 (EN) by Simon Coveney (PPE-DE) to the Council (23 March 2006)
Subject: EU report on status of East Jerusalem
Answer from the Council (14 July 2006)

E-1248/06 (EN) by Daniel Hannan (PPE-DE) to the Commission (23 March 2006)
Subject: Bechtel motorway project
Answer from the Commission (22 May 2006)

P-1250/06 (FI) by Esko Seppänen (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 March 2006)
Subject: Redundancies at UPM-Kymmene
Answer from the Commission (10 April 2006)

E-1256/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (29 March 2006)
Subject: Problems concerning public buildings in Greece
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2006)
E-1258/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (29 March 2006)
Subject: Discrimination against gypsies and those with special needs in Greece
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2006)

E-1261/06 (EN) by Elly de Groen-Kouwenhoven (Verts/ALE) to the Council (29 March 2006)
Subject: Trakia motorway concession in Bulgaria and Council red cards
Joint answer from the Council (25 September 2006)

E-1266/06 (EN) by Elly de Groen-Kouwenhoven (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (29 March 2006)
Subject: Vote on 1 March 2006 in the Bulgarian National Assembly regarding the files of the former totalitarian secret service Darzavna Sigurnost
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2006)

E-1268/06 (FI) by Esko Seppänen (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (29 March 2006)
Subject: Sugar quotas
Answer from the Commission (15 May 2006)

E-1275/06 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (29 March 2006)
Subject: ‘Smileagain’
Answer from the Commission (6 June 2006)

E-1285/06 (FR) by Françoise Grossetête (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 March 2006)
Subject: Action against cancer
Answer from the Commission (19 June 2006)

P-1288/06 (SV) by Carl Schlyter (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (21 March 2006)
Subject: Pirated plant protection products
Answer from the Commission (20 April 2006)

E-1327/06 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (NI) to the Council (29 March 2006)
Subject: Turkey attempts to censor film on the Armenian genocide
Answer from the Council (2 August 2006)

E-1329/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (29 March 2006)
Subject: Stationary street trading
Answer from the Commission (10 May 2006)

E-1367/06 (DE) by Hilfrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (30 March 2006)
Subject: Technology platform ‘Plants for the future’
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2006)

E-1503/06 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (7 April 2006)
Subject: WTO negotiations and animal welfare
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2006)

E-1504/06 (NL) by Camiel Eurlings (PPE-DE) to the Council (7 April 2006)
Subject: Action by the EU in support of peaceful demonstrators arrested in Minsk and joint European action within the OSCE
Answer from the Council (2 August 2006)
E-1537/06 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (7 April 2006)
Subject: Norwegian fish farm salmon threatens wild salmon
Answer from the Commission (30 May 2006)

E-1538/06 (FR) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 April 2006)
Subject: Late transposition of Directive 2002/49/EC by the Belgian State
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2006)

E-1539/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (12 April 2006)
Subject: Human rights violations, intervention by the European institutions in the case of Abdul Rahman
Joint answer from the Commission (24 May 2006)

E-1540/06 (IT) by Adriana Poli Bortone (UEN) to the Commission (12 April 2006)
Subject: Anti-dumping duties on footwear from China and Vietnam
Answer from the Commission (16 May 2006)

E-1541/06 (SV) by Charlotte Cederschiöld (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 April 2006)
Subject: Emission trading
Answer from the Commission (26 July 2006)

E-1554/06 (PT) by Pedro Guerreiro (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 April 2006)
Subject: Financing of fish-stock recovery plans in the context of the common fisheries policy
Answer from the Commission (29 May 2006)

E-1556/06 (PT) by Pedro Guerreiro (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 April 2006)
Subject: Financial perspective for 2007-13 and the 'statistical effect' regions, such as the Algarve
Answer from the Commission (29 May 2006)

E-1558/06 (SV) by Henrik Lax (ALDE) to the Commission (12 April 2006)
Subject: Promotion of the use of biofuels
Answer from the Commission (20 June 2006)

E-1571/06 (EN) by Avril Doyle (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 April 2006)
Subject: EU funding for collaborative research programmes with developing countries
Answer from the Commission (18 May 2006)

E-1572/06 (EN) by Avril Doyle (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 April 2006)
Subject: Disclosure of tobacco product ingredients
Answer from the Commission (23 May 2006)

E-1574/06 (IT) by Monica Frassoni (Verts/ALE), Antonio Di Pietro (ALDE), Roberto Musacchio (GUE/NGL) and Vittorio Agnoletto (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 April 2006)
Subject: Malpensa airport 2000 — Complaint 5129/01 — Request for proceedings not to be closed
Answer from the Commission (13 June 2006)

E-1575/06 (NL) by Frederika Brepoels (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 April 2006)
Subject: ISO standard for hand-rolling tobacco
Answer from the Commission (23 May 2006)
E-1578/06 (EN) by Richard Corbett (PSE) to the Commission (12 April 2006)
Subject: Single market in cars
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2006)

E-1579/06 (EN) by Peter Skinner (PSE) to the Commission (12 April 2006)
Subject: Smoking cessation
Joint answer from the Commission (30 May 2006)

E-1580/06 (EN) by Peter Skinner (PSE) to the Commission (12 April 2006)
Subject: Tobacco control policy
Joint answer from the Commission (30 May 2006)

E-1581/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 April 2006)
Subject: Possibility of a European ban on importation of illegally logged wood from outside the EU
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2006)

E-1584/06 (EN) by Paul van Buitenen (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 April 2006)
Subject: Required carcinogenicity testing of food additives, i.e. aspartame, before being allowed on the EU market
Answer from the Commission (6 June 2006)

E-1585/06 (EN) by Edward McMillan-Scott (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 April 2006)
Subject: Hill farm subsidies
Answer from the Commission (15 May 2006)

E-1589/06 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) and Peter Skinner (PSE) to the Commission (12 April 2006)
Subject: Alleged discrimination against foreign EU retail outlets wishing to trade on Sundays in Belgium
Answer from the Commission (13 June 2006)

E-1592/06 (CS) by Jana Bobošková (NI) to the Commission (12 April 2006)
Subject: Rules on hearings at the European Commission
Answer from the Commission (22 May 2006)

E-1593/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (12 April 2006)
Subject: Exploitation by EU of Third World doctors and nurses
Answer from the Commission (20 June 2006)

E-1659/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (20 April 2006)
Subject: Curious interpretation by Commissioner Olli Rehn of comments in report drawn up by the Commission's delegation in Skopje
Answer from the Commission (24 May 2006)

E-1753/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (26 April 2006)
Subject: Resignation of official responsible for administering the third CSF in Greece
Answer from the Commission (6 June 2006)

E-1757/06 (NL) by Kartika Liotard (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 April 2006)
Subject: Possible transport of nuclear waste from the EU to Russia
Answer from the Commission (19 June 2006)
P-1758/06 (EN) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (20 April 2006)
Subject: Inclusion of eight substances in Annex 1 of Directive 91/414/EEC
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2006)

E-1772/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (28 April 2006)
Subject: EU’s protectionist policies
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2006)

E-1844/06 (EN) by Mary McDonald (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 May 2006)
Subject: Sexual exploitation of women
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2006)

E-1900/06 (EN) by Mary McDonald (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (4 May 2006)
Subject: Waste management
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2006)

E-1906/06 (EN) by Sharon Bowles (ALDE) to the Commission (4 May 2006)
Subject: Water efficiency in buildings
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2006)

E-1970/06 (DE) by Paul Rübig (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 May 2006)
Subject: Posted Workers Act (Arbeitnehmer-Entsendegesetz — AEntG)
Answer from the Commission (27 June 2006)

E-1971/06 (DE) by Paul Rübig (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 May 2006)
Subject: Eligibility of seed-growing business in Slovakia to receive support
Answer from the Commission (19 July 2006)

E-1975/06 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (4 May 2006)
Subject: Recognition of democratically-elected government in Palestine
Answer from the Commission (27 June 2006)

E-2079/06 (EN) by Mary McDonald (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 May 2006)
Subject: Natura 2000 sites
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2006)

E-2165/06 (EN) by Simon Busuttil (PPE-DE) and Louis Grech (PSE) to the Commission (19 May 2006)
Subject: Free movement of services for on-line gambling/betting companies
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2006)

E-2178/06 (ES) by José García-Margallo y Marfil (PPE-DE) to the Commission (19 May 2006)
Subject: EU-Bolivian relations
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2006)

E-2196/06 (NL) by Albert Maat (PPE-DE) to the Commission (19 May 2006)
Subject: Sales of champost
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2006)
E-2218/06 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (19 May 2006)
Subject: The competitiveness of the European fishing fleet in light of the increase in fuel prices
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2006)

E-2234/06 (EN) by Sharon Bowles (ALDE) to the Commission (19 May 2006)
Subject: Competition law assistance
Joint answer from the Commission (5 July 2006)

E-2310/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (29 May 2006)
Subject: Freedom of Sikhs
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2006)

E-2313/06 (IT) by Marco Cappato (ALDE) to the Commission (29 May 2006)
Subject: Rule of law, democracy and repression of opposition groups in the Maldives
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2006)

E-2317/06 (ES) by David Hammerstein Mintz (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (29 May 2006)
Subject: Cable and tyre dump in Léon
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2006)

E-2336/06 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 May 2006)
Subject: Sahara, Aminetu Haidar and the ‘black prison’
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2006)

E-2347/06 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (31 May 2006)
Subject: Killings in Palestine
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2006)

E-2350/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (31 May 2006)
Subject: Pollution permits
Answer from the Commission (7 August 2006)

E-2360/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (31 May 2006)
Subject: EU domain names
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2006)

P-2400/06 (IT) by Patrizia Toia (ALDE) to the Commission (31 May 2006)
Subject: Anomaly in the termination prices charged on the networks of alternative operators
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2006)

E-2412/06 (EN) by Sajjad Karim (ALDE) to the Commission (7 June 2006)
Subject: Extrajudicial execution of Palestinian children
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2006)

E-2421/06 (DE) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 June 2006)
Subject: Power stations using vegetable oil, in particular palm oil
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2006)
**E-2446/06** (EN) by Anne Jensen (ALDE) and Dirk Sterckx (ALDE) to the Commission (9 June 2006)
Subject: Future use of 45’ containers in the EU
Answer from the Commission (7 August 2006)

**P-2469/06** (EL) by Stavros Arnaoutakis (PSE) to the Commission (1 June 2006)
Subject: Winding up of tripartite selection committee responsible for recruitment and traineeships under the ‘Local employment initiatives’ programme in Greece
Preliminary answer from the Commission (19 June 2006)
Supplementary answer from the Commission (4 August 2006)

**P-2471/06** (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE-DE) to the Commission (1 June 2006)
Subject: Measures to regulate violent video games
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2006)

**E-2480/06** (EN) by Glyn Ford (PSE) to the Commission (9 June 2006)
Subject: Flights to North Cyprus
Answer from the Commission (7 August 2006)

**E-2493/06** (NL) by Sophia in ’t Veld (ALDE) to the Commission (9 June 2006)
Subject: Balanced dialogue with churches and non-confessional organisations
Answer from the Commission (27 July 2006)

**E-2497/06** (DE) by Othmar Karas (PPE-DE) to the Commission (9 June 2006)
Subject: Tripartite Social Summit — inclusion of Eurochambres
Answer from the Commission (13 July 2006)

**P-2500/06** (PT) by Duarte Freitas (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 June 2006)
Subject: Unequal competition in the fishing industry
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2006)

**P-2517/06** (SV) by Henrik Lax (ALDE) to the Commission (7 June 2006)
Subject: Discharges from ships in the Baltic Sea
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2006)

**E-2530/06** (DE) by Milan Horáček (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (9 June 2006)
Subject: Child prostitution on the German-Czech-Austrian border
Answer from the Commission (7 August 2006)

**E-2556/06** (EN) by Daniel Hannan (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 June 2006)
Subject: Meetings with UK Chancellor of the Exchequer
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2006)

**E-2570/06** (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (12 June 2006)
Subject: Accusations against Mr Cesar Deben
Answer from the Commission (7 August 2006)

**E-2575/06** (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 June 2006)
Subject: China
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2006)
E-2578/06 (ES) by Marco Cappato (ALDE) and Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 June 2006)
Subject: Spanish construction tax (ICIO), contrary to Community law
Answer from the Commission (28 July 2006)

E-2581/06 (ES) by Cristobal Montoro Romero (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 June 2006)
Subject: Exports of fuel for commercial vehicles
Joint answer from the Commission (18 August 2006)

E-2593/06 (NL) by Said El Khadraoui (PSE) to the Council (14 June 2006)
Subject: The consequences of the annulment of the agreement between the EU and the USA on exchanges of passenger name records (PNR) in aviation
Joint answer from the Council (2 August 2006)

P-2613/06 (EN) by Thomas Wise (IND/DEM) to the Commission (9 June 2006)
Subject: Petition by citizen — submitted in 2003
Answer from the Commission (5 July 2006)

E-2656/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (16 June 2006)
Subject: Provocative behaviour by a representative of a UN initiative in Cyprus co-funded by the EU
Answer from the Commission (7 August 2006)

E-2661/06 (NL) by Emine Bozkurt (PSE) and Margrietus van den Berg (PSE) to the Commission (16 June 2006)
Subject: Fraudulent sale of tickets for the football World Cup
Answer from the Commission (7 August 2006)

P-2673/06 (DE) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (13 June 2006)
Subject: Patenting of human embryonic stem cells
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2006)

E-2693/06 (EN) by Elspeth Attwooll (ALDE) to the Commission (21 June 2006)
Subject: Restriction of Hazardous Substances Directive
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2006)

E-2695/06 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (21 June 2006)
Subject: Dialogue with Turkish Cypriot representatives
Answer from the Commission (13 July 2006)

E-2696/06 (EN) by Bernat Joan i Mari (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (21 June 2006)
Subject: High Level Group on Multilingualism
Answer from the Commission (6 July 2006)

P-2701/06 (EN) by Toomas Ilves (PSE) to the Commission (13 June 2006)
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2006)

P-2705/06 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (13 June 2006)
Subject: Neo-Nazi violence
Answer from the Commission (19 September 2006)
E-2708/06 (DA) by Jens-Peter Bonde (IND/DEM) to the Commission (21 June 2006)
Subject: Aid to agriculture
Answer from the Commission (7 August 2006)

E-2712/06 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 June 2006)
Subject: European maritime policy
Answer from the Commission (4 August 2006)

P-2718/06 (SV) by Eva-Britt Svensson (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (13 June 2006)
Subject: Compatibility of Swedish collective agreements with the Services Directive
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2006)

E-2793/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (21 June 2006)
Subject: Transposition by Ireland of Council Directive on taxation of energy products and electricity
Answer from the Commission (2 August 2006)

E-2823/06 (EN) by Anneli Jäättänenmäki (ALDE) to the Commission (28 June 2006)
Subject: Consumer rights and Package Travel Directive
Answer from the Commission (4 August 2006)

E-2850/06 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (28 June 2006)
Subject: Aid for energy crops
Answer from the Commission (7 August 2006)

E-2869/06 (EN) by Alyn Smith (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (28 June 2006)
Subject: Red diesel
Answer from the Commission (9 August 2006)

P-2877/06 (ES) by Luis de Grandes Pascual (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 June 2006)
Subject: Common rules on civil aviation security
Answer from the Commission (31 July 2006)

P-2889/06 (DA) by Henrik Kristensen (PSE) to the Commission (29 June 2006)
Subject: Directive on unfair commercial practices and the ‘Habbo Hotel’ website
Answer from the Commission (16 August 2006)

E-2903/06 (ES) by Antolín Sánchez Presedo (PSE) to the Commission (30 June 2006)
Subject: Trade in pathogen DNA sequences
Answer from the Commission (19 September 2006)

P-2945/06 (EN) by Caroline Lucas (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (29 June 2006)
Subject: Recognition and protection of tranquillity in EU policy
Answer from the Commission (17 July 2006)

P-2946/06 (ES) by Joan Calabuig Rull (PSE) to the Commission (29 June 2006)
Subject: Non-compliance of the Valencian urban development law (LUV) with Community regulations
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2006)
E-2958/06 (EN) by Elly de Groen-Kouwenhoven (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (4 July 2006)  
Subject: Bulgarian Sapard programme  
Answer from the Commission (19 September 2006)

P-2962/06 (ES) by Fernando Fernández Martín (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 June 2006)  
Subject: Trafficking in persons  
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

E-2968/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (4 July 2006)  
Subject: Investment projects included in the development law which remain unfinished  
Answer from the Commission (17 August 2006)

E-2969/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (4 July 2006)  
Subject: Scale of tax evasion in Greece  
Answer from the Commission (1 September 2006)

E-2970/06 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (NI) to the Council (4 July 2006)  
Subject: Somalia moving towards Sharia — measures to rehabilitate the old Italian military cemetery devastated and occupied by guerrillas  
Answer from the Council (1 September 2006)

E-2971/06 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (NI) to the Commission (4 July 2006)  
Subject: Somalia moving towards Sharia — measures to rehabilitate the old Italian military cemetery devastated and occupied by guerrillas  
Answer from the Commission (17 August 2006)

E-2972/06 (IT) by Sebastiano Musumeci (UEN) to the Commission (4 July 2006)  
Subject: Petrochemical industry and congenital malformations in Sicily — request for an update  
Answer from the Commission (9 August 2006)

E-2973/06 (IT) by Sebastiano Musumeci (UEN) to the Commission (4 July 2006)  
Subject: Air pollution in the city of Messina — request for an update  
Answer from the Commission (18 August 2006)

P-2975/06 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 June 2006)  
Subject: Alleged abduction of Christian children in Pakistan  
Answer from the Commission (14 July 2006)

P-2976/06 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (29 June 2006)  
Subject: Killing of porpoises due to use of gill nets  
Answer from the Commission (2 August 2006)

P-2977/06 (EL) by Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 June 2006)  
Subject: Child labour in developing countries  
Answer from the Commission (1 August 2006)

P-2978/06 (PL) by Zdzisław Podkański (UEN) to the Commission (29 June 2006)  
Subject: Soft fruit  
Answer from the Commission (28 July 2006)
P-2979/06 (DE) by Manfred Weber (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 June 2006)
Subject: Security risks resulting from the opening-up of borders under the Schengen Convention
Answer from the Commission (1 August 2006)

P-2980/06 (DE) by Johannes Voggenhuber (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (29 June 2006)
Subject: Fulfilling the safety standards laid down for the Temelin nuclear power plant in the Melk agreement (Follow-up to Written Question P-1775/06 by Eva Lichtenberger)
Answer from the Commission (27 July 2006)

P-2981/06 (EN) by Caroline Jackson (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 June 2006)
Subject: Health effects of wind turbines
Answer from the Commission (25 July 2006)

P-2982/06 (IT) by Marco Cappato (ALDE) to the Commission (29 June 2006)
Subject: Incompatibility between membership of the European Parliament and membership of the EGE: case of Carlo Casini
Answer from the Commission (1 August 2006)

P-2983/06 (NL) by Emine Bozkurt (PSE) to the Commission (29 June 2006)
Subject: Transposition of the acquis communautaire by Latvia
Joint answer from the Commission (7 August 2006)

P-2984/06 (EN) by Piia-Noora Kauppi (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 June 2006)
Subject: Rejection of ban on sexual orientation discrimination in labour law by Latvian Parliament
Joint answer from the Commission (7 August 2006)

P-2985/06 (DE) by Thomas Ulmer (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 June 2006)
Subject: Impact of EU pollutant emissions on the Arctic
Answer from the Commission (4 August 2006)

P-2986/06 (EL) by Panagiotis Beglitis (PSE) to the Commission (29 June 2006)
Subject: Community aid to Kosovo and progress with implementing the standards in accordance with UN Security Council Resolution 1244/99
Answer from the Commission (25 July 2006)

E-2994/06 (DE) by Daniel Caspary (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 July 2006)
Subject: Unrest in Paris in October 2005 — compensation
Answer from the Commission (28 August 2006)

E-2998/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (4 July 2006)
Subject: Contradictions between Greek press reports and Government claims about the take-up rate for EU resources
Answer from the Commission (7 August 2006)

E-3000/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (4 July 2006)
Subject: Seizure of private cars by banks
Answer from the Commission (24 August 2006)

E-3001/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (4 July 2006)
Subject: Pan-European Road Corridor X
Answer from the Commission (13 September 2006)
E-3002/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (4 July 2006)
Subject: EU resources for vulnerable social groups
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2006)

E-3003/06 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 July 2006)
Subject: Education and higher education
Answer from the Commission (29 August 2006)

E-3004/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (4 July 2006)
Subject: Trainees (stagiaires) from the occupied territory of an EU Member State
Answer from the Commission (11 August 2006)

E-3005/06 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 July 2006)
Subject: Imprisonment of a pastor in Cuba
Answer from the Commission (21 August 2006)

E-3006/06 (EN) by Caroline Jackson (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 July 2006)
Subject: Safety of phthalates
Answer from the Commission (17 August 2006)

E-3007/06 (FR) by Anne Ferreira (PSE) to the Commission (4 July 2006)
Subject: EMA’s approval of the use of Prozac (fluoxetine) for children aged eight or over
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3008/06 (FR) by Yannick Vaugrenard (PSE) to the Commission (4 July 2006)
Subject: Respect for human rights in Western Sahara
Answer from the Commission (30 August 2006)

E-3009/06 (IT) by Renato Brunetta (PPE-DE), Antonio Tajani (PPE-DE) and Giuseppe Castiglione (PPE-DE)
to the Commission (4 July 2006)
Subject: Tax discrimination in breach of Community law
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3010/06 (IT) by Adriana Poli Bortone (UEN) to the Commission (4 July 2006)
Subject: Presence of GMO foods in restaurants and public canteens
Answer from the Commission (14 September 2006)

E-3011/06 (IT) by Matteo Salvini (NI) to the Commission (4 July 2006)
Subject: Use of Objective 2 Community funding
Answer from the Commission (25 July 2006)

E-3012/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (4 July 2006)
Subject: Use of wood chippings for the ageing of wine
Answer from the Commission (17 August 2006)

E-3013/06 (NL) by Emine Bozkurt (PSE) to the Council (4 July 2006)
Subject: Transposition of the acquis communautaire by Latvia
Answer from the Council (1 September 2006)
E-3014/06 (EN) by Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE) to the Commission (4 July 2006)
Subject: Manpads
Answer from the Commission (7 September 2006)

E-3015/06 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (4 July 2006)
Subject: Delays in payment of farm support
Answer from the Commission (9 August 2006)

P-3016/06 (DA) by Ole Christensen (PSE) to the Commission (29 June 2006)
Subject: Use of Social Fund resources for the development of enterprises
Answer from the Commission (2 August 2006)

P-3017/06 (DE) by Markus Pieper (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 June 2006)
Subject: Effectiveness of EU regional policy with a view to Turkey's possible accession
Answer from the Commission (25 July 2006)

P-3018/06 (EN) by Robert Evans (PSE) to the Commission (29 June 2006)
Subject: Hindu extremism in Madhya Pradesh, India
Answer from the Commission (25 July 2006)

P-3019/06 (NL) by Kathalijne Buitenweg (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (29 June 2006)
Subject: Dutch parliamentary bill on civic integration of aliens
Answer from the Commission (17 August 2006)

P-3020/06 (PL) by Zdzisław Chmielewski (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 June 2006)
Subject: Price of glass eels
Answer from the Commission (28 July 2006)

E-3021/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (4 July 2006)
Subject: Monitoring the use of EU funds in non-Member States
Answer from the Commission (30 August 2006)

E-3022/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (4 July 2006)
Subject: Doubts about cost-benefit analyses
Answer from the Commission (7 September 2006)

E-3023/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (4 July 2006)
Subject: Beneficiaries from EU funds after the Indonesian tsunami
Answer from the Commission (28 August 2006)

E-3024/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (4 July 2006)
Subject: Inaccurate and incomplete auditing — Part 2
Answer from the Commission (19 September 2006)

E-3025/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (4 July 2006)
Subject: Farming subsidy payments in the UK — Part 2
Answer from the Commission (11 September 2006)
E-3026/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (4 July 2006)
Subject: Metrication and imperial measurements
Answer from the Commission (7 September 2006)

E-3027/06 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 July 2006)
Subject: ‘Cybersquatting’ on .eu domain names
Answer from the Commission (17 August 2006)

P-3028/06 (EL) by Katerina Batzeli (PSE) to the Commission (29 June 2006)
Subject: The role of hedge funds in international stock market fluctuations
Answer from the Commission (13 September 2006)

P-3029/06 (EN) by Elspeth Attwooll (ALDE) to the Commission (29 June 2006)
Subject: Lewis Peatlands SPA, Ness & Barva SPA, Lewis Peatlands SAC
Answer from the Commission (18 August 2006)

P-3030/06 (NL) by Marianne Thyssen (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 June 2006)
Subject: Legal uncertainty regarding the status of Guidance Paper M: sharing of test results even after entry into force of standard prEN 14351-1
Answer from the Commission (3 August 2006)

E-3031/06 (ES) by David Hammerstein Mintz (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (5 July 2006)
Subject: The measurement station at the Provincial Hospital of Castellón (Spain)
Answer from the Commission (24 August 2006)

E-3032/06 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (5 July 2006)
Subject: Motorway construction in Ibiza
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

E-3033/06 (DE) by Markus Ferber (PPE-DE) to the Commission (5 July 2006)
Subject: Unequal conditions for applying for posts with Europe Aid
Answer from the Commission (2 August 2006)

E-3034/06 (EL) by Ioannis Gklavakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (5 July 2006)
Subject: Maritime safety of fishing vessels
Answer from the Commission (13 September 2006)

E-3035/06 (EL) by Evangelia Tzampazi (PSE) to the Commission (5 July 2006)
Subject: Psyttalia biological treatment plant
Answer from the Commission (29 August 2006)

E-3036/06 (EL) by Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (5 July 2006)
Subject: Reduction in number of night flights in the Member States
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2006)

E-3037/06 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (5 July 2006)
Subject: Review of EU strategy on the production and use of biofuels
Answer from the Commission (11 August 2006)
E-3038/06 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (5 July 2006)
Subject: Collateral effects of subsidised production of raw energy materials
Joint answer from the Commission (14 September 2006)

E-3039/06 (EN) by Richard Seeber (PPE-DE) to the Council (5 July 2006)
Subject: Human rights violations against children in Nepal
Answer from the Council (25 September 2006)

E-3040/06 (EN) by Richard Seeber (PPE-DE) to the Commission (5 July 2006)
Subject: Human rights violations against children in Nepal
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

E-3041/06 (EN) by Elspeth Attwooll (ALDE) to the Commission (5 July 2006)
Subject: Complaints regarding implementation of the Birds and Habitats Directives in the UK
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

E-3042/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (5 July 2006)
Subject: Impediments to competition in the credit and debit card market in Italy
Answer from the Commission (17 August 2006)

E-3043/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (5 July 2006)
Subject: Electoral fraud in South America in the 2006 Italian elections
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

E-3044/06 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (5 July 2006)
Subject: Public funding of drama courses and competition
Answer from the Commission (24 August 2006)

E-3045/06 (IT) by Marco Rizzo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (5 July 2006)
Subject: Aviation fuel
Answer from the Commission (9 August 2006)

E-3046/06 (FR) by Stéphane Le Foll (PSE) and Jean-Claude Fruteau (PSE) to the Commission (5 July 2006)
Subject: Ceiling on direct aid under the common agricultural policy
Answer from the Commission (4 August 2006)

E-3047/06 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (5 July 2006)
Subject: Support for the naval shipyards in Viana do Castelo (Portugal)
Answer from the Commission (9 October 2006)

P-3048/06 (DA) by Karin Riis-Jørgensen (ALDE) to the Commission (29 June 2006)
Subject: Follow-up to question H-0422/06
Answer from the Commission (2 August 2006)

E-3049/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (5 July 2006)
Subject: Nepotism in Greek public sector appointments
Answer from the Commission (21 August 2006)
E-3050/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (5 July 2006)  
Subject: Installation of electronic speed-check equipment in Greece  
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2006)

E-3051/06 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (5 July 2006)  
Subject: Rail privatisation in Germany  
Answer from the Commission (7 September 2006)

E-3052/06 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (5 July 2006)  
Subject: Independent rail regulation  
Answer from the Commission (7 September 2006)

E-3053/06 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (5 July 2006)  
Subject: Open access for independent operators using rail  
Answer from the Commission (28 August 2006)

E-3054/06 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (5 July 2006)  
Subject: The Channel tunnel  
Answer from the Commission (10 August 2006)

P-3055/06 (EN) by Sajjad Karim (ALDE) to the Commission (29 June 2006)  
Subject: DDA  
Answer from the Commission (2 October 2006)

P-3056/06 (FR) by Tokia Saïfi (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 June 2006)  
Subject: Details of shoe import surveillance measures  
Answer from the Commission (17 August 2006)

E-3057/06 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (5 July 2006)  
Answer from the Commission (5 September 2006)

E-3058/06 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (5 July 2006)  
Subject: Violation of European directives by the Orpesa-Cabanes road scheme due to failure to consider technically viable alternatives and justify the solution adopted  
Joint answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3059/06 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (5 July 2006)  
Subject: Orpesa-Cabanes road scheme infringing Directive 85/337/EEC due to absence of environmental impact assessment  
Joint answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3060/06 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (5 July 2006)  
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

E-3061/06 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (5 July 2006)  
Answer from the Commission (13 September 2006)
E-3062/06 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (5 July 2006)
Subject: Infringement of Directive 93/37/EEC on public works contract award procedures
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3063/06 (EN) by Kathy Sinnott (IND/DEM) to the Commission (5 July 2006)
Subject: Claim that the Scheele Regulation is incompatible with the Pharmaceutical Directive (2004/27/EC)
Answer from the Commission (8 September 2006)

E-3064/06 (NL) by Marianne Thyssen (PPE-DE) and Ivo Belet (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 July 2006)
Subject: European programme relating to the cultural character of traditional and popular sports
Answer from the Commission (11 August 2006)

P-3065/06 (FR) by Alain Hutchinson (PSE) to the Commission (30 June 2006)
Subject: Relocation of Sem-Suhner
Answer from the Commission (22 August 2006)

E-3066/06 (FR) by Paul van Buitenen (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (6 July 2006)
Subject: Commission staff members officially based in Luxembourg who frequently go on mission to Brussels
Answer from the Commission (6 November 2006)

E-3067/06 (EN) by Richard Seeber (PPE-DE) to the Council (6 July 2006)
Subject: Human rights violations against children and recruitment of children for armed groups in Democratic Republic of Congo
Answer from the Council (21 September 2006)

E-3068/06 (EN) by Richard Seeber (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 July 2006)
Subject: Human rights violations against children and recruitment of children for armed groups in Democratic Republic of Congo
Answer from the Commission (27 July 2006)

E-3069/06 (ES) by Bernat Joan i Marí (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (6 July 2006)
Subject: Building of wind energy parks in the Marjal of Pego-Oliva nature reserve (País Valencià) buffer zone
Answer from the Commission (1 September 2006)

E-3070/06 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE), Agnes Schierhuber (PPE-DE) and Albert Deß (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 July 2006)
Subject: New framework rules on state aid for the agriculture sector for the period 2007-13
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3071/06 (EL) by Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 July 2006)
Subject: Competition rules and airports of the 25 Member States
Joint answer from the Commission (14 September 2006)

E-3072/06 (EN) by Stavros Lambrinidis (PSE) to the Commission (6 July 2006)
Subject: SWIFT scandal
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)
P-3073/06 (EN) by László Surján (PPE-DE) to the Commission (30 June 2006)
Subject: State of implementation of budget line 22 05 02, Assistance to Serbia and Montenegro, of the general budget of the European Union for the financial year 2006
Answer from the Commission (28 July 2006)

E-3074/06 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (6 July 2006)
Subject: Displacement of the Karen in Burma
Answer from the Commission (18 August 2006)

E-3075/06 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (6 July 2006)
Subject: Killing of the bear Bruno
Answer from the Commission (18 August 2006)

E-3076/06 (DE) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (6 July 2006)
Subject: MON810
Answer from the Commission (14 September 2006)

E-3077/06 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 July 2006)
Subject: Religious freedom in Belarus
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2006)

E-3078/06 (FR) by Françoise Grossetête (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 July 2006)
Subject: Payment of a pension — ‘Griesmar’ judgment of the Court of Justice of the European Communities of 29 November 2001
Answer from the Commission (7 August 2006)

E-3079/06 (NL) by Albert Maat (PPE-DE) and Camiel Eurlings (PPE-DE) to the Council (6 July 2006)
Subject: Alarming situation in Syria and consequences for the EU’s migration and asylum policy
Answer from the Council (25 September 2006)

E-3080/06 (NL) by Albert Maat (PPE-DE) and Camiel Eurlings (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 July 2006)
Subject: Alarming situation in Syria and consequences for the EU’s migration and asylum policy
Answer from the Commission (18 September 2006)

E-3081/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Council (6 July 2006)
Subject: Submission of documents to the EU by persons originating from the occupied part of Cyprus
Answer from the Council (21 September 2006)

E-3082/06 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 July 2006)
Subject: Action and multilateral system of the World Trade Organisation
Answer from the Commission (18 September 2006)

E-3083/06 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 July 2006)
Subject: Internet addiction
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2006)

E-3084/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 July 2006)
Subject: Financing of medical centre in the Convent of Ormylia in Chalkidiki
Answer from the Commission (19 September 2006)
E-3085/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 July 2006)
Subject: Implementation of Directive 1999/70/EC concerning the framework agreement on fixed term work
Answer from the Commission (21 August 2006)

P-3086/06 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 July 2006)
Subject: Octopus ban in Galicia (Spain)
Answer from the Commission (7 August 2006)

P-3087/06 (EL) by Ioannis Gklavakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 July 2006)
Subject: Cross-border measures for mountainous regions in the Balkan peninsula
Answer from the Commission (9 August 2006)

P-3088/06 (EN) by Roger Helmer (NI) to the Commission (4 July 2006)
Subject: Potential breach of the single market in France
Answer from the Commission (9 August 2006)

E-3089/06 (DA) by Jens-Peter Bonde (IND/DEM) to the Commission (6 July 2006)
Subject: Currencies
Answer from the Commission (11 August 2006)

E-3090/06 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 July 2006)
Subject: Problem of parking in cities
Answer from the Commission (13 September 2006)

E-3091/06 (EL) by Ioannis Gklavakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 July 2006)
Subject: Protection of farmers against skin cancer
Answer from the Commission (1 September 2006)

E-3092/06 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 July 2006)
Subject: Visa agreement between EC and Russian Federation
Answer from the Commission (30 August 2006)

E-3093/06 (EN) by James Nicholson (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 July 2006)
Subject: Belarus
Answer from the Commission (30 August 2006)

E-3094/06 (EN) by James Nicholson (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 July 2006)
Subject: Rajastahan Darma Swatantrya (Freedom of Religion) Bill
Answer from the Commission (27 September 2006)

E-3095/06 (EN) by James Nicholson (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 July 2006)
Subject: Turkmenistan
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2006)

E-3096/06 (EN) by Jens-Peter Bonde (IND/DEM) to the Commission (6 July 2006)
Subject: Ethics Day 2006
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)
E-3097/06 (EN) by John Bowis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 July 2006)
Subject: Reclassification of hip, knee and shoulder joint replacements directive
Answer from the Commission (30 August 2006)

E-3098/06 (IT) by Giusto Catania (GUE/NGL), Roberto Musacchio (GUE/NGL), Vittorio Agnoletto (GUE/NGL), Vincenzo Aita (GUE/NGL) and Luisa Morgantini (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 July 2006)
Subject: Putting down social protest in Europe, particularly Italy
Answer from the Commission (17 August 2006)

E-3099/06 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 July 2006)
Subject: Monitoring of international payment transactions
Answer from the Commission (1 September 2006)

E-3100/06 (NL) by Ria Oomen-Ruijten (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 July 2006)
Subject: Limit values for asbestos
Answer from the Commission (7 August 2006)

E-3101/06 (NL) by Corien Wortmann-Kool (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 July 2006)
Subject: Access for US organisations to information concerning European financial transactions
Answer from the Commission (4 September 2006)

E-3102/06 (EL) by Maria Matsouka (PSE) to the Council (10 July 2006)
Subject: Boom in the trade in human organs in China
Joint answer from the Council (25 September 2006)

E-3103/06 (EL) by Maria Matsouka (PSE) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: Information technology and ‘electronic crime’: disturbing figures for Greece
Answer from the Commission (25 August 2006)

E-3104/06 (EN) by Piia-Noora Kauppi (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: Environmental impact of the Marine Strategy Directive proposal from Baltic Sea perspective
Answer from the Commission (14 September 2006)

E-3105/06 (EN) by Kathy Sinnott (IND/DEM) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: Road safety and EU working time directive
Answer from the Commission (7 September 2006)

E-3106/06 (EN) by Diana Wallis (ALDE) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: .eu domain name
Answer from the Commission (28 August 2006)

E-3107/06 (PL) by Zbigniew Kuźmiuk (UEN) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: Russian ban on food imports
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

P-3108/06 (EN) by Glenys Kinnock (PSE) to the Commission (4 July 2006)
Subject: Haiti Parliament
Answer from the Commission (7 August 2006)
E-3109/06 (ES) by María Ayuso González (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: Wine
Answer from the Commission (11 August 2006)

E-3110/06 (DA) by Ole Christensen (PSE) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: Strengthening of European companies’ social responsibility towards third countries
Answer from the Commission (6 September 2006)

E-3111/06 (DE) by Karin Scheele (PSE) and Herbert Bösch (PSE) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: EU-West Africa relations
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2006)

E-3112/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: Roma encampment in Crete
Answer from the Commission (21 August 2006)

E-3113/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: Desperate situation facing tobacco growers
Answer from the Commission (25 August 2006)

E-3114/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: Pseudo universities in the occupied territory of Cyprus sending ‘graduates’ to work for the EU
Answer from the Commission (19 September 2006)

E-3115/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: Contribution by Greece to added value of co-funded buses in Athens
Answer from the Commission (30 August 2006)

E-3116/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: Use of third CSF funds in Greece
Answer from the Commission (17 August 2006)

E-3117/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: Single-parent families
Answer from the Commission (9 August 2006)

E-3118/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: Commission office in occupied Nicosia and actions by the Commissioners
Answer from the Commission (18 September 2006)

E-3119/06 (EL) by Antonis Samaras (PPE-DE) and Rodi Kratsa-Tsagaropoulou (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: Afghanistan and drugs
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2006)

E-3120/06 (EN) by John Bowis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: EURO 5 impact assessment
Answer from the Commission (7 September 2006)
E-3121/06 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) and Neil Parish (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: Whaling and the IWC St Kitts and Nevis resolution
Joint answer from the Commission (25 September 2006)

E-3122/06 (EN) by Lena Ek (ALDE) and Reino Paasilinna (PSE) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: Redefinition of peat at EU level
Answer from the Commission (28 August 2006)

E-3123/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: Nationalism in football
Answer from the Commission (22 August 2006)

E-3124/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: Denial of human rights in the Maldives
Answer from the Commission (1 September 2006)

E-3125/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: Censorship in Turkey
Answer from the Commission (7 August 2006)

P-3126/06 (DE) by Paul Rübig (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 July 2006)
Subject: Postal services: prices and competition situation
Answer from the Commission (7 August 2006)

E-3127/06 (DE) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: Dangerous dyes in tattoos and permanent make-up
Answer from the Commission (18 September 2006)

E-3128/06 (DE) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: Danger of the creeping intrusion of sharia law into the European legal system
Answer from the Commission (5 September 2006)

E-3129/06 (EL) by Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: Return of antiquities from museums in the USA
Answer from the Commission (28 August 2006)

E-3130/06 (EN) by Alyn Smith (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: Motorcycle fuel efficiency
Answer from the Commission (28 August 2006)

E-3131/06 (FR) by Yannick Vaugrenard (PSE) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: Funding of the Marco Polo programme
Answer from the Commission (18 August 2006)

E-3132/06 (IT) by Sebastiano Musumeci (UEN) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: Ban on the use of drift nets
Answer from the Commission (11 August 2006)
E-3133/06 (NL) by Marianne Thyssen (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: Prevention of food poisoning: compulsory equipping of refrigerators with thermometers?
Answer from the Commission (26 September 2006)

E-3134/06 (SV) by Lena Ek (ALDE) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: Emission trading rights
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

P-3135/06 (DE) by Andreas Schwab (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 July 2006)
Subject: Implementing provisions for staff missions to Strasbourg
Answer from the Commission (1 August 2006)

P-3136/06 (HU) by Edit Herczog (PSE) to the Commission (5 July 2006)
Subject: Fate of anti-dumping measures expiring on 20 July 2006 relating to the import of CFL light bulbs from China as provided for in Council Regulation (EC) No 1470/2001
Answer from the Commission (25 August 2006)

E-3137/06 (DE) by Gabriele Stauner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: Information on Commission contracts with private audit firms
Answer from the Commission (29 September 2006)

E-3138/06 (DE) by Gabriele Stauner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: The Commission’s Eurostat report of 12 April 2006
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2006)

E-3139/06 (DE) by Daniel Caspary (PPE-DE) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: Promotion of renewable energy sources in the internal market
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2006)

E-3140/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: Revision of the Community support framework
Answer from the Commission (1 September 2006)

E-3141/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: Low financial yield from value added tax in Greece
Answer from the Commission (4 September 2006)

E-3142/06 (EN) by Alyn Smith (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: 1701 Act of Settlement
Answer from the Commission (6 September 2006)

E-3143/06 (EN) by Alyn Smith (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: Greenhouse gas emissions
Answer from the Commission (28 August 2006)

E-3144/06 (EN) by Alyn Smith (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: Publishing industry
Answer from the Commission (17 August 2006)
E-3145/06 (EN) by Alyn Smith (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: Commercial whaling
Joint answer from the Commission (25 September 2006)

E-3146/06 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (NI), Mario Mauro (PPE-DE), Roberta Angelilli (UEN), Francesco Speroni (NI), Amalia Sartori (PPE-DE), Luca Romagnoli (NI) and Salvatore Tatarella (UEN) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: Urgent renewal of anti-dumping measures to safeguard the European compact fluorescent lamp industry
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

E-3147/06 (PT) by Pedro Guerreiro (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: Threatened closure of the Opel/General Motors plant at Azambuja (Portugal) and company relocations
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3148/06 (PT) by Pedro Guerreiro (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: 2007-13 financial package for the convergence regions, including the Algarve
Answer from the Commission (29 September 2006)

E-3149/06 (PT) by Pedro Guerreiro (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: Silting-up of the entrance to the harbour of Espopsende
Answer from the Commission (14 September 2006)

E-3150/06 (PT) by Pedro Guerreiro (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: The Buraca/Pontinha section of the IC/17 — CRIL (Portugal)
Answer from the Commission (25 August 2006)

E-3151/06 (PT) by Pedro Guerreiro (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: Alcobaça monastery — the Cistercian Route
Answer from the Commission (17 August 2006)

E-3152/06 (PT) by Pedro Guerreiro (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: The wine sector in the European Union
Answer from the Commission (25 August 2006)

P-3153/06 (DE) by Renate Sommer (PPE-DE) to the Commission (5 July 2006)
Subject: Lifting of ban on imports of honey from Brazil
Answer from the Commission (4 August 2006)

P-3154/06 (EN) by Jana Hybášková (PPE-DE) to the Commission (5 July 2006)
Subject: Delayed entry of new EU Member States into Schengen visa zone
Answer from the Commission (9 August 2006)

P-3155/06 (EN) by Margrietus van den Berg (PSE) to the Commission (5 July 2006)
Subject: Rule of law in Croatia
Answer from the Commission (4 August 2006)

E-3156/06 (DE) by Jutta Haug (PSE) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: Impact of the decentralised bodies on the Commission
Preliminary answer from the Commission (2 August 2006)
Supplementary answer from the Commission (24 October 2006)
E-3157/06 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: EU recycling programmes
Answer from the Commission (24 August 2006)

E-3158/06 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: RAPEX findings within the EU Member States
Answer from the Commission (18 September 2006)

E-3159/06 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: Areas of the EU with permanent geographic disadvantages
Answer from the Commission (17 August 2006)

E-3160/06 (EN) by Bill Newton Dunn (ALDE) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: EASA safety standards
Answer from the Commission (11 August 2006)

E-3161/06 (EN) by Bill Newton Dunn (ALDE) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: De-regulation of licencing of aircraft maintenance engineers
Answer from the Commission (18 September 2006)

E-3162/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: Public opinion says ‘No’ to Turkey
Answer from the Commission (4 August 2006)

E-3163/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: Persecution of Christians in Pakistan
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

E-3164/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: US access to data base of SWIFT
Answer from the Commission (14 September 2006)

E-3165/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: The fostering of religious hatred in Saudi Arabia
Answer from the Commission (11 September 2006)

E-3166/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: Failure of Lisbon Agenda
Answer from the Commission (7 September 2006)

E-3167/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: Torture in Zimbabwe
Answer from the Commission (31 July 2006)

E-3168/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: Kidnapping of Israeli soldier by Hamas
Answer from the Commission (1 September 2006)
E-3169/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: Democracy in Russia
Answer from the Commission (30 August 2006)

E-3170/06 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: Contractual agriculture and revised common agricultural policy
Answer from the Commission (8 September 2006)

E-3171/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: Asbestos cement used for housing construction in Preveza
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

E-3172/06 (EN) by Kathy Sinnott (IND/DEM) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: Proportionality of financial penalties for environmental offences
Answer from the Commission (28 August 2006)

E-3173/06 (EN) by Kathy Sinnott (IND/DEM) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: Drinking water, Ireland
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

E-3174/06 (EN) by Kathy Sinnott (IND/DEM) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: Ryanair
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

P-3175/06 (EN) by Kathy Sinnott (IND/DEM) to the Commission (7 July 2006)
Subject: Wind turbines
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

P-3176/06 (IT) by Sergio Berlato (UEN) to the Commission (7 July 2006)
Subject: State aids: support for the livestock sector to improve the genetic quality of Community livestock
Answer from the Commission (8 August 2006)

P-3177/06 (DA) by Henrik Kristensen (PSE) to the Commission (7 July 2006)
Subject: Studies relating to calculation of sandeel quotas for 2006
Answer from the Commission (3 August 2006)

P-3178/06 (DE) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 July 2006)
Subject: EU animal protection for brown bears
Answer from the Commission (2 August 2006)

P-3179/06 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 July 2006)
Subject: EU-Morocco fisheries agreement
Answer from the Commission (4 August 2006)

P-3180/06 (EN) by Elizabeth Lynne (ALDE) to the Commission (7 July 2006)
Subject: Sri Lanka
Answer from the Commission (13 September 2006)
E-3181/06 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Gambling
Answer from the Commission (14 September 2006)

E-3182/06 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Electronic games and children
Answer from the Commission (1 September 2006)

E-3183/06 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Rapid alert system for counterfeit medicines
Answer from the Commission (7 September 2006)

E-3184/06 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Council (14 July 2006)
Subject: International Whaling Commission (IWC) and whaling
Answer from the Council (25 September 2006)

E-3185/06 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: International Whaling Commission (IWC) and whaling
Joint answer from the Commission (25 September 2006)

E-3186/06 (EN) by Kathy Sinnott (IND/DEM) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Health and Safety Authority, Ireland
Answer from the Commission (21 August 2006)

E-3187/06 (IT) by Iles Braghetto (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Brown bear killed in Germany
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3188/06 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Regional and traditional sports
Answer from the Commission (14 September 2006)

P-3189/06 (EN) by Glenys Kinnock (PSE) to the Commission (7 July 2006)
Subject: British Indian Ocean Territory
Answer from the Commission (5 September 2006)

E-3190/06 (EN) by Richard Corbett (PSE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Supplier of choice team
Answer from the Commission (17 August 2006)

E-3191/06 (EN) by Richard Corbett (PSE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Competition in the diamond sector
Answer from the Commission (22 August 2006)

P-3192/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatsafaris (IND/DEM) to the Commission (7 July 2006)
Subject: Participation of the super-prefecture of Drama-Kavala-Xantli in Community initiatives
Answer from the Commission (17 August 2006)
P-3193/06 (PT) by Pedro Guerreiro (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (7 July 2006)
Subject: Threatened closure of Opel/General Motors in Azambuja (Portugal) and company relocations
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3194/06 (ES) by Bernat Joan i Marí (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Irregularities in the awarding of contracts connected with the Valencian wind-park plan
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3195/06 (DE) by Herbert Bösch (PSE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Commission audit in relation to Athens Spata airport
Answer from the Commission (22 August 2006)

E-3196/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Terrorising of Pomaks in Greek Thrace
Answer from the Commission (28 August 2006)

E-3197/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Grants for repairing monasteries
Answer from the Commission (27 September 2006)

E-3198/06 (EN) by Geoffrey Van Orden (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: ECHR and EU membership
Answer from the Commission (17 August 2006)

E-3199/06 (EN) by Roger Helmer (NI) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Funding of Turkish NGO
Answer from the Commission (5 September 2006)

E-3200/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Trade agreement with Turkmenistan
Answer from the Commission (9 August 2006)

E-3201/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Argentina: claim to Falkland Islands
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2006)

E-3202/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Foreign investors prefer UK to eurozone
Answer from the Commission (18 August 2006)

E-3203/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Coordinating action against children who are abused by witchcraft or ritual abuse
Answer from the Commission (19 September 2006)

E-3204/06 (EL) by Evangelia Tzampazi (PSE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Alcoholic ice cream
Answer from the Commission (14 September 2006)
E-3205/06 (EN) by Mary McDonald (GUE/NGL) to the Council (14 July 2006)  
Subject: Palestinian situation  
Answer from the Council (4 October 2006)

E-3206/06 (EN) by Mary McDonald (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (14 July 2006)  
Subject: Palestinian situation  
Answer from the Commission (5 September 2006)

E-3207/06 (EN) by Glenys Kinnock (PSE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)  
Subject: Bush meat trade  
Answer from the Commission (1 September 2006)

E-3208/06 (EN) by Kathalijne Buitenweg (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)  
Subject: Transfer of personal data to the United States  
Answer from the Commission (20 September 2006)

E-3209/06 (IT) by Marco Cappato (ALDE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)  
Subject: Timetable for the thematic strategy for soil protection  
Answer from the Commission (14 September 2006)

E-3210/06 (FI) by Henrik Lax (ALDE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)  
Subject: Medicines  
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3211/06 (FI) by Henrik Lax (ALDE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)  
Subject: Teaching about the EU in schools  
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2006)

E-3212/06 (FI) by Henrik Lax (ALDE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)  
Subject: Environmental directive for European rivers  
Answer from the Commission (28 August 2006)

E-3213/06 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (14 July 2006)  
Subject: Application of the principle of subsidiarity in the sphere of reproductive health  
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

P-3214/06 (HU) by Péter Olajos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 July 2006)  
Subject: Environmental protection aspects of measures to render the Danube navigable  
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2006)

P-3215/06 (NL) by Dorette Corbey (PSE) to the Commission (10 July 2006)  
Subject: Prevention of breast cancer  
Preliminary answer from the Commission (10 August 2006)  
Supplementary answer from the Commission (11 October 2006)

E-3216/06 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)  
Subject: EU-Senegal fisheries agreement  
Joint answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)
E-3217/06 (ES) by David Hammerstein Mintz (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Illegal fishing in the port of Las Palmas, Gran Canaria
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3218/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Racist attitudes towards the majority of the inhabitants of Cyprus
Answer from the Commission (12 September 2006)

E-3220/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Need for works to resolve the traffic situation in Thessaloniki
Answer from the Commission (13 September 2006)

E-3221/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Information for subscribers concerning the danger of breaches of cellphone company network security
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3222/06 (EN) by Kathalijne Buitenweg (Verts/ALE), Monica Frassoni (Verts/ALE) and Caroline Lucas (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Chernobyl radioactive waste management
Answer from the Commission (4 August 2006)

E-3223/06 (FR) by Hélène Flautre (Verts/ALE) and Pierre Jonckheer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Structural funds for the period 2007-13
Answer from the Commission (29 August 2006)

E-3224/06 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Implementation of the Birds and Habitats Directives in Poland; S-8 express road; possible route for ‘Via Baltica’
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2006)

E-3225/06 (NL) by Kathalijne Buitenweg (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Clarification of Article 19(2) of Directive 2003/9/EC laying down minimum standards for the reception of asylum-seekers
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2006)

E-3226/06 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Cuba: torture and deaths of political prisoners
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3227/06 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Cuba — International Red Cross Committee inspections
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

P-3228/06 (IT) by Andrea Losco (ALDE) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: Unfair competition from Turkish television manufacturers
Joint answer from the Commission (22 August 2006)

P-3229/06 (ES) by David Hammerstein Mintz (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: Road M-501
Answer from the Commission (4 September 2006)
P-3230/06 (SV) by Carl Schlyter (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (10 July 2006)
Subject: Legislation in new Member States
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2006)

E-3231/06 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Council (14 July 2006)
Subject: Ceuta and Melilla
Answer from the Council (1 September 2006)

E-3232/06 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Football, racism and xenophobia
Answer from the Commission (28 August 2006)

E-3233/06 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Fresh attack on a Catholic priest in Turkey
Answer from the Commission (1 September 2006)

E-3234/06 (ES) by Íñigo Méndez de Vigo (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Fuel in commercial vehicle fuel tanks
Joint answer from the Commission (18 August 2006)

E-3235/06 (EN) by Avril Doyle (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Loss of biodiversity
Answer from the Commission (9 October 2006)

E-3236/06 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Setting up of Delcredere NV in Belgium
Answer from the Commission (24 August 2006)

E-3237/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL), Eva Lichtenberger (Verts/ALE) and Michael Cramer (Verts/ALE)
 to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Solutions to problems raised by the construction of the Zaragoza logistics platform (‘Plaza’) in terms of dealing with the growing volume of freight traffic between Spain and France
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2006)

E-3238/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL), Eva Lichtenberger (Verts/ALE) and Michael Cramer (Verts/ALE)
 to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Attracting of new traffic flows by the Zaragoza Logistics Platform (‘Plaza’) and delay in construction of the Zaragoza-Toulouse railway line needed in connection with the Plaza
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3239/06 (EN) by Avril Doyle (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Smoking cessation
Answer from the Commission (9 August 2006)

E-3240/06 (EN) by Avril Doyle (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Coexistence and GMOs
Answer from the Commission (17 August 2006)

E-3241/06 (EN) by Avril Doyle (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: EP delegations at COPs and MOPs
Answer from the Commission (3 October 2006)
- P-3242/06 (ES) by Carlos Carnero González (PSE) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
  Subject: Application of Community impact assessment directives and environmental impact of the Madrid City Council Recoletos-Prado special plan
  Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

- P-3243/06 (DA) by Anne Jensen (ALDE) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
  Subject: Legal position of drivers in regard to the digital tachograph
  Answer from the Commission (7 September 2006)

- P-3244/06 (DE) by Jorgo Chatzimarkakis (ALDE) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
  Subject: Customer loyalty schemes in cross-border trade
  Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

- P-3245/06 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
  Subject: Relations between the European Union and FIFA
  Answer from the Commission (9 August 2006)

- P-3246/06 (IT) by Sebastiano Musumeci (UEN) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
  Subject: Regulating the use of ass’s milk in the EU
  Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

- P-3247/06 (PL) by Dariusz Grabowski (IND/DEM) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
  Subject: FSO car factory in Warsaw
  Answer from the Commission (17 August 2006)

- E-3248/06 (ES) by Teresa Riera Madurell (PSE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
  Subject: Pay discrimination at Wimbledon
  Answer from the Commission (25 September 2006)

- E-3249/06 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
  Subject: Failure to comply with Directives 96/82/EC and 85/337/EEC in the Ría de Ferrol area (Galicia, Spain)
  Answer from the Commission (28 September 2006)

- E-3250/06 (EL) by Maria Matsouka (PSE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
  Subject: Commission reassurances and OECD concerns regarding unemployment trends in Greece
  Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

- E-3251/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Council (14 July 2006)
  Subject: New projects and institutions
  Answer from the Council (25 September 2006)

- E-3252/06 (EN) by Avril Doyle (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
  Subject: Misinterpretation of the concept of ‘put on the market’ under the RoHS Directive
  Answer from the Commission (29 August 2006)

- E-3254/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
  Subject: The integrity of Commissioner Kroes
  Answer from the Commission (8 September 2006)
E-3255/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Political propaganda to schoolchildren — Part 2
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

E-3256/06 (HU) by Péter Olajos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Transposition and enforcement of Directive 2002/91/EC
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2006)

E-3257/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Results of the investigation announced in 2000 into the use of Konver subsidies in the Netherlands municipality of Den Helder over the period 1994-1999
Answer from the Commission (27 October 2006)

E-3258/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Annoyance caused to researchers cooperating at international level by time-consuming and ineffective EU grant award procedures
Answer from the Commission (29 August 2006)

P-3259/06 (EN) by Glyn Ford (PSE) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: Imerys — Cornwall and Devon
Answer from the Commission (28 August 2006)

P-3260/06 (EN) by Avril Doyle (PPE-DE) to the Commission (11 July 2006)
Subject: Food labelling and farmers' markets
Answer from the Commission (2 August 2006)

E-3261/06 (ES) by Teresa Riera Madurell (PSE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Airbus crisis
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

E-3262/06 (DA) by Anne Jensen (ALDE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: When is waste waste?
Answer from the Commission (28 August 2006)

E-3263/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Council (14 July 2006)
Subject: Arrest and interrogation of Professor Milios by the USA
Answer from the Council (25 September 2006)

E-3264/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Construction of a ski resort at Vrysopoules, Mt Olympos
Answer from the Commission (28 August 2006)

E-3265/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Biological treatment plant at the sources of the River Farsalitis
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3266/06 (EN) by John Bowis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: European and developing countries clinical trials partnership (EDCTP)
Answer from the Commission (7 September 2006)
E-3267/06 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Coal mine methane
Answer from the Commission (26 September 2006)

E-3268/06 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Energy-using Products Directive
Answer from the Commission (8 September 2006)

E-3269/06 (FR) by Jean-Claude Fruteau (PSE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Fair trade
Answer from the Commission (18 September 2006)

E-3270/06 (FR) by Robert Goebbels (PSE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Rules on hedge funds
Answer from the Commission (13 September 2006)

E-3271/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Proposal for a regulation on mandatory origin marks for third country products
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2006)

E-3272/06 (IT) by Carlo Fatuzzo (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Lead times on applications by the elderly to the public health service for dental prostheses
Answer from the Commission (14 September 2006)

E-3273/06 (NL) by Dorette Corbey (PSE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Wind turbines near Bellingwolde
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3274/06 (NL) by Corien Wortmann-Kool (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Restrictions on toll compensation following introduction of the Belgian motorway vignette
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2006)

E-3275/06 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Community support for a footwear firm
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3276/06 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Crisis distillation
Answer from the Commission (24 August 2006)

E-3277/06 (SV) by Jonas Sjöstedt (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Price changes following abolition of textile quotas
Answer from the Commission (6 September 2006)

P-3278/06 (EN) by Bogdan Klich (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Nabucco and south European pipeline projects
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)
E-3279/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Italy's violation of Community legislation on recognition of petroleum exploration as arduous work
Answer from the Commission (1 September 2006)

E-3280/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Information regarding the compatibility of contracts awarded directly by the municipality of Rome with Community rules on public procurement
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2006)

E-3281/06 (DE) by Angelika Beer (Verts/ALE) to the Council (19 July 2006)
Subject: The border management agency Frontex: staff and responsibilities
Joint answer from the Council (4 October 2006)

E-3282/06 (DE) by Angelika Beer (Verts/ALE) to the Council (19 July 2006)
Subject: The border management agency Frontex and its institutional, organisational and staff links with other EU bodies and institutions
Joint answer from the Council (4 October 2006)

E-3283/06 (NL) by Jan Mulder (ALDE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Health checks on imports of Brazilian foodstuffs
Answer from the Commission (18 September 2006)

E-3284/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Prisons situated in urban areas in Greece
Answer from the Commission (18 August 2006)

E-3285/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Civitas initiative
Answer from the Commission (12 October 2006)

E-3286/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Autism/Asperger's syndrome
Answer from the Commission (8 September 2006)

E-3287/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Commission's answer to Question E-1835/06 concerning Ireland’s implementation of Second Motor Insurance Directive
Answer from the Commission (13 September 2006)

E-3288/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Complaint No SG(2004)A/6096
Answer from the Commission (1 September 2006)

E-3289/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Urban transport
Answer from the Commission (13 September 2006)

E-3290/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Role and financing of public service broadcasting in Ireland
Answer from the Commission (25 August 2006)
E-3291/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Review of Environmental Impact Assessment Directive
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3292/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: The Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive and the public’s right to express their opinion within appropriate time frames
Answer from the Commission (19 September 2006)

E-3293/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Possible EU funding for an organisation which represents the interests of organisations engaged in training, development and employment services for people with disabilities
Answer from the Commission (6 September 2006)

E-3294/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Restoring waterworks and canal
Answer from the Commission (25 August 2006)

E-3295/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Ireland’s redundancy payments legislation and EC law
Answer from the Commission (21 August 2006)

E-3296/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Age discrimination and Ireland’s unfair dismissals legislation
Answer from the Commission (1 September 2006)

E-3297/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Rheumatic diseases
Answer from the Commission (19 September 2006)

E-3298/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Transposition of the Employer Insolvency Directive
Answer from the Commission (21 August 2006)

E-3299/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Study of implementation of Insolvency Directive
Answer from the Commission (21 August 2006)

E-3300/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Public bus services
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

E-3301/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: User guides in lesser-used languages on Lifelong Learning programme
Answer from the Commission (28 August 2006)

E-3302/06 (EN) by Marco Cappato (ALDE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Possibility of altering the date of the next PRM III/IV meeting
Answer from the Commission (28 August 2006)
E-3303/06 (IT) by Marco Cappato (ALDE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Denied boarding in the case of EU citizens who are unwelcome in the USA
Answer from the Commission (17 October 2006)

E-3304/06 (IT) by Marco Cappato (ALDE) to the Council (19 July 2006)
Subject: Denied boarding in the case of EU citizens who are unwelcome in the USA
Answer from the Council (4 October 2006)

P-3305/06 (EN) by Neil Parish (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Sanctions for late payment of single farm payment
Answer from the Commission (24 August 2006)

P-3306/06 (NL) by Margrietus van den Berg (PSE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Crisis in the WTO negotiations
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3307/06 (ES) by Maria Badia I Cutchet (PSE) to the Council (19 July 2006)
Subject: Child pornography and regulation of Internet services
Answer from the Council (4 October 2006)

E-3308/06 (ES) by Maria Badia I Cutchet (PSE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Child pornography and regulation of Internet services
Answer from the Commission (31 August 2006)

E-3309/06 (ES) by Salvador Garriga Polledo (PPE-DE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Milk quotas
Answer from the Commission (19 September 2006)

E-3310/06 (ES) by David Hammerstein Mintz (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Environmental impact of the extension of the port of Valencia
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2006)

E-3311/06 (EN) by Neil Parish (PPE-DE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Transport of farm animals
Answer from the Commission (30 August 2006)

E-3312/06 (EN) by Alyn Smith (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: EU aid for Montenegro
Answer from the Commission (19 September 2006)

E-3313/06 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Overfishing in European waters
Answer from the Commission (11 August 2006)

E-3314/06 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Fishing less for better returns
Answer from the Commission (11 August 2006)
E-3315/06 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Development of a new EU fishing policy
Answer from the Commission (11 September 2006)

E-3316/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Commission President's statement on justice and vetos
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2006)

E-3317/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Forced marriages
Answer from the Commission (29 September 2006)

E-3318/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Britain performing better economically than eurozone members, again
Answer from the Commission (18 August 2006)

E-3319/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Censorship in Turkey
Answer from the Commission (6 September 2006)

E-3320/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Race relations in EU
Answer from the Commission (17 August 2006)

E-3321/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Forced marriages
Answer from the Commission (18 September 2006)

E-3322/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Relativity of values
Answer from the Commission (29 August 2006)

E-3323/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: The depletion of Poland's population
Answer from the Commission (11 September 2006)

E-3325/06 (EN) by Glyn Ford (PSE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Trade implication of registration of monomers
Answer from the Commission (18 September 2006)

E-3326/06 (NL) by Margrietus van den Berg (PSE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Labour contract law in China
Answer from the Commission (25 September 2006)

E-3327/06 (PL) by Sylwester Chruszcz (NI) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Protecting national minorities — Closure of another Sorbian school in Panschwitz-Kuckau, Saxony (Germany)
Answer from the Commission (31 August 2006)
P-3328/06 (EN) by Niels Busk (ALDE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Animal welfare
Answer from the Commission (8 September 2006)

P-3329/06 (EN) by Claude Moraes (PSE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Airports
Joint answer from the Commission (14 September 2006)

E-3330/06 (ES) by José García-Margallo y Marfil (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Date for submission and characteristics of projects under the Agua programme
Answer from the Commission (29 August 2006)

E-3331/06 (DE) by Wolfgang Kreissl-Dörfler (PSE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Shortening of the period of the ban on mulching during the main breeding season in Bavaria
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2006)

E-3332/06 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Political situation in Singapore
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

E-3333/06 (EN) by Feleknas Uca (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: The Commission’s planned pilot cooperation projects with ACP countries to manage migratory flows, drawing on experience gained in Canary Islands
Answer from the Commission (19 September 2006)

E-3334/06 (EN) by Claude Moraes (PSE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Aid distribution
Answer from the Commission (19 September 2006)

E-3335/06 (EN) by Claude Moraes (PSE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Transport and health
Answer from the Commission (13 September 2006)

E-3336/06 (EN) by Claude Moraes (PSE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Human rights in Colombia
Answer from the Commission (7 September 2006)

E-3337/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: TV without Frontiers Directive and TV access services — subtitling, signing and audio description
Joint answer from the Commission (28 August 2006)

E-3338/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: TV without Frontiers Directive and TV access services — subtitling, signing and audio description
Joint answer from the Commission (28 August 2006)

E-3339/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Criminal sanctions for Ship-Source Pollution Directive and the Marpol Convention
Answer from the Commission (19 September 2006)
E-3340/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: External costs of waste management
Answer from the Commission (25 August 2006)

E-3341/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Waste Framework Directive
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2006)

E-3342/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Airport charges
Answer from the Commission (8 September 2006)

E-3343/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Implementation of the Worker Consultation Directive in Ireland
Answer from the Commission (21 August 2006)

E-3344/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Implementation of Biofuels Directive in Ireland
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2006)

E-3345/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Certain technical requirements for the donation, procurement and testing of human tissues and cells
Answer from the Commission (12 September 2006)

E-3346/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Proposal to locate landfill site in north Dublin
Answer from the Commission (28 August 2006)

E-3347/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Funding for hotel development at Trim in County Meath in Ireland
Answer from the Commission (28 August 2006)

E-3348/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Retrofitting blind-spot mirrors on existing trucks — Commission consultation
Answer from the Commission (12 September 2006)

E-3349/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Structural Funds and rehabilitation of common spaces
Joint answer from the Commission (6 September 2006)

E-3350/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Structural Funds and security measures and crime prevention
Joint answer from the Commission (6 September 2006)

E-3351/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Structural Funds and support of social inclusion measures such as proximity to health and education centres
Joint answer from the Commission (6 September 2006)
E-3352/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: EIB loans for urban renewal, social housing and urban transport
Answer from the Commission (7 September 2006)

E-3353/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Structural Funds 2007-13 and housing-related activities
Answer from the Commission (3 October 2006)

E-3354/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Cohesion policies and cities
Answer from the Commission (3 October 2006)

E-3355/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: European Charter for Housing
Answer from the Commission (25 September 2006)

E-3356/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Discrimination against women in Greece
Supplementary answer from the Commission (6 October 2006)
Answer from the Commission (1 September 2006)

E-3357/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Fishing agreement with Morocco
Answer from the Commission (8 August 2006)

E-3358/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: EU’s protectionist policies
Answer from the Commission (5 September 2006)

E-3359/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Killing of dolphins
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3360/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: The detention of Professor Davinderpal Singh Bhullar
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

E-3361/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Freedom of Sikhs to practise their religion
Answer from the Commission (21 August 2006)

E-3362/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Racism in Germany
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3363/06 (FR) by Marie-Noëlle Lienemann (PSE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Kyoto Protocol
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)
E-3364/06 (FR) by Christine De Veyrac (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Consumer protection for package holidays sold on the Internet
Answer from the Commission (19 September 2006)

E-3365/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Illegality of the search carried out at the Italian HQ of the Libero newspaper
Answer from the Commission (20 September 2006)

P-3366/06 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Compensation for property in Albania
Answer from the Commission (9 August 2006)

P-3367/06 (FI) by Ari Vatanen (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Changing headlight bulbs: significance for road safety
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

P-3368/06 (IT) by Gianluca Susta (ALDE) to the Commission (14 July 2006)
Subject: Unfair competition from Turkish television manufacturers
Joint answer from the Commission (22 August 2006)

E-3369/06 (DE) by Ingeborg Gräßle (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Joint management: trend in payments in the field of external aid
Answer from the Commission (26 September 2006)

E-3370/06 (DE) by Reinhard Rack (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Minimum age for hiring a car
Answer from the Commission (13 September 2006)

E-3371/06 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Oil and alternative sources of energy
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2006)

E-3372/06 (EN) by Baroness Sarah Ludford (ALDE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Nguyen Khac Toan
Answer from the Commission (5 September 2006)

E-3373/06 (EN) by Simon Busuttil (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Extension of derogations under the Energy Tax Directive
Answer from the Commission (7 September 2006)

E-3374/06 (NL) by Koenraad Dillen (NI) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Turkish accession and Northern Cyprus
Answer from the Commission (2 October 2006)

E-3375/06 (NL) by Koenraad Dillen (NI) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: ‘Pirate’ fishing in the territorial waters of West African countries
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)
E-3376/06 (NL) by Koenraad Dillen (NI) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Commission policy in relation to female genital mutilation
Answer from the Commission (19 September 2006)

E-3377/06 (NL) by Koenraad Dillen (NI) to the Council (20 July 2006)
Subject: Comments by Turkish Prime Minister Erdogan concerning France
Answer from the Council (25 September 2006)

E-3378/06 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Giving away of land in Cyprus
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2006)

E-3379/06 (EL) by Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Child labour and the World Cup
Answer from the Commission (29 September 2006)

E-3380/06 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Vocational training of young sportsmen and women
Answer from the Commission (6 September 2006)

E-3381/06 (EN) by Kathy Sinnott (IND/DEM) to the Council (20 July 2006)
Subject: The Chernobyl sarcophagus
Answer from the Council (9 October 2006)

E-3382/06 (EN) by Kathy Sinnott (IND/DEM) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: The Chernobyl sarcophagus
Answer from the Commission (29 September 2006)

E-3383/06 (IT) by Luca Romagnoli (NI) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Grain-oriented electrical sheets
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3384/06 (DE) by Daniel Caspary (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Cutting red tape in European registry offices
Answer from the Commission (6 September 2006)

E-3385/06 (EN) by Baroness Sarah Ludford (ALDE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Cyprus
Answer from the Commission (1 September 2006)

E-3387/06 (EN) by Baroness Sarah Ludford (ALDE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Abuse of the EU domain name system
Answer from the Commission (1 September 2006)

E-3388/06 (IT) by Antonio Tajani (PPE-DE) to the Council (20 July 2006)
Subject: Anti-Semitic acts in Rome
Answer from the Council (25 September 2006)
Subject: Anti-Semitic acts in Rome
Answer from the Commission (1 September 2006)

Subject: Data processing and consultation procedure on the 'Future of patent policy in Europe'
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

Subject: Suspected violation of Article 105(4) of the EC Treaty by the Italian Government
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

Subject: Toll on the Oosterweel link and Kennedy Tunnel
Answer from the Commission (9 August 2006)

Subject: Budget savings on EU administrative expenditure
Answer from the Council (1 September 2006)

Subject: A European Union Member State votes in favour of commercial whaling
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2006)

Subject: Closure of the GME plant at Azambuja
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

Subject: Waste medicines
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2006)

Subject: Continuation through Switzerland of journeys by goods trains without changing the locomotive and crew, and consequences for the employment and payment of Swiss employees
Answer from the Commission (4 October 2006)

Subject: Enormous losses by Greece under the third CSF
Joint answer from the Commission (30 August 2006)

Subject: Foundations co-funded by the EU and Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs)
Answer from the Commission (29 September 2006)

Subject: Failure to carry out projects in Thessaloniki
Answer from the Commission (29 August 2006)
E-3404/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Unacceptable behaviour by Euronews
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2006)

E-3405/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Meeting of the ninth CSF Monitoring Committee in Athens
Joint answer from the Commission (30 August 2006)

E-3406/06 (EN) by Alain Hutchinson (PSE) and Maria Matsouka (PSE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: European Commission Green Paper on Homelessness and Housing Exclusion
Answer from the Commission (1 September 2006)

E-3407/06 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Working and environmental conditions at Panasqueira mines
Answer from the Commission (9 October 2006)

P-3408/06 (NL) by Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE) to the Commission (18 July 2006)
Subject: Dutch citizen denied entry to Russia
Joint answer from the Commission (6 September 2006)

E-3409/06 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: EU-Senegal fisheries agreement
Joint answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3410/06 (ES) by Elena Valenciano Martínez-Orozco (PSE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Funding for civil-society organisations under the new financial instrument for democracy and human rights
Answer from the Commission (29 August 2006)

E-3411/06 (DA) by Gitte Seeberg (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Considerations on the need for further protection measures to prevent possible irregularities in connection with the implementation of the EU’s foreign policy instruments: Rules for participation
Answer from the Commission (6 September 2006)

E-3412/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Council (25 July 2006)
Subject: Participation of the Dutch beach handball team in 'festivities' to mark the 32nd anniversary of the Turkish invasion of Cyprus
Answer from the Council (9 October 2006)

E-3413/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Diagnostic medical centres in Greece
Answer from the Commission (19 September 2006)

E-3414/06 (EN) by Ivo Strejček (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Prince — Communication on economic and monetary union, including the euro
Answer from the Commission (30 August 2006)

E-3415/06 (EN) by Baroness Sarah Ludford (ALDE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Boat licences in Spain
Answer from the Commission (13 September 2006)
E-3416/06 (EN) by Glenis Willmott (PSE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: EU funding for the marina at Rocella Ionica, Italy
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2006)

E-3417/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Integration of immigrants
Answer from the Commission (22 August 2006)

E-3418/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Pakistan threat to murder Danish cartoonist
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2006)

E-3419/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Free speech and freedom in the EU
Answer from the Commission (6 September 2006)

E-3420/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Denial of Asian women’s human rights in the UK
Answer from the Commission (29 August 2006)

E-3421/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Democracy in Russia
Answer from the Commission (6 September 2006)

E-3422/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Russia and Nenets
Answer from the Commission (6 September 2006)

E-3423/06 (EN) by Alejo Vidal-Quadras (PPE-DE), Ingo Friedrich (PPE-DE), Joan Calabuig Rull (PSE), Cristina Gutiérrez-Cortines (PPE-DE), Malcolm Harbour (PPE-DE), Pilar del Castillo Vera (PPE-DE) and Simon Coveney (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Differences in the application of Directive on phthalates in toys (2005/84/EC)
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

E-3424/06 (EN) by Mary McDonald (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: The need for more secure, low-cost housing for people moving out of homelessness
Answer from the Commission (21 August 2006)

E-3425/06 (EN) by Mary McDonald (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Discrimination on grounds of sexual orientation
Answer from the Commission (1 September 2006)

E-3426/06 (EN) by Mary McDonald (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Directive on Services in the Internal Market
Answer from the Commission (13 September 2006)

E-3427/06 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Anti-terrorist measures in India
Answer from the Commission (13 September 2006)
E-3428/06 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Council (25 July 2006)
Subject: Russian legislation on religious groups
Answer from the Council (25 September 2006)

E-3429/06 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Russian legislation on religious groups
Answer from the Commission (6 September 2006)

E-3430/06 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Protection under CITES for the African wild dog
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2006)

E-3431/06 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Environmental impact assessment for extension of an environmental permit for an airport
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2006)

E-3432/06 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Investigation into the economic impact of night flights
Answer from the Commission (19 September 2006)

E-3433/06 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Operating restrictions as referred to in Directive 2002/30/EC
Answer from the Commission (17 October 2006)

E-3434/06 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: European measures against the greenhouse effect caused by night flights
Answer from the Commission (27 September 2006)

E-3435/06 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Consequences of noise nuisance (particularly in extreme cases), sleep deprivation and chronic lack of sleep
Answer from the Commission (11 October 2006)

E-3436/06 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: EP resolution of 14 April 2000 on night flights
Joint answer from the Commission (10 October 2006)

E-3437/06 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Report on the application of Directive 2002/30/EC
Joint answer from the Commission (10 October 2006)

E-3438/06 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Noise nuisance caused by air traffic
Joint answer from the Commission (10 October 2006)

E-3439/06 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Discrimination as defined in the European Convention on Human Rights and the Charter of Fundamental Rights
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2006)
E-3440/06 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Extra levies on night flights
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2006)

E-3441/06 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Definition of the term ‘night’
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2006)

E-3442/06 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Frequency of air traffic movements versus well-being of the public
Joint answer from the Commission (10 October 2006)

E-3443/06 (SV) by Jonas Sjöstedt (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Environmental problems in Armenia
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2006)

P-3444/06 (EN) by Poul Rasmussen (PSE) to the Commission (18 July 2006)
Subject: Leveraged buyout funds
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

P-3445/06 (EN) by Konrad Szymański (UEN) to the Commission (18 July 2006)
Subject: LG Electronics — misuse of anti-dumping legislation
Answer from the Commission (6 September 2006)

P-3446/06 (NL) by Joost Lagendijk (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (18 July 2006)
Subject: Gas extraction in the Waddenzee
Answer from the Commission (8 September 2006)

P-3447/06 (NL) by Camiel Eurlings (PPE-DE) to the Commission (18 July 2006)
Subject: Expulsion of Irene van den Broek
Joint answer from the Commission (6 September 2006)

P-3448/06 (PL) by Sylwester Chruszcz (NI) to the Commission (18 July 2006)
Subject: Road signs
Answer from the Commission (13 September 2006)

P-3449/06 (IT) by Alfredo Antoniozzi (PPE-DE) to the Commission (18 July 2006)
Subject: EU drugs strategy 2005-12 and Italian Government's proposals on soft drugs
Answer from the Commission (1 September 2006)

E-3450/06 (ES) by David Hammerstein Mintz (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Certain priority bird species adversely affected in Cullera
Answer from the Commission (18 September 2006)

E-3451/06 (DE) by Reinhard Rack (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Raising the value limits for exemption of review copies from value added tax
Answer from the Commission (21 August 2006)
E-3452/06 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE), Simon Coveney (PPE-DE) and Edward McMillan-Scott (PPE-DE) to the Council (25 July 2006)
Subject: Allegations of organ harvesting of Falun Gong practitioners in China
Joint answer from the Council (4 October 2006)

E-3453/06 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE), Simon Coveney (PPE-DE) and Edward McMillan-Scott (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Allegations of organ harvesting of Falun Gong practitioners in China
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3454/06 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Commissioners’ short-distance travel arrangements
Answer from the Commission (7 September 2006)

E-3455/06 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Eastern Mediterranean University
Answer from the Commission (6 September 2006)

E-3456/06 (EN) by Diana Wallis (ALDE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Implementation of Directive 2005/14/EC (Fifth Motor Insurance Directive)
Answer from the Commission (8 September 2006)

E-3457/06 (FR) by Marie-Noëlle Lienemann (PSE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Participation in public contracts by SMEs
Joint answer from the Commission (11 September 2006)

E-3458/06 (FR) by Marie-Noëlle Lienemann (PSE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Participation in public contracts by SMEs
Joint answer from the Commission (11 September 2006)

E-3459/06 (FR) by Marco Pannella (ALDE) and Marco Cappato (ALDE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Use of chloramphenicol
Answer from the Commission (2 October 2006)

E-3460/06 (IT) by Antonio Tajani (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Decision by the Italian telecom authority on termination rates
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2006)

E-3461/06 (IT) by Alfredo Antoniazzi (PPE-DE) to the Council (25 July 2006)
Subject: EU drugs strategy 2005-12 and Italian Government’s proposals on soft drugs
Answer from the Council (9 October 2006)

E-3462/06 (NL) by Camiel Eurlings (PPE-DE) to the Council (25 July 2006)
Subject: Expulsion of Irene van den Broek
Answer from the Council (23 September 2006)

E-3463/06 (NL) by Lambert van Nistelrooij (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on roaming on public mobile networks within the Community
Answer from the Commission (5 September 2006)
E-3464/06 (ES) by Francisca Pleguezuelos Aguilar (PSE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Impact of structural policies on the reduction of regional disparities in the field of scientific research, technological development and innovation (R & D+i)
Answer from the Commission (29 August 2006)

E-3465/06 (ES) by Francisca Pleguezuelos Aguilar (PSE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Impact of structural policies on the reduction of regional disparities in the field of scientific research, technological development and innovation (R & D+i)
Answer from the Commission (6 September 2006)

E-3466/06 (ES) by Francisca Pleguezuelos Aguilar (PSE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Impact of structural policies on the reduction of regional disparities in the field of scientific research, technological development and innovation (R & D+i)
Answer from the Commission (6 September 2006)

E-3467/06 (DA) by Jens-Peter Bonde (IND/DEM) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Rules governing Commissioners
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3468/06 (EN) by Richard Seeber (PPE-DE) to the Council (25 July 2006)
Subject: Human right violations against children in Sri Lanka
Answer from the Council (4 October 2006)

E-3469/06 (EN) by Richard Seeber (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Human right violations against children in Sri Lanka
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2006)

E-3470/06 (EN) by Richard Seeber (PPE-DE) to the Council (25 July 2006)
Subject: Human rights violations against children in Colombia
Answer from the Council (23 October 2006)

E-3471/06 (EN) by Richard Seeber (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Human rights violations against children in Colombia
Answer from the Commission (5 September 2006)

E-3472/06 (EN) by Kathy Sinnott (IND/DEM) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Sugar reform, Ireland
Answer from the Commission (25 August 2006)

E-3473/06 (FR) by Robert Goebbels (PSE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Eurostat affair
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

P-3474/06 (HU) by Kinga Gál (PPE-DE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Discrimination in competition for recruitment of Romanian nationals as European officials
Answer from the Commission (31 August 2006)

E-3475/06 (ES) by David Hammerstein Mintz (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: The San Glorio alpine ski resort
Answer from the Commission (18 September 2006)
E-3476/06 (ES) by David Hammerstein Mintz (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Housing developments on Fuerteventura in special bird protection areas
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

E-3477/06 (DE) by Jutta Haug (PSE) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: EU subsidies in North Rhine-Westphalia
Preliminary answer from the Commission (7 September 2006)
Supplementary answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-3478/06 (DE) by Albert Deß (PPE-DE) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Illegal imports of agricultural products from Brazil to the EU
Answer from the Commission (14 September 2006)

E-3479/06 (EL) by Yiannakis Matsis (PPE-DE) to the Council (26 July 2006)
Subject: Turkey's obligations
Answer from the Council (25 September 2006)

E-3480/06 (EN) by Kathy Sinnott (IND/DEM) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Alleged fraud and the breach of an EU grant condition
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

E-3481/06 (EN) by Kathy Sinnott (IND/DEM) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Planning applications and data protection
Answer from the Commission (30 August 2006)

E-3482/06 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: EU-Israel bilateral cooperation
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3483/06 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (NI) to the Council (26 July 2006)
Subject: European Investment Bank funding for the media
Answer from the Council (23 October 2006)

E-3484/06 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (NI) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: European Investment Bank funding for the media
Answer from the Commission (4 October 2006)

E-3485/06 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Comments by a Commission official in Turkey
Answer from the Commission (4 October 2006)

E-3486/06 (FI) by Hannu Takkula (ALDE) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Problems arising with the renewal of a driving licence in another Member State
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2006)

P-3487/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Israeli air raids on Lebanon in response to the abduction of Israeli soldiers and the consequences for the EU's association agreement with Israel
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)
E-3488/06 (ES) by Maria Badia I Cutchet (PSE) to the Council (26 July 2006)
Subject: Process of converging education systems with a view to creating a European higher-education area
Answer from the Council (16 October 2006)

E-3489/06 (ES) by Maria Badia I Cutchet (PSE) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Process of converging education systems with a view to creating a European higher-education area
Answer from the Commission (4 September 2006)

E-3490/06 (ES) by Antolín Sánchez Presedo (PSE) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Revision of trade-protection mechanisms
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3491/06 (DE) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Construction boom in the Aragonese Pyrenees (Spain)
Answer from the Commission (29 November 2006)

E-3492/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Controlled waste tips (XYTA), uncontrolled waste tips (XADA) and facilities for collecting and processing effluent
Answer from the Commission (6 September 2006)

E-3493/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Progress of projects under the regional operational programme (ROP) for Attica
Joint answer from the Commission (29 August 2006)

E-3494/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Progress of projects under the regional operational programme (ROP) for Crete
Joint answer from the Commission (29 August 2006)

E-3495/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Progress of projects under the regional operational programme (ROP) for Thessaly
Joint answer from the Commission (29 August 2006)

E-3496/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Progress of projects under the regional operational programme (ROP) for Epirus
Joint answer from the Commission (29 August 2006)

E-3497/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Progress of projects under the regional operational programme (ROP) for the Northern Aegean
Joint answer from the Commission (29 August 2006)

E-3498/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Progress of projects under the regional operation programme (ROP) for Eastern Macedonia — Thrace
Joint answer from the Commission (29 August 2006)

E-3499/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Progress of projects under the regional operational programme (ROP) for the Southern Aegean
Joint answer from the Commission (29 August 2006)
E-3500/06 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Right of freedom of establishment of limited liability football companies
Answer from the Commission (20 September 2006)

E-3501/06 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: The role of UEFA and national football associations
Answer from the Commission (7 September 2006)

E-3502/06 (EN) by David Hammerstein Mintz (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: EPLA
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3503/06 (NL) by Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Cabotage
Answer from the Commission (3 October 2006)

E-3504/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Errors in the registration of ‘.eu’ domain names by Eurid registration office, making it easier for middle-men to profit by selling names on to would-be purchasers
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

P-3505/06 (EN) by Syed Kamall (PPE-DE) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: The imprisonment of Nguyen Khac Toan
Answer from the Commission (21 August 2006)

P-3506/06 (PL) by Witold Tomczak (IND/DEM) to the Commission (19 July 2006)
Subject: Crisis in the soft fruit and sour cherry market in the new Member States
Answer from the Commission (3 October 2006)

E-3507/06 (DE) by Friedrich-Wilhelm Graefe zu Baringdorf (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Identification of animal by-products and exotic meat
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3508/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Adolescent pornography on Internet
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

E-3509/06 (EN) by Syed Kamall (PPE-DE) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Information on domestic and European flights
Answer from the Commission (11 September 2006)

E-3510/06 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Financial framework for the RURIS programme (2000-06)
Answer from the Commission (20 September 2006)

P-3511/06 (EL) by Ioannis Gklavakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Forest fire protection measures
Answer from the Commission (25 August 2006)
P-3512/06 (EN) by Diana Wallis (ALDE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: European contract law
Answer from the Commission (25 August 2006)

P-3513/06 (FR) by Marc Tarabella (PSE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Software patent
Answer from the Commission (8 September 2006)

P-3514/06 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Access to European Parliament, Council and Commission documents — requirements concerning justifications stated during tender procedures
Answer from the Commission (14 September 2006)

E-3515/06 (DE) by Silvana Koch-Mehrin (ALDE) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Cross-border use of hire cars
Answer from the Commission (19 September 2006)

E-3516/06 (DE) by Michael Cramer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Incorporating aviation into emissions trading
Joint answer from the Commission (9 November 2006)

E-3517/06 (DE) by Michael Cramer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Incorporating aviation into emissions trading
Joint answer from the Commission (9 November 2006)

E-3518/06 (EL) by Ioannis Gklavakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Network of botanical gardens in Greece
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3519/06 (EL) by Yiannakis Matsis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Protecting the cultural heritage
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3520/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Discrimination against gay men in Iran
Answer from the Commission (5 September 2006)

E-3521/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Abuse of human rights in Algeria
Answer from the Commission (3 October 2006)

E-3522/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Discrimination against women in Pakistan
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

E-3523/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Lack of democracy in Russia
Answer from the Commission (6 September 2006)
E-3524/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Repression of democracy in Iran
Answer from the Commission (12 September 2006)

E-3525/06 (FR) by Marc Tarabella (PSE) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Software patent
Answer from the Commission (19 September 2006)

E-3526/06 (FR) by Marc Tarabella (PSE) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Software patent
Answer from the Commission (13 September 2006)

E-3527/06 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (NI) to the Council (26 July 2006)
Subject: Transparency: webcast of Council meetings
Answer from the Council (4 October 2006)

E-3528/06 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (NI) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Transparency: webcast of Council meetings
Answer from the Commission (2 October 2006)

E-3529/06 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Respect for privacy and parking facilities for the disabled
Answer from the Commission (14 September 2006)

E-3530/06 (IT) by Donata Gottardi (PSE) and Giovanni Pittella (PSE) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Integration of European financial markets, and clearing and settlement
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3531/06 (ES) by Bernat Joan i Marí (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Deterioration of the ecosystem in Puig d’Alaró (Majorca)
Answer from the Commission (3 October 2006)

E-3532/06 (DA) by Jens-Peter Bonde (IND/DEM) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Letters of formal notice to Member States in 2005
Answer from the Commission (14 September 2006)

E-3533/06 (DA) by Jens-Peter Bonde (IND/DEM) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Number of projects
Preliminary answer from the Commission (31 August 2006)
Supplementary answer from the Commission (15 December 2006)

E-3534/06 (DA) by Jens-Peter Bonde (IND/DEM) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Number of official journeys in 2005
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-3535/06 (DA) by Jens-Peter Bonde (IND/DEM) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Annual legislative programme for 2006
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)
E-3536/06 (DA) by Jens-Peter Bonde (IND/DEM) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Fish destroyed in 2005
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

E-3537/06 (DA) by Jens-Peter Bonde (IND/DEM) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Number of directives etc. in current Community law
Answer from the Commission (5 September 2006)

E-3538/06 (DA) by Jens-Peter Bonde (IND/DEM) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: References by the Court of Justice to the Charter of Fundamental Rights
Answer from the Commission (9 October 2006)

E-3539/06 (DA) by Jens-Peter Bonde (IND/DEM) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Forwarding of documents to national and regional parliaments
Answer from the Commission (14 September 2006)

E-3540/06 (DA) by Jens-Peter Bonde (IND/DEM) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Gifts and holiday trips: Commissioners
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3541/06 (DA) by Jens-Peter Bonde (IND/DEM) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Secret declarations
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3542/06 (DA) by Jens-Peter Bonde (IND/DEM) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Market in fruit and vegetables
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3543/06 (DA) by Jens-Peter Bonde (IND/DEM) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Publication of agricultural subsidies
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2006)

E-3544/06 (DA) by Jens-Peter Bonde (IND/DEM) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Proposals for legal acts referring to the Charter of Fundamental Rights and/or the draft Constitution
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2006)

E-3545/06 (DA) by Jens-Peter Bonde (IND/DEM) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Structural fund subsidies
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

E-3546/06 (DA) by Jens-Peter Bonde (IND/DEM) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Decisions taken by majority vote in 2005
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3547/06 (EN) by Richard Seeber (PPE-DE) to the Council (26 July 2006)
Subject: Child labour and human rights violations against children in Bolivia
Answer from the Council (4 October 2006)
E-3548/06 (EN) by Richard Seeber (PPE-DE) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Child labour and human rights violations against children in Bolivia
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

P-3549/06 (PL) by Czesław Siekierski (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 July 2006)
Subject: Trade in agri-foodstuffs
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3550/06 (DE) by Gisela Kallenbach (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (26 July 2006)
Subject: Infringement proceedings 2002/4205 (River Elbe)
Answer from the Commission (30 August 2006)

E-3551/06 (FR) by Anne Ferreira (PSE) to the Commission (28 July 2006)
Subject: Reassessing the recommendation on electromagnetic fields and waves
Answer from the Commission (25 September 2006)

E-3552/06 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (NI) to the Council (28 July 2006)
Subject: Protecting European products from deceptive labelling by Chinese competitors
Answer from the Council (25 September 2006)

E-3553/06 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (NI) to the Commission (28 July 2006)
Subject: Protecting European products from deceptive labelling by Chinese competitors
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2006)

P-3554/06 (EN) by Alessandro Battilocchio (NI) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Discrimination against European migrant workers outside EU
Answer from the Commission (25 August 2006)

E-3555/06 (CS) by Jana Bobošíková (NI) to the Commission (28 July 2006)
Subject: Railway corridor
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3556/06 (DE) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (28 July 2006)
Subject: Provision of support for forest roads suitable for carrying lorries in the Natura 2000 area in the Ammer mountains (Bavarian Alps)
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3557/06 (EN) by Richard Corbett (PSE) to the Commission (28 July 2006)
Subject: Cetaceans records
Answer from the Commission (11 September 2006)

E-3558/06 (IT) by Luca Romagnoli (NI) to the Commission (28 July 2006)
Subject: Constitutional recognition of the ‘Brotherly Love, Freedom and Diversity NVD’ paedophile party in the Netherlands
Joint answer from the Commission (4 September 2006)

E-3559/06 (ES) by David Hammerstein Mintz (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (28 July 2006)
Subject: Access to public information concerning the environmental impact study relating to the A-48 motorway
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2006)
E-3560/06 (DE) by Reinhard Rack (PPE-DE) to the Commission (28 July 2006)
Answer from the Commission (3 October 2006)

E-3561/06 (DE) by Anja Weisgerber (PPE-DE) to the Commission (28 July 2006)
Subject: EU funding for relocating Schaeffler KG production capacity from Schweinfurt to Kysuce in Slovakia
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2006)

E-3562/06 (EL) by Ioannis Gklavakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (28 July 2006)
Subject: Turkish subsidies for aquaculture
Answer from the Commission (3 October 2006)

E-3563/06 (EN) by Claude Moraes (PSE) to the Commission (28 July 2006)
Subject: Airline passenger compensation
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2006)

E-3564/06 (FR) by Jean-Claude Fruteau (PSE) to the Commission (28 July 2006)
Subject: Industrial policy and relocations
Answer from the Commission (26 September 2006)

P-3565/06 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: National decree laws and opinions of the Commission
Answer from the Commission (30 August 2006)

E-3566/06 (EN) by Sophia in ’t Veld (ALDE), Michael Cashman (PSE), Raúl Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) and Alexander Stubb (PPE-DE) to the Council (28 July 2006)
Subject: Serious concerns on the situation of GLBT rights in Latvia
Answer from the Council (16 October 2006)

E-3567/06 (EN) by Sophia in ’t Veld (ALDE), Michael Cashman (PSE), Raúl Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) and Alexander Stubb (PPE-DE) to the Commission (28 July 2006)
Subject: Serious concerns on the situation of GLBT rights in Latvia
Answer from the Commission (22 August 2006)

P-3568/06 (DE) by Werner Langen (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Rough-diamond sector — the firm De Beers
Answer from the Commission (22 August 2006)

E-3569/06 (ES) by Antonio López-Istúriz White (PPE-DE) to the Commission (31 July 2006)
Subject: Possible breach of the principle of free competition and Spanish Government interference in the Spanish, European and international markets in Internet-based learning resources
Answer from the Commission (19 September 2006)

E-3570/06 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Council (31 July 2006)
Subject: China and organ transplants
Joint answer from the Council (4 October 2006)

E-3571/06 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (31 July 2006)
Subject: China and organ transplants
Answer from the Commission (5 September 2006)
E-3572/06 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (31 July 2006)
Subject: Human trafficking and the EU sex trade
Answer from the Commission (17 October 2006)

E-3573/06 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (31 July 2006)
Subject: Inter-country adoption
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3574/06 (EN) by Jeffrey Titford (IND/DEM) to the Commission (31 July 2006)
Subject: Participation of Commissioner Neelie Kroes in Bilderberg Conference 8-11 June 2006
Answer from the Commission (7 September 2006)

E-3575/06 (EN) by Eluned Morgan (PSE) to the Commission (31 July 2006)
Subject: EU donation to landmine victims in Colombia
Answer from the Commission (30 August 2006)

E-3576/06 (EN) by Eluned Morgan (PSE) to the Commission (31 July 2006)
Subject: Economic inactivity among ethnic minorities
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

E-3577/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (31 July 2006)
Subject: Phone calls to the President
Answer from the Commission (27 September 2006)

E-3578/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (31 July 2006)
Subject: European women to wear burkas
Answer from the Commission (24 August 2006)

E-3579/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (31 July 2006)
Subject: Refusal of Muslims to integrate
Answer from the Commission (7 September 2006)

E-3580/06 (FR) by Michel Rocard (PSE) to the Commission (31 July 2006)
Subject: Case law and innovation policy within the European Patent Judiciary set up under the EPLA
(European Patent Litigation Agreement)
Answer from the Commission (14 September 2006)

E-3581/06 (FR) by Michel Rocard (PSE) to the Commission (31 July 2006)
Subject: Separation of powers within the European Patent Judiciary set up under the EPLA (European Patent Litigation Agreement)
Answer from the Commission (12 September 2006)

E-3582/06 (FR) by Michel Rocard (PSE) to the Commission (31 July 2006)
Subject: Cost of patent cases before the European Patent Judiciary set up under the EPLA
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

P-3583/06 (DE) by Lissy Gröner (PSE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: EU aid for the relocation of the Schaeffler Group from Schweinfurt, Germany, to Kysuce, Slovakia
Preliminary answer from the Commission (14 September 2006)
Supplementary answer from the Commission (30 October 2006)
P-3584/06 (DE) by Christa Prets (PSE) to the Commission (25 July 2006)
Subject: Ruling by a court in The Hague rejecting a ban on a party, the PNVD, with a paedophile agenda
Joint answer from the Commission (4 September 2006)

E-3585/06 (DE) by Anja Weisgerber (PPE-DE) to the Commission (31 July 2006)
Subject: Obligation to take over employees where a function is transferred — transposition of Directive 2001/23/EC in the United Kingdom
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2006)

E-3586/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (31 July 2006)
Subject: Arrest of the Greek citizen Maria Nikiforou by the Israeli authorities
Answer from the Commission (27 September 2006)

E-3587/06 (EN) by Sharon Bowles (ALDE) to the Commission (31 July 2006)
Subject: Water efficiency in buildings
Answer from the Commission (9 October 2006)

E-3588/06 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (NI) to the Council (31 July 2006)
Subject: Turkey should abolish Article 301 of its penal code
Answer from the Council (4 October 2006)

E-3589/06 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (NI) to the Commission (31 July 2006)
Subject: Turkey should abolish Article 301 of its penal code
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

E-3590/06 (IT) by Alfredo Antoniozzi (PPE-DE) to the Commission (31 July 2006)
Subject: Infringement of EU law by Decree-Law No 223 of 4 July 2006
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3591/06 (NL) by Kartika Liotard (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (31 July 2006)
Subject: US supervision of payment systems other than SWIFT
Answer from the Commission (30 October 2006)

P-3592/06 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (PPE-DE) to the Commission (27 July 2006)
Subject: European arrest warrant
Answer from the Commission (1 September 2006)

E-3593/06 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (31 July 2006)
Subject: Scottish mince (minced beef)
Answer from the Commission (31 August 2006)

E-3594/06 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (31 July 2006)
Subject: Buying tobacco products
Answer from the Commission (13 September 2006)

E-3595/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (31 July 2006)
Subject: The different system of surnames in Spain and Iceland and scope for registering new-born children in accordance with another European state's naming law
Answer from the Commission (5 September 2006)
E-3596/06 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (PPE-DE) to the Council (3 August 2006)
Subject: European arrest warrant
Answer from the Council (9 October 2006)

E-3597/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 August 2006)
Subject: Environmental disaster caused by fire at Tagarades landfill site
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

E-3598/06 (IT) by Renato Brunetta (PPE-DE) to the Council (3 August 2006)
Subject: Control over telephone tapping and limitation of citizens’ fundamental rights
Answer from the Council (23 October 2006)

E-3599/06 (IT) by Renato Brunetta (PPE-DE) to the Commission (3 August 2006)
Subject: Control over telephone tapping and limitation of citizens’ fundamental freedoms
Answer from the Commission (4 October 2006)

E-3600/06 (IT) by Renato Brunetta (PPE-DE) to the Council (3 August 2006)
Subject: Transparency in corporate governance and of ownership structures in the privatisation of publicly-owned companies
Answer from the Council (23 October 2006)

E-3601/06 (IT) by Renato Brunetta (PPE-DE) to the Commission (3 August 2006)
Subject: Transparency in corporate governance and of ownership structures in the privatisation of publicly-owned companies
Answer from the Commission (20 September 2006)

E-3602/06 (DE) by Ria Oomen-Ruijten (PPE-DE) and Markus Pieper (PPE-DE) to the Commission (3 August 2006)
Subject: Retired German civil servant residing in the Netherlands
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3603/06 (EN) by Jim Higgins (PPE-DE) to the Commission (3 August 2006)
Subject: Community measures for the eradication of brucellosis, tuberculosis and leucosis in cattle
Answer from the Commission (19 September 2006)

E-3604/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (3 August 2006)
Subject: Commission leaves its ‘citizens’ in danger
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

E-3605/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (3 August 2006)
Subject: Bulgarian and Romanian immigration to the UK
Answer from the Commission (9 October 2006)

E-3606/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (3 August 2006)
Subject: Sin to fly on holiday
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

E-3607/06 (EN) by Mary McDonald (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 August 2006)
Subject: Airplays of traditional music and song
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)
E-3608/06 (EN) by Mary McDonald (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 August 2006)
Subject: Twinning of towns funding
Answer from the Commission (11 September 2006)

E-3609/06 (EN) by Mary McDonald (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 August 2006)
Subject: Hereditary Haemochromatosis
Answer from the Commission (18 September 2006)

E-3610/06 (EN) by Baroness Sarah Ludford (ALDE) to the Commission (3 August 2006)
Subject: Children in Turkish education system
Answer from the Commission (25 September 2006)

E-3611/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (3 August 2006)
Subject: Request for recognition of specific problem of the Ansaldo Breda industrial site in Pistoia
Answer from the Commission (20 September 2006)

E-3612/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (3 August 2006)
Subject: Lack of specific provisions to protect and safeguard the children’s footwear and STAF (special technology athletic footwear) sector
Joint answer from the Commission (19 October 2006)

E-3613/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (3 August 2006)
Subject: Failure to introduce anti-dumping duty on leather footwear from China and Vietnam
Joint answer from the Commission (19 October 2006)

E-3614/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (3 August 2006)
Subject: Violation by Croatia of provisions on freedom of access to property market for Italian citizens
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

E-3615/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (3 August 2006)
Subject: Decree-Law No 223/06: possible violation of Article 33 of the Sixth Directive 77/388/EEC on turnover taxes
Answer from the Commission (10 October 2006)

E-3616/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (3 August 2006)
Subject: Information concerning the use of Community funds by the Member States
Answer from the Commission (12 October 2006)

E-3617/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (3 August 2006)
Subject: Information concerning infringement procedures against Italy
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3618/06 (DA) by Mogens Camre (UEN) to the Commission (7 August 2006)
Subject: Travelling refugees
Answer from the Commission (13 September 2006)

E-3619/06 (DE) by Christoph Konrad (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 August 2006)
Subject: Initial outcome of CO₂ emissions trading
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2006)
E-3620/06 (EN) by Jules Maaten (ALDE) to the Commission (7 August 2006)
Subject: Violation of human rights in the Philippines
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

E-3621/06 (IT) by Renato Brunetta (PPE-DE) to the Council (7 August 2006)
Subject: Threats to the safety of Venice and to the completion of the 'Moses' infrastructure
Answer from the Council (4 October 2006)

E-3622/06 (IT) by Renato Brunetta (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 August 2006)
Subject: Threats to the safety of Venice and to the completion of the 'Moses' infrastructure
Answer from the Commission (25 September 2006)

E-3623/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (7 August 2006)
Subject: Possible infringement by Italy of Community law concerning the protection of workers from the risks related to exposure to asbestos at work
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3624/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (7 August 2006)
Subject: Precautions to be taken in respect of certain occupations which have been pursued for some time in Italy and in the other EU Member States
Answer from the Commission (14 September 2006)

E-3625/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (7 August 2006)
Subject: Financial support for health-related activities of major value to the public in the Lazio region
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2006)

P-3626/06 (EL) by Nikolaos Vakalis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (31 July 2006)
Subject: Study at European universities and absorption of graduates by the labour market
Answer from the Commission (14 September 2006)

E-3627/06 (DE) by Gabriele Stauner (PPE-DE) to the Council (7 August 2006)
Subject: Role of Eurojust in protecting the Community's financial interests
Answer from the Council (9 October 2006)

E-3628/06 (DE) by Gabriele Stauner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 August 2006)
Subject: Tendering process in accordance with the practical guide to contract procedures for EC external actions (PRAG)
Answer from the Commission (30 August 2006)

E-3629/06 (DE) by Gabriele Stauner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 August 2006)
Subject: Irregularities at Cedefop
Answer from the Commission (25 September 2006)

E-3630/06 (DE) by Gabriele Stauner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 August 2006)
Subject: Role of Eurojust in protecting the Community's financial interests
Answer from the Commission (6 September 2006)

P-3631/06 (EN) by Philip Bradbourn (PPE-DE) to the Commission (31 July 2006)
Subject: Passenger rights legislation
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2006)

E-3632/06 (EL) by Maria Matsouka (PSE) to the Commission (7 August 2006)
Subject: Illegal importation and uncontrolled use of pesticides in northern Greece
Answer from the Commission (2 October 2006)

E-3633/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (7 August 2006)
Subject: Large fire at a chemicals factory in Lavrio in Attica (Greece)
Answer from the Commission (2 October 2006)

E-3634/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (7 August 2006)
Subject: Toleration of forced marriages in UK
Answer from the Commission (3 October 2006)

E-3635/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (7 August 2006)
Subject: Repression of women in Afghanistan
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2006)

E-3636/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (7 August 2006)
Subject: People of Europe ignorant about the EU
Answer from the Commission (14 November 2006)

E-3637/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (7 August 2006)
Subject: People of the EU in complete ignorance of the Union
Answer from the Commission (14 November 2006)

P-3638/06 (EN) by Jean Lambert (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (31 July 2006)
Subject: Child asylum detentions
Answer from the Commission (4 September 2006)

E-3639/06 (EN) by Jean Lambert (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 August 2006)
Subject: EU domain name allocation
Joint answer from the Commission (25 September 2006)

E-3640/06 (EN) by Jean Lambert (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 August 2006)
Subject: Importing animals to be hunted
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

E-3641/06 (EN) by Jean Lambert (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 August 2006)
Subject: EU vaccination programmes
Answer from the Commission (29 September 2006)

E-3642/06 (DE) by Angelika Niebler (PPE-DE) to the Commission (9 August 2006)
Subject: Compulsory examinations in connection with the intra-Community transport of fallow deer
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3644/06 (EN) by Alyn Smith (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (9 August 2006)
Subject: Credit unions in Scotland
Answer from the Commission (27 September 2006)
**P-3645/06** (FR) by Brigitte Douay (PSE) to the Commission (3 August 2006)
Subject: Appropriateness of NUTS classifications on either side of national borders in the application of regional policy
Answer from the Commission (2 October 2006)

**E-3646/06** (EN) by Baroness Sarah Ludford (ALDE) to the Commission (9 August 2006)
Subject: The IESR report
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2006)

**E-3647/06** (DE) by Ingeborg Gräßle (PPE-DE) to the Council (9 August 2006)
Subject: Conspectus rerum Latinus
Answer from the Council (9 October 2006)

**E-3648/06** (DE) by Ingeborg Gräßle (PPE-DE) to the Commission (9 August 2006)
Subject: Special report No 3/2006 concerning the European Commission humanitarian aid response to the tsunami
Answer from the Commission (16 October 2006)

**E-3649/06** (DE) by Michael Cramer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (9 August 2006)
Subject: Risk of Community law being infringed in connection with calls for tender for the Berlin Brandenburg International (BBI) airport
Answer from the Commission (19 September 2006)

**E-3650/06** (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (9 August 2006)
Subject: People of Europe ignorant of EU
Answer from the Commission (14 November 2006)

**E-3651/06** (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (9 August 2006)
Subject: Corruption of Italian politicians
Answer from the Commission (13 September 2006)

**P-3652/06** (IT) by Marco Cappato (ALDE) to the Commission (3 August 2006)
Subject: Public policy on foreign-language teaching: the Grin Report
Answer from the Commission (4 September 2006)

**E-3653/06** (IT) by Marco Cappato (ALDE) to the Council (9 August 2006)
Subject: Public policy on foreign-language teaching: the Grin Report
Answer from the Council (9 October 2006)

**E-3654/06** (EN) by Richard Corbett (PSE) to the Commission (9 August 2006)
Subject: Biodiversity targets
Answer from the Commission (25 September 2006)

**E-3655/06** (PL) by Czesław Siekierski (PPE-DE) to the Commission (9 August 2006)
Subject: Surplus stocks in the new Member States
Answer from the Commission (19 September 2006)

**P-3656/06** (EN) by Nigel Farage (IND/DEM) to the Commission (7 August 2006)
Subject: European Council 25 March 2007, Berlin
Answer from the Commission (17 October 2006)
P-3657/06 (PL) by Czesław Siekierski (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 August 2006)
Subject: Disastrous drought in Poland
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3658/06 (EN) by Nigel Farage (IND/DEM) to the Commission (10 August 2006)
Subject: Vice-President Wallström’s ‘Information Note to the College’ (July 2006)
Joint answer from the Commission (8 November 2006)

E-3659/06 (EN) by Nigel Farage (IND/DEM) to the Commission (10 August 2006)
Subject: Actual cost of promoting Rome Treaty’s semi-century
Joint answer from the Commission (8 November 2006)

E-3660/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 August 2006)
Subject: Robberies committed against truck drivers engaged in international road haulage and lack of support from employers for return, care and counselling
Answer from the Commission (10 October 2006)

P-3661/06 (FR) by Marc Tarabella (PSE) to the Commission (7 August 2006)
Subject: Software patents
Answer from the Commission (20 September 2006)

E-3662/06 (EN) by Struan Stevenson (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 August 2006)
Subject: Funding for Central Asia
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

E-3663/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (10 August 2006)
Subject: EU has no influence in the Lebanon
Answer from the Commission (5 September 2006)

E-3664/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (10 August 2006)
Subject: Muslim domination of Europe
Answer from the Commission (6 September 2006)

E-3665/06 (NL) by Jan Mulder (ALDE) to the Commission (10 August 2006)
Subject: Use of bioplastics and other biodegradable packaging materials
Answer from the Commission (4 October 2006)

E-3666/06 (EN) by Struan Stevenson (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 August 2006)
Subject: Conflict in the Middle East
Answer from the Commission (11 September 2006)

E-3667/06 (IT) by Guido Podestà (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 August 2006)
Subject: Sale of ABX to the 3i investment fund
Answer from the Commission (17 October 2006)

P-3668/06 (HU) by László Surján (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 August 2006)
Subject: Threat to human rights in Slovakia
Answer from the Commission (19 September 2006)
P-3669/06 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (7 August 2006)
Subject: Cost of Eurobarometer
Answer from the Commission (10 October 2006)

E-3672/06 (EN) by Baroness Sarah Ludford (ALDE) to the Commission (14 August 2006)
Subject: The Food Supplement Directive
Answer from the Commission (25 September 2006)

E-3673/06 (EN) by Baroness Sarah Ludford (ALDE) to the Commission (14 August 2006)
Subject: Thames — Urban Waste Water Directive
Answer from the Commission (9 October 2006)

E-3674/06 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (18 August 2006)
Subject: Italy and the mutual information procedure on asylum and immigration
Answer from the Council (9 October 2006)

E-3675/06 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (18 August 2006)
Subject: Italy and the mutual information procedure on asylum and immigration
Joint answer from the Commission (27 September 2006)

E-3676/06 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (18 August 2006)
Subject: Regularisation of the status of illegal immigrants in Italy
Joint answer from the Commission (27 September 2006)

E-3677/06 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (18 August 2006)
Subject: Legal action by Erdogan against satirical weekly
Answer from the Commission (27 September 2006)

E-3678/06 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (18 August 2006)
Subject: Fresh prosecution of Hrant Dink
Answer from the Commission (2 October 2006)

E-3679/06 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (18 August 2006)
Subject: Celebration of the 50th anniversary of the Treaty of Rome
Joint answer from the Commission (8 November 2006)

E-3680/06 (EN) by James Allister (NI) to the Council (18 August 2006)
Subject: Funding of Hamas
Answer from the Council (9 October 2006)

E-3681/06 (EN) by James Allister (NI) to the Commission (18 August 2006)
Subject: Funding of Hamas
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

E-3682/06 (EN) by Claude Moraes (PSE) to the Commission (18 August 2006)
Subject: Fascist websites
Answer from the Commission (9 October 2006)
E-3683/06 (EL) by Rodi Kratsa-Tsaragouli (PPE-DE) to the Commission (18 August 2006)
Subject: People with special needs second-class tourists
Answer from the Commission (2 October 2006)

E-3684/06 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (18 August 2006)
Subject: Introduction of Sharia law in the Indonesian province of Aceh
Answer from the Council (16 October 2006)

E-3685/06 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (18 August 2006)
Subject: Introduction of Sharia law in the Indonesian province of Aceh
Answer from the Commission (25 September 2006)

E-3686/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (18 August 2006)
Subject: Erection near the town of Narva in Estonia of a memorial to Dutch members of the SS killed in action, bearing an inscription which describes war crimes as a duty
Answer from the Commission (30 October 2006)

E-3687/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (18 August 2006)
Subject: Crime and corruption in Bulgaria
Answer from the Commission (3 October 2006)

E-3688/06 (EN) by Claude Moraes (PSE) to the Commission (18 August 2006)
Subject: Cross-border crime
Answer from the Commission (10 October 2006)

P-3689/06 (EN) by Robert Evans (PSE) to the Commission (10 August 2006)
Subject: Abduction of Christian children in Pakistan
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2006)

E-3690/06 (EN) by Robert Evans (PSE) to the Commission (18 August 2006)
Subject: Imprisonment and continued house arrest of Nguyen Khac Toan in Vietnam
Answer from the Commission (13 September 2006)

E-3691/06 (EN) by Robert Evans (PSE) to the Commission (18 August 2006)
Subject: Cyber-squatting
Joint answer from the Commission (25 September 2006)

E-3692/06 (EN) by Robert Evans (PSE) to the Commission (18 August 2006)
Subject: Human rights abuse in Laos
Answer from the Commission (27 September 2006)

E-3693/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (23 August 2006)
Subject: Implementation of Directive 98/18/EC
Answer from the Commission (4 October 2006)

P-3694/06 (DE) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (14 August 2006)
Subject: Threat to health from Legionella in cooling towers
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)
E-3695/06 (DE) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (23 August 2006)
Subject: EFSA risk assessment of genetically modified plants
Answer from the Commission (9 October 2006)

E-3696/06 (EN) by Robert Evans (PSE) to the Commission (23 August 2006)
Subject: Package Travel Directive
Answer from the Commission (3 October 2006)

E-3697/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (23 August 2006)
Subject: Commission allowing food contaminated with GMO to be advertised as organic
Answer from the Commission (3 October 2006)

E-3698/06 (IT) by Marco Rizzo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 August 2006)
Subject: Anniversary of the Marcinelle mining disaster
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2006)

E-3699/06 (PL) by Janusz Wojciechowski (UEN) to the Commission (23 August 2006)
Subject: Future regulation on potato starch production quotas
Answer from the Commission (29 September 2006)

P-3700/06 (IT) by Renato Brunetta (PPE-DE) to the Commission (18 August 2006)
Subject: Israel a potential candidate for EU membership
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)

E-3701/06 (IT) by Renato Brunetta (PPE-DE) and Antonio Tajani (PPE-DE) to the Council (29 August 2006)
Subject: Israel a potential candidate for EU membership
Answer from the Council (16 October 2006)

E-3702/06 (EL) by Evangelia Tzampazi (PSE) to the Commission (29 August 2006)
Subject: Fire at the Tagarades landfill site (Thessaloniki)
Answer from the Commission (11 October 2006)

E-3703/06 (EN) by James Allister (NI) to the Commission (29 August 2006)
Subject: PEACE funding in Northern Ireland
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

E-3704/06 (EN) by James Allister (NI) to the Commission (29 August 2006)
Subject: Gold hallmarking
Answer from the Commission (2 October 2006)

E-3705/06 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 August 2006)
Subject: Detention of ethnic Turkic Azeris by Iranian authorities
Answer from the Commission (12 October 2006)

P-3706/06 (SV) by Lena Ek (ALDE) to the Commission (23 August 2006)
Subject: State aid for the expansion of broadband networks in Sweden
Answer from the Commission (15 September 2006)
E-3707/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (29 August 2006)
Subject: EU's lack of impact on Middle East ceasefire
Answer from the Commission (4 October 2006)

E-3708/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (29 August 2006)
Subject: Failure of Muslims to integrate — again
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2006)

E-3709/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (29 August 2006)
Subject: The sale of Bulgarian passports
Answer from the Commission (9 October 2006)

P-3710/06 (EN) by Gyula Hegyi (PSE) to the Commission (23 August 2006)
Subject: Romanian Rosia Montana gold mining project
Joint answer from the Commission (29 September 2006)

E-3711/06 (EN) by Gyula Hegyi (PSE) to the Commission (30 August 2006)
Subject: Romanian Rosia Montana gold mining project
Joint answer from the Commission (29 September 2006)

E-3712/06 (EN) by Gyula Hegyi (PSE) to the Commission (30 August 2006)
Subject: Romanian Rosia Montana gold mining project
Answer from the Commission (11 October 2006)

E-3713/06 (EN) by Gyula Hegyi (PSE) to the Commission (30 August 2006)
Subject: Involuntary expropriation and resettlement in connection with the Rosia Montana gold mining project
Answer from the Commission (10 October 2006)

E-3714/06 (EN) by Sajjad Karim (ALDE) to the Commission (30 August 2006)
Subject: WTO Doha round
Answer from the Commission (18 September 2006)

E-3715/06 (EN) by Claude Moraes (PSE) to the Commission (30 August 2006)
Subject: Vietnamese democracy
Answer from the Commission (27 September 2006)

E-3716/06 (EN) by Claude Moraes (PSE) to the Commission (30 August 2006)
Subject: Investing in environmentally friendly products
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

E-3717/06 (EN) by Claude Moraes (PSE) to the Commission (30 August 2006)
Subject: Tackling knife and gun culture
Answer from the Commission (17 October 2006)

E-3718/06 (EN) by Claude Moraes (PSE) to the Commission (30 August 2006)
Subject: Learning of languages in UK schools
Answer from the Commission (3 October 2006)
E-3719/06 (EN) by Claude Moraes (PSE) to the Commission (30 August 2006)  
Subject: Racist politics in Europe  
Answer from the Commission (17 October 2006)

E-3720/06 (EN) by Glyn Ford (PSE) to the Commission (30 August 2006)  
Subject: Europe Direct centres  
Answer from the Commission (12 October 2006)

E-3721/06 (EN) by Sajjad Karim (ALDE) to the Council (4 September 2006)  
Subject: International monitoring mission for Sri Lanka  
Answer from the Council (16 October 2006)

E-3722/06 (EN) by Sajjad Karim (ALDE) to the Commission (4 September 2006)  
Subject: International monitoring mission for Sri Lanka  
Joint answer from the Commission (12 October 2006)

E-3723/06 (EN) by Sajjad Karim (ALDE) to the Commission (4 September 2006)  
Subject: Report of UN Special Rapporteur re Sri Lanka  
Joint answer from the Commission (12 October 2006)

P-3724/06 (EN) by Roger Helmer (NI) to the Council (23 August 2006)  
Subject: Detention of government officials in the State of Zamfara in Nigeria  
Answer from the Council (9 October 2006)

P-3725/06 (EN) by Sajjad Karim (ALDE) to the Commission (23 August 2006)  
Subject: Lebanon/Israel  
Answer from the Commission (26 September 2006)

E-3726/06 (EN) by Sajjad Karim (ALDE) to the Council (4 September 2006)  
Subject: Lebanon/Israel  
Answer from the Council (16 October 2006)

P-3727/06 (DE) by Thomas Ulmer (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 August 2006)  
Subject: Use of metal foil coffins for the international transport of deceased persons  
Answer from the Commission (19 September 2006)

P-3728/06 (EL) by Rodi Kratsa-Tsaropoulou (PPE-DE) to the Commission (25 August 2006)  
Subject: War in Lebanon and threat of environmental disaster in the Mediterranean  
Answer from the Commission (9 October 2006)

E-3729/06 (CS) by Hynek Fajmon (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 September 2006)  
Subject: Student quotas at universities in the EU Member States  
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2006)

E-3730/06 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (4 September 2006)  
Subject: Powers of the regulator for the electricity and gas market in Belgium — scrutiny by the Commission  
Answer from the Commission (10 October 2006)
E-3731/06 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (4 September 2006)
Subject: Infringement proceedings against Belgium for failure to comply with European legislation regarding the opening-up of the electricity and gas market and abuse of a dominant position
Answer from the Commission (1 December 2006)

E-3732/06 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (4 September 2006)
Subject: Appropriate use of European resources provided under the Youth and Socrates programmes in Poland
Answer from the Commission (19 October 2006)

P-3733/06 (EN) by Glenys Kinnock (PSE) to the Council (25 August 2006)
Subject: Asem Summit, Helsinki
Answer from the Council (9 October 2006)

E-3734/06 (EN) by Glenys Kinnock (PSE) to the Commission (4 September 2006)
Subject: EU policy on Burma
Answer from the Commission (27 September 2006)

E-3735/06 (EN) by Glyn Ford (PSE) to the Commission (4 September 2006)
Subject: Flight procedure in the EU
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

E-3736/06 (EN) by Joseph Muscat (PSE) to the Commission (4 September 2006)
Subject: Procurement procedure
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2006)

E-3737/06 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 September 2006)
Subject: Hadood law in Pakistan
Answer from the Commission (12 October 2006)

P-3738/06 (DE) by Sahra Wagenknecht (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (29 August 2006)
Subject: Commission decision of 18 February 2004 to authorise restructuring aid for Bankgesellschaft Berlin AG (BGB)
Answer from the Commission (22 September 2006)

E-3739/06 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE-DE) to the Council (4 September 2006)
Subject: Migration crisis in the Canary Islands
Joint answer from the Council (16 October 2006)

E-3740/06 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 September 2006)
Subject: Migration crisis in the Canary Islands
Answer from the Commission (10 November 2006)

E-3741/06 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE-DE) to the Council (4 September 2006)
Subject: Migration crisis in the Canary Islands
Joint answer from the Council (16 October 2006)

E-3742/06 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 September 2006)
Subject: Migration crisis in the Canary Islands
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)
E-3743/06 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE-DE) to the Council (4 September 2006)
Subject: Migration crisis in the Canary Islands
Joint answer from the Council (16 October 2006)

E-3744/06 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE-DE) to the Commission
(4 September 2006)
Subject: Migration crisis in the Canary Islands
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

E-3745/06 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE-DE) to the Council (4 September 2006)
Subject: Migration crisis in the Canary Islands
Joint answer from the Council (16 October 2006)

E-3746/06 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE-DE) to the Commission
(4 September 2006)
Subject: Migration crisis in the Canary Islands
Answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)

E-3747/06 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE-DE) to the Council (4 September 2006)
Subject: Migration crisis in the Canary Islands
Joint answer from the Council (16 October 2006)

E-3748/06 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE-DE) to the Commission
(4 September 2006)
Subject: Migration crisis in the Canary Islands
Answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)

E-3749/06 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE-DE) to the Council (4 September 2006)
Subject: Migration crisis in the Canary Islands
Joint answer from the Council (16 October 2006)

E-3750/06 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE-DE) to the Commission
(4 September 2006)
Subject: Migration crisis in the Canary Islands
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2006)

E-3751/06 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE-DE) to the Council (4 September 2006)
Subject: Migration crisis in the Canary Islands
Joint answer from the Council (16 October 2006)

E-3752/06 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE-DE) to the Commission
(4 September 2006)
Subject: Migration crisis in the Canary Islands
Answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)

E-3753/06 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE-DE) to the Council (4 September 2006)
Subject: Migration crisis in the Canary Islands
Joint answer from the Council (16 October 2006)
E-3754/06 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 September 2006)
Subject: Migration crisis in the Canary Islands
Answer from the Commission (17 October 2006)

E-3755/06 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE-DE) to the Council (4 September 2006)
Subject: Migration crisis in the Canary Islands
Joint answer from the Council (16 October 2006)

E-3756/06 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 September 2006)
Subject: Migration crisis in the Canary Islands
Answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)

E-3757/06 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE-DE) to the Council (4 September 2006)
Subject: Migration crisis in the Canary Islands
Joint answer from the Council (16 October 2006)

E-3758/06 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 September 2006)
Subject: Migration crisis in the Canary Islands
Answer from the Commission (10 November 2006)

E-3759/06 (EN) by Sajjad Karim (ALDE) to the Commission (4 September 2006)
Subject: South Asia Earthquake — one year on
Answer from the Commission (18 October 2006)

E-3760/06 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (4 September 2006)
Subject: Prison policy
Answer from the Commission (3 October 2006)

E-3761/06 (PL) by Janusz Wojciechowski (UEN) to the Commission (4 September 2006)
Subject: Changes in the draft Community guidelines on state aid in the agriculture sector for 2007-13 — Support for livestock farmers
Answer from the Commission (29 September 2006)

E-3762/06 (PL) by Janusz Wojciechowski (UEN) to the Commission (4 September 2006)
Subject: Sugar intended as feed for bees
Answer from the Commission (12 October 2006)

E-3763/06 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NL) to the Commission (4 September 2006)
Subject: Funding for Gaza
Answer from the Commission (27 October 2006)

P-3764/06 (NL) by Dirk Sterckx (ALDE) to the Commission (4 September 2006)
Subject: Article 3 of Directive 91/440/EEC: definition of ‘railway undertaking’
Answer from the Commission (10 October 2006)

E-3765/06 (IT) by Vito Bonsignore (PPE-DE), Iles Braghetto (PPE-DE), Giorgio Carollo (PPE-DE) and Carlo Casini (PPE-DE) to the Council (7 September 2006)
Subject: EU-Middle East dialogue
Answer from the Council (23 October 2006)
E-3766/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: Ban on seal products
Answer from the Commission (11 October 2006)

E-3767/06 (NL) by Dirk Sterckx (ALDE) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: Fishing with eel fyke nets
Answer from the Commission (29 September 2006)

E-3768/06 (NL) by Dirk Sterckx (ALDE) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: Member States' interpretation of the term 'railway undertaking'
Answer from the Commission (18 October 2006)

P-3769/06 (EN) by Mary McDonald (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (4 September 2006)
Subject: Regional airports
Answer from the Commission (4 October 2006)

P-3770/06 (EN) by Caroline Jackson (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 September 2006)
Subject: Inntrepreneur Pub Company versus Crehan
Answer from the Commission (21 September 2006)

P-3771/06 (IT) by Stefano Zappalà (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 September 2006)
Subject: Prodi Commission; events between 1999 and 2004; Nomisma Institute
Answer from the Commission (18 October 2006)

E-3773/06 (NL) by Jules Maaten (ALDE) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: Air fresheners for cars
Answer from the Commission (19 October 2006)

E-3774/06 (FI) by Esko Seppänen (GUE/NGL) to the Council (7 September 2006)
Subject: Bottle return
Answer from the Council (23 October 2006)

E-3775/06 (FI) by Esko Seppänen (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: Bottle return
Answer from the Commission (11 October 2006)

P-3776/06 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 September 2006)
Subject: Activating the EU Solidarity Fund to compensate for the damage done by the forest fires in Galicia (Spain)
Answer from the Commission (3 October 2006)

P-3777/06 (NL) by Koenraad Dillen (NI) to the Commission (4 September 2006)
Subject: Takeover of Burg Industries by China International Marine Containers
Answer from the Commission (25 September 2006)

E-3778/06 (EL) by Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: Increase in number of complaints concerning infringements by the 25 Member States
Answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)
E-3779/06 (EN) by Sharon Bowles (ALDE) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: Horse chestnut plague
Answer from the Commission (9 October 2006)

E-3780/06 (EN) by Christopher Heaton-Harris (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: Anti-trust jurisdiction of the Commission
Answer from the Commission (19 October 2006)

E-3781/06 (EN) by Christopher Heaton-Harris (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: Personal security and identity fraud
Answer from the Commission (9 October 2006)

E-3782/06 (EN) by Christopher Heaton-Harris (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: Funding for academics and academic institutions
Preliminary answer from the Commission (30 October 2006)
Supplementary answer from the Commission (19 December 2006)

E-3783/06 (EN) by Christopher Heaton-Harris (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: Technological innovation
Answer from the Commission (19 October 2006)

E-3784/06 (NL) by Koenraad Dillen (NI) to the Council (7 September 2006)
Subject: Statements by France's Minister for Foreign Affairs
Answer from the Council (23 October 2006)

E-3785/06 (NL) by Koenraad Dillen (NI) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: Repatriation of nationals to African countries
Answer from the Commission (17 October 2006)

E-3786/06 (SV) by Lena Ek (ALDE) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: Seizure by Turkey of Kurdish children's books
Answer from the Commission (9 October 2006)

E-3787/06 (SV) by Lena Ek (ALDE) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: Application of directives concerning the principles and requirements of legislation on food
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2006)

P-3788/06 (EL) by Antonios Trakatellis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 September 2006)
Subject: Public health and food safety: frozen meat and quality control
Answer from the Commission (30 October 2006)

P-3789/06 (SV) by Hélène Goudin (IND/DEM) to the Commission (4 September 2006)
Subject: Imposition of VAT on non-profit making associations
Answer from the Commission (28 September 2006)

E-3790/06 (EL) by Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: Counterfeiting of the euro
Answer from the Commission (30 October 2006)
E-3791/06 (FR) by Marc Tarabella (PSE) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: European guarantees for second-hand goods (Directive 1999/44/EC)
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2006)

E-3792/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: Damage caused to the Consortium of European Research Libraries, CERL, because of the unexpected award of the appropriate domain name ‘cerl.eu’ to an unknown applicant
Answer from the Commission (24 October 2006)

E-3793/06 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: Forest fires in Galicia (Spain)
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2006)

E-3794/06 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: Forest fires in Galicia (Spain)
Answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)

E-3796/06 (EN) by Caroline Lucas (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: Progress on Directive 2006/32/EC: template provision
Answer from the Commission (10 October 2006)

E-3797/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Council (7 September 2006)
Subject: Arrest of opposition politicians in Syria, and Syria’s secret deportation of the Dutch national Abdullah al Mansouri to Iran
Answer from the Council (7 November 2006)

E-3798/06 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: Milk quotas in the Azores
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2006)

E-3799/06 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: Aid to wine growing in the Azores
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2006)

E-3800/06 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) and Pedro Guerreiro (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: Aid to transport between islands of the Azores
Answer from the Commission (9 November 2006)

E-3801/06 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: Support for Sinaga in the Azores
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2006)

P-3802/06 (EN) by Alyn Smith (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (4 September 2006)
Subject: Public service obligations in connection with EC ferry services
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2006)

P-3804/06 (IT) by Alfonso Andria (ALDE) to the Council (4 September 2006)
Subject: Pro-paedophilia party in the Netherlands
Answer from the Council (4 October 2006)
P-3805/06 (IT) by Luisa Morgantini (GUE/NGL) to the Council (4 September 2006)
Subject: Closure of the Rafah Crossing Point
Answer from the Council (16 October 2006)

P-3806/06 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 September 2006)
Subject: Co-incineration in Portugal — exemption from environmental impact assessment
Answer from the Commission (18 October 2006)

P-3807/06 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (4 September 2006)
Subject: Support to farmers and shepherds in Soajo (Peneda-Gerês National Park, Portugal)
Answer from the Commission (9 October 2006)

E-3808/06 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Water crisis/WWF
Answer from the Commission (4 October 2006)

E-3809/06 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Rise in sea temperatures
Answer from the Commission (18 October 2006)

E-3810/06 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Lebanon/Greenpeace
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

E-3811/06 (DA) by Jens-Peter Bonde (IND/DEM) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Currencies
Answer from the Commission (23 October 2006)

E-3812/06 (EL) by Evangelia Tzampazi (PSE) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Trade in old deep-frozen meat
Answer from the Commission (10 October 2006)

E-3813/06 (EL) by Rodi Kratsa-Tsagaropoulou (PPE-DE) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Community policy for air transport safety
Answer from the Commission (23 October 2006)

E-3814/06 (EL) by Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Industrial accidents
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

E-3815/06 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Council (8 September 2006)
Subject: Child trafficking
Answer from the Council (23 October 2006)

E-3816/06 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Child trafficking
Answer from the Commission (21 November 2006)
E-3817/06 (EN) by John Bowis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: EMEA guidance notes on clinical investigation of medicines
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

E-3819/06 (FR) by Paul van Buitenen (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: State of DG Translation: staff, EPSO, the future of translation
Answer from the Commission (24 October 2006)

E-3820/06 (IT) by Alfonso Andria (ALDE) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Pro-paedophilia party in the Netherlands
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

E-3821/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Portuguese legislation which prevents foreign purchasers of real estate and commissioners of building work from defending their interests properly in legal proceedings
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2006)

E-3822/06 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Community support for a waste water treatment plant in Paredes de Coura (Portugal)
Answer from the Commission (27 September 2006)

E-3823/06 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Support for projects in the Peneda-Gerês National Park (Portugal)
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

P-3824/06 (DE) by Werner Langen (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: The Moselle river as the border between Luxembourg and the Federal Republic of Germany
Answer from the Commission (5 October 2006)

P-3825/06 (NL) by Marianne Thyssen (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: Moratorium on changes in European farm policy
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2006)

E-3826/06 (ES) by Carlos Carnero González (PSE) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Reclassification of land in the municipality of Torrelodones (Madrid region)
Answer from the Commission (17 October 2006)

E-3827/06 (ES) by Carlos Carnero González (PSE) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Commission investigation into the 'general urban development plan' for Galapagar (Madrid region)
Answer from the Commission (14 November 2006)

E-3828/06 (EN) by Bernat Joan i Marí (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Regional citizenship in the Åland islands
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)

E-3829/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Relativity of values
Answer from the Commission (18 October 2006)
E-3830/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: UN peacekeeping force in Lebanon
Answer from the Commission (12 October 2006)

E-3831/06 (EN) by Sophia in ’t Veld (ALDE), Mojca Drčar Murko (ALDE) and Jelko Kacin (ALDE) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Concerns about the exclusion from funding of LGBT organisations
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

E-3832/06 (SV) by Hélène Goudin (IND/DEM) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Illegal fishing in the Baltic Sea
Answer from the Commission (18 October 2006)

P-3833/06 (EN) by Sharon Bowles (ALDE) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: SME definition and statistics
Answer from the Commission (3 October 2006)

P-3834/06 (FR) by Christine De Veyrac (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: Viticulture
Answer from the Commission (3 October 2006)

P-3835/06 (IT) by Marco Pannella (ALDE) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: Unlawful transfer of ethnic-Arab Ahwazi political refugees from Syria to Iran
Answer from the Commission (2 October 2006)

E-3837/06 (ES) by Antolín Sánchez Presedo (PSE) to the Council (8 September 2006)
Subject: Forest fires in Galicia
Answer from the Council (16 October 2006)

E-3838/06 (ES) by Antolín Sánchez Presedo (PSE) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Forest fires in Galicia
Answer from the Commission (8 November 2006)

E-3839/06 (ES) by Antolín Sánchez Presedo (PSE) to the Council (8 September 2006)
Subject: Combating forest fires in the European Union
Answer from the Council (23 October 2006)

E-3840/06 (ES) by Antolín Sánchez Presedo (PSE) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Combating forest fires in the European Union
Answer from the Commission (30 October 2006)

E-3841/06 (DE) by Rebecca Harms (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Conditioning of waste produced during reprocessing at La Hague and Sellafield
Answer from the Commission (23 October 2006)

E-3842/06 (EN) by Geoffrey Van Orden (PPE-DE) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: ECHR and EU membership
Answer from the Commission (30 October 2006)
E-3843/06 (FR) by Christine De Veyrac (PPE-DE) to the Council (8 September 2006)
Subject: Budget for space policy
Answer from the Council (16 October 2006)

E-3844/06 (FR) by Astrid Lulling (PPE-DE) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Crisis in the wine- and truffle-producing sectors
Answer from the Commission (10 October 2006)

E-3845/06 (PL) by Paweł Piskorski (NI) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Situation in the Middle East
Answer from the Commission (19 October 2006)

P-3846/06 (EN) by Ian Hudghton (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: Non-locking snares — Derogations from Article 16 of the Habitats Directive
Joint answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

E-3847/06 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Reference to wild or farmed source in labelling of game
Answer from the Commission (9 October 2006)

E-3848/06 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Legal ‘free’ music on the Internet
Answer from the Commission (17 October 2006)

E-3849/06 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Council (8 September 2006)
Subject: Disabled parking bays
Answer from the Council (16 October 2006)

E-3850/06 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Non-implementation fines
Answer from the Commission (23 October 2006)

E-3851/06 (EN) by Glenis Willmott (PSE) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Tax and legislative discrimination against EU-licensed businesses in Romania
Answer from the Commission (19 October 2006)

P-3852/06 (IT) by Marco Cappato (ALDE) to the Council (7 September 2006)
Subject: Torture of Malika Soltayeva by police in the Chechen republic of the Russian Federation
Answer from the Council (16 October 2006)

P-3853/06 (NL) by Toine Manders (ALDE) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: Abuse of monopoly by FIFA
Answer from the Commission (11 October 2006)

E-3854/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (12 September 2006)
Subject: Illegal immigration to Spain
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)
E-3855/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (12 September 2006)
Subject: Numbers of forced marriages
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

E-3856/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (12 September 2006)
Subject: Collapse of the EU
Joint answer from the Commission (6 October 2006)

E-3857/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (12 September 2006)
Subject: Anarchy in Palestine
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2006)

E-3858/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (12 September 2006)
Subject: Illegal immigration into the EU
Answer from the Commission (17 October 2006)

E-3859/06 (EN) by Christopher Heaton-Harris (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 September 2006)
Subject: Truth and Reconciliation Commission in Peru
Answer from the Commission (12 October 2006)

E-3860/06 (ES) by Elena Valenciano Martínez-Orozco (PSE) to the Commission (12 September 2006)
Subject: Transitional justice in Argentina
Answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)

E-3861/06 (EN) by Ian Hudghton (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 September 2006)
Subject: Non-locking snares — Use by Member States
Joint answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

E-3862/06 (EN) by Ian Hudghton (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 September 2006)
Subject: Non-locking snares — Incompatibility with the Habitats Directive
Joint answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

E-3863/06 (EN) by Ian Hudghton (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 September 2006)
Subject: Non-locking snares — Non-selective means of trapping
Joint answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

E-3864/06 (EN) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 September 2006)
Subject: The successes of GM crops
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

E-3865/06 (EN) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 September 2006)
Subject: Biotechnology and the European economy
Answer from the Commission (23 October 2006)

E-3866/06 (EN) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 September 2006)
Subject: Employment in the biotechnology sector
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2006)
E-3867/06 (EN) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 September 2006)
Subject: Uses of biotechnology
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2006)

P-3868/06 (SV) by Hélène Goudin (IND/DEM) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: EU regulation on foodstuffs
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2006)

E-3869/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzafis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (12 September 2006)
Subject: Ancient statues stolen from Thessaloniki
Answer from the Commission (18 October 2006)

E-3870/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzafis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (12 September 2006)
Subject: Appointments to the Greek National Pharmaceuticals Organisation (EOF)
Answer from the Commission (10 October 2006)

E-3871/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzafis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (12 September 2006)
Subject: Payment of insurance contributions with no guarantee
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

E-3872/06 (EL) by Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 September 2006)
Subject: Mobile telephones and juvenile users
Answer from the Commission (19 October 2006)

E-3873/06 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Council (12 September 2006)
Subject: New Law on the conditions and rules of exercise of religious worship other than Muslim in Algeria
Answer from the Council (16 October 2006)

E-3874/06 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 September 2006)
Subject: New law on the conditions and rules of exercise of religious worship other than Muslim in Algeria
Joint answer from the Commission (8 November 2006)

E-3875/06 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 September 2006)
Subject: Human rights in Peru
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2006)

E-3876/06 (NL) by Margriet van den Berg (PSE) to the Commission (12 September 2006)
Subject: Association agreement between the EU and Central America
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2006)

P-3877/06 (DE) by Werner Langen (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: Takeover of Endesa by E.ON
Answer from the Commission (11 October 2006)

E-3878/06 (DE) by Elisabeth Schroedter (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 September 2006)
Subject: Building of a new road on Rügen
Answer from the Commission (19 October 2006)
E-3879/06 (NL) by Ria Oomen-Ruijten (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 September 2006)
Subject: Right of third-country nationals to take employment
Answer from the Commission (7 December 2006)

E-3880/06 (EL) by Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 September 2006)
Subject: Restrictions on freedom of movement for students
Answer from the Commission (12 October 2006)

P-3881/06 (DA) by Ole Christensen (PSE) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: Compatibility of handball contracts with provisions of the Treaty concerning freedom of movement for workers
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2006)

P-3882/06 (EN) by Claude Moraes (PSE) to the Commission (7 September 2006)
Subject: Dialogue with Muslim communities
Answer from the Commission (24 October 2006)

E-3883/06 (EN) by Claude Moraes (PSE) to the Commission (12 September 2006)
Subject: Terrorist attacks in India
Answer from the Commission (31 October 2006)

E-3884/06 (EN) by Claude Moraes (PSE) to the Commission (12 September 2006)
Subject: Hostilities in Sri Lanka
Answer from the Commission (19 October 2006)

E-3885/06 (DE) by Christoph Konrad (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 September 2006)
Subject: Discrimination against the occupation of dental hygienist in Germany
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2006)

E-3886/06 (EN) by Robert Evans (PSE) to the Commission (12 September 2006)
Subject: Discrimination in the United Arab Emirates
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2006)

E-3887/06 (EN) by Glyn Ford (PSE) to the Commission (12 September 2006)
Subject: Murder of ACF employees in Trincomalee, Sri Lanka
Answer from the Commission (12 October 2006)

E-3889/06 (EN) by James Allister (NI) to the Commission (12 September 2006)
Subject: Penalties — single farm payments 2005
Answer from the Commission (17 October 2006)

E-3890/06 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (15 September 2006)
Subject: Naturalisation of foreign nationals
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2006)

E-3891/06 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (15 September 2006)
Subject: Public opinion and Turkey's accession to the EU
Answer from the Commission (30 October 2006)
E-3892/06 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (15 September 2006)
Subject: Position of lawyers in China
Answer from the Council (27 November 2006)

P-3893/06 (ES) by Alejo Vidal-Quadras (PPE-DE) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Implementation of Directive 95/46/EC on the protection of personal data
Answer from the Commission (3 October 2006)

P-3894/06 (IT) by Giulietto Chiesa (PSE) to the Council (8 September 2006)
Subject: Role of the EU Rafah Crossing assistance mission
Answer from the Council (16 October 2006)

E-3895/06 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE), Monica Frassoni (Verts/ALE) and Jean-Luc Bennahmias (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (15 September 2006)
Subject: Rainbow Warrior
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)

E-3897/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (15 September 2006)
Subject: Greek inventors' problems with the Greek administration
Answer from the Commission (27 October 2006)

E-3898/06 (EN) by Paul van Buitenen (Verts/ALE) to the Council (15 September 2006)
Subject: EU troops in Lebanon to enlarge EU's influence in peace process between Israel and Palestinians
Answer from the Council (23 October 2006)

E-3899/06 (IT) by Andrea Losco (ALDE) to the Commission (15 September 2006)
Subject: Unfair competition by Turkish television manufacturers
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2006)

E-3900/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (15 September 2006)
Subject: Damage to protected saltmarshes at Ria Formosa near Loulé in the Portuguese Algarve and inefficient use of Cohesion Fund resources for effluent treatment
Answer from the Commission (9 November 2006)

E-3901/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) and Helmuth Markov (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (15 September 2006)
Subject: Failure for 10 years to put to use the European invention of a car with extremely low petrol consumption thanks to a super-light engine
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2006)

E-3902/06 (FI) by Esko Seppänen (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (18 September 2006)
Subject: Sugar subsidies
Answer from the Commission (10 October 2006)

E-3903/06 (FI) by Esko Seppänen (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (18 September 2006)
Subject: Particle emissions from wood burning
Answer from the Commission (24 October 2006)

P-3904/06 (FR) by Béatrice Patrie (PSE) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: European rules to govern integrated production in the fruit and vegetable sector
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2006)
E-3905/06 (DA) by Henrik Kristensen (PSE) to the Commission (15 September 2006)
Subject: Self-extinguishing cigarettes
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

E-3906/06 (DE) by Gisela Kallenbach (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (15 September 2006)
Subject: Construction of the major road B178 (new) from motorway BAB 4 to the federal border at Zittau, section Nostitz-Löbau (Saxony)
Answer from the Commission (8 December 2006)

E-3907/06 (DE) by Ingeborg Gräßle (PPE-DE) to the Commission (15 September 2006)
Subject: Recovery of community resources
Answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)

E-3908/06 (EL) by Stavros Arnaoutakis (PSE) to the Commission (15 September 2006)
Subject: Funding and completion of the northern highway of Crete in the 2007-13 programming period
Answer from the Commission (8 November 2006)

E-3909/06 (ES) by Bernat Joan i Mari (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Hazardous waste in Ibiza
Answer from the Commission (16 November 2006)

E-3910/06 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) and Monica Frassoni (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Traces of PBDE in swordfish (Xiphias gladius)
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2006)

E-3911/06 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Wild salmon under threat
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)

E-3912/06 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Protecting young people in chat rooms
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)

E-3913/06 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Human rights violations in China
Answer from the Commission (31 October 2006)

E-3914/06 (SV) by Christofer Fjellner (PPE-DE) to the Council (21 September 2006)
Subject: Free access to information on medicines
Answer from the Council (23 October 2006)

E-3915/06 (SV) by Christofer Fjellner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Free access to information on medicines
Answer from the Commission (30 October 2006)

P-3916/06 (FR) by Patrick Louis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Pollution of the Lebanese coast
Answer from the Commission (17 October 2006)
**P-3917/06** (IT) by Roberto Musacchio (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Property development in Baia di Sistiana; infringement of Directives 79/409/EEC and 92/43/EEC
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

**P-3918/06** (NL) by Dorette Corbey (PSE) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Compulsory fitting of particle filters on diesel-powered automobiles to improve air quality
Answer from the Commission (9 October 2006)

**P-3919/06** (EL) by Stavros Lambrinidis (PSE) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: EU Monitoring and Information Centre and forest fires in Greece in August 2006
Answer from the Commission (24 October 2006)

**E-3920/06** (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Blocking a project to canalise the irrigation channels in the Baix Ter area (Spain)
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2006)

**E-3921/06** (EL) by Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Shortage of donor organs in the EU
Answer from the Commission (12 October 2006)

**E-3922/06** (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Council (21 September 2006)
Subject: Democracy and freedom in Singapore
Answer from the Council (23 October 2006)

**E-3923/06** (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Democracy in Russia
Answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)

**E-3924/06** (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Suppression of free speech in Turkey
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

**E-3925/06** (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: British war casualties
Answer from the Commission (12 October 2006)

**E-3926/06** (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Destruction of health foods by EU edict
Answer from the Commission (19 October 2006)

**E-3927/06** (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: The danger of joining clubs
Answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)

**E-3928/06** (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: NATO’s role in the Balkans?
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2006)
E-3929/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: New Polish roads will damage habitats
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2006)

E-3930/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Polish shipyards threatened by EU
Answer from the Commission (19 October 2006)

E-3931/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Sterling's reserve currency status
Answer from the Commission (19 October 2006)

E-3933/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Anti-dumping proceeding AD 510/R395
Answer from the Commission (10 October 2006)

E-3934/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Question about paint shops
Answer from the Commission (9 November 2006)

E-3935/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Message to British taxpayers
Answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)

E-3936/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Europol privileges and immunities
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2006)

E-3937/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: DG’s department with poor financial control systems
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2006)

E-3938/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Financing Hamas
Answer from the Commission (27 October 2006)

E-3939/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Availability of evidence to House of Lords Enquiry
Answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)

E-3940/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Commissioners involved in intelligence work
Answer from the Commission (10 November 2006)

E-3941/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: A tidal wave of migrants
Answer from the Commission (31 October 2006)
E-3942/06 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Tutelary power and European citizenship
Answer from the Commission (9 November 2006)

E-3943/06 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE-DE), Francesco Musotto (PPE-DE), Antonio Tajani (PPE-DE), Stefano Zappalà (PPE-DE) and Renato Brunetta (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Maintaining the customs protection against imports of aluminium into the EU
Answer from the Commission (30 November 2006)

E-3944/06 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE-DE), Francesco Musotto (PPE-DE), Antonio Tajani (PPE-DE), Stefano Zappalà (PPE-DE) and Renato Brunetta (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Exports of aluminium scrap
Answer from the Commission (27 October 2006)

E-3945/06 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE-DE), Francesco Musotto (PPE-DE), Antonio Tajani (PPE-DE), Stefano Zappalà (PPE-DE) and Renato Brunetta (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Harmonisation of VAT rules in the recycled aluminium sector
Answer from the Commission (19 October 2006)

E-3946/06 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE-DE), Francesco Musotto (PPE-DE), Antonio Tajani (PPE-DE), Stefano Zappalà (PPE-DE) and Renato Brunetta (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Anti-dumping duty on imports of silicon metal from Russia and China
Answer from the Commission (10 October 2006)

P-3947/06 (EN) by Philip Bushill-Matthews (PPE-DE) to the Commission (8 September 2006)
Subject: Petrol stations in France
Answer from the Commission (19 October 2006)

P-3948/06 (EN) by Joost Lagendijk (Verts/ALE) to the Council (12 September 2006)
Subject: Implementation of the technical arrangement between Israel and the EU concerning the application of the rules of origin
Answer from the Council (23 October 2006)

E-3949/06 (ES) by Bernat Joan i Mari (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Iberian lynx in the Madrid region
Answer from the Commission (8 November 2006)

E-3951/06 (EN) by Marco Cappato (ALDE) to the Council (21 September 2006)
Subject: Human rights and Europol-China cooperation agreement
Answer from the Council (16 October 2006)

E-3952/06 (EN) by Bernat Joan i Mari (Verts/ALE) to the Council (21 September 2006)
Subject: Cases of harassment and intimidation of members of the Hungarian-speaking minority in Slovakia
Answer from the Council (9 October 2006)

E-3953/06 (EN) by Bill Newton Dunn (ALDE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Closing the offshore VAT loophole
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2006)

E-3954/06 (EN) by Bill Newton Dunn (ALDE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Iberian Lynx
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2006)
E-3955/06 (EN) by Joost Lagendijk (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Implementation of the technical arrangement between Israel and the EU concerning the application of the rules of origin
Answer from the Commission (10 November 2006)

E-3956/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Vitamin and mineral supplements under threat
Answer from the Commission (19 October 2006)

E-3958/06 (FR) by Patrick Louis (IND/DEM) to the Council (21 September 2006)
Subject: Religious freedom in the People's Republic of China
Answer from the Council (16 October 2006)

E-3959/06 (FR) by Patrick Louis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Religious freedom in the People's Republic of China
Answer from the Commission (14 November 2006)

E-3960/06 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Decision by the Italian telecom regulator on call termination rates
Answer from the Commission (6 November 2006)

E-3961/06 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Allocation of appropriations for rural development measures funded by the EAGGF
Answer from the Commission (24 October 2006)

P-3962/06 (EN) by Bill Newton Dunn (ALDE) to the Council (12 September 2006)
Subject: Article Six committee and fingerprinting children as young as six years old
Answer from the Council (16 October 2006)

E-3963/06 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Meat scandal in Germany
Answer from the Commission (27 October 2006)

E-3964/06 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Third generation mobile telecommunications
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)

E-3965/06 (EN) by Bill Newton Dunn (ALDE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Article Six committee and fingerprinting children as young as six years old
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2006)

E-3966/06 (EN) by Diana Wallis (ALDE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Application of Community law — Commission representations
Answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)

E-3967/06 (EN) by Diana Wallis (ALDE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Carbon capture and storage and international Treaty obligations
Answer from the Commission (9 November 2006)
E-3969/06 (DA) by Jens-Peter Bonde (IND/DEM) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: PPD in hair dyes
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2006)

E-3970/06 (DE) by Andreas Schwab (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Preferential treatment concerning rack noise in Germany
Answer from the Commission (24 October 2006)

E-3971/06 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Special forms of tourism
Answer from the Commission (19 October 2006)

E-3974/06 (EN) by Daniel Hannan (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Car matriculation in Portugal
Answer from the Commission (30 October 2006)

P-3975/06 (EL) by Stavros Arnaoutakis (PSE) to the Commission (14 September 2006)
Subject: Port of Timbaki, Crete
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2006)

P-3976/06 (FR) by André Laignel (PSE) to the Commission (14 September 2006)
Subject: Common agricultural policy — Commission proposal to grub up 400 000 hectares of vines
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2006)

E-3977/06 (ES) by Salvador Garriga Polledo (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: List of projects
Answer from the Commission (17 October 2006)

E-3978/06 (EN) by James Allister (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Prisoner early release schemes
Answer from the Commission (19 October 2006)

E-3979/06 (FR) by Marie-Noëlle Lienemann (PSE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Safety of lithium-ion batteries
Answer from the Commission (30 October 2006)

E-3980/06 (FR) by Marie-Noëlle Lienemann (PSE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Creation of a worldwide organisation for the protection of biodiversity
Answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)

E-3981/06 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Adoptions in Bulgaria
Answer from the Commission (31 October 2006)

E-3982/06 (IT) by Lapo Pistelli (ALDE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Respect for human rights in Eritrea
Answer from the Commission (6 November 2006)
E-3983/06 (NL) by Jules Maaten (ALDE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Extradition of Dutch human rights activist to Iran
Answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)

E-3984/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: The use of 500-euro banknotes
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2006)

E-3985/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Chaos at British airports
Answer from the Commission (31 October 2006)

E-3986/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: French Minister pessimistic of EU proposals
Joint answer from the Commission (6 October 2006)

E-3987/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Role of Hezbollah
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2006)

E-3988/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Are the French undermining the EU?
Answer from the Commission (3 October 2006)

E-3989/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Area of freedom, security and justice
Answer from the Commission (24 October 2006)

E-3990/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Metrication in the UK
Answer from the Commission (27 October 2006)

E-3991/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Eurozone's mini boom is over
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2006)

E-3992/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Relations with Iran
Answer from the Commission (31 October 2006)

P-3993/06 (FR) by Véronique Mathieu (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Assessment of the policy to combat sexual exploitation of children
Answer from the Commission (19 October 2006)

P-3994/06 (FR) by Dominique Vlasto (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Truffle growing
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2006)
E-3995/06 (EN) by Godfrey Bloom (IND/DEM) to the Council (21 September 2006)
Subject: Indentured labour in Cyprus
Answer from the Council (9 October 2006)

E-3996/06 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Classification of O Incio (Lugo, Spain) as a ‘mountain area’
Answer from the Commission (24 October 2006)

E-3997/06 (EN) by Rebecca Harms (Verts/ALE), Satu Hassi (Verts/ALE), Carl Schlyter (Verts/ALE) and Johannes Voggenhuber (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Further to Written Answer E-1414/06 given by Commissioner Potočnik on 23.5.2006 on the Chernobyl fallout effects on people and biosphere
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2006)

E-3998/06 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Grubbing-up of trees in Habitat area — Compensatory measures
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2006)

E-3999/06 (SV) by Cecilia Malmström (ALDE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Need for additional protective measures to prevent irregular implementation of EU external agreements
Answer from the Commission (5 December 2006)

P-4000/06 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Persecution of Oswaldo Payá and his family
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

E-4001/06 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Consequences of the suspension of the Doha talks
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

E-4002/06 (DE) by Ingeborg Gräßle (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund (EAGGF) — costs of paying agencies
Answer from the Commission (24 October 2006)

E-4003/06 (EL) by Maria Matsouka (PSE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Wide-ranging detrimental effects of passive smoking
Answer from the Commission (6 November 2006)

E-4004/06 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: EU driving licences
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

E-4005/06 (NL) by Margrietus van den Berg (PSE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Follow-up question on the unacceptable conduct of police in Croatia
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2006)

E-4006/06 (NL) by Dirk Sterckx (ALDE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Developments in the car retailing and after-sales markets after Regulation (EEC) No 1400/2002
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2006)
E-4007/06 (NL) by Dorette Corbey (PSE) and Margrietus van den Berg (PSE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Export of waste to third countries
Answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)

P-4008/06 (DE) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Latest discoveries of rotten meat in Germany and other Member States
Answer from the Commission (6 October 2006)

P-4009/06 (EN) by Jens-Peter Bonde (IND/DEM) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Subsidies to 'Challenge Europe'
Answer from the Commission (9 November 2006)

E-4010/06 (DE) by Markus Pieper (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Control of swine fever in North Rhine-Westphalia
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2006)

E-4011/06 (DE) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: EU ban on traditional cage rearing
Answer from the Commission (31 October 2006)

E-4012/06 (EN) by Glenys Kinnock (PSE) to the Commission (28 September 2006)
Subject: New resistant strain of TB
Answer from the Commission (19 October 2006)

E-4013/06 (EN) by Glenys Kinnock (PSE) to the Commission (28 September 2006)
Subject: Angola
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2006)

E-4014/06 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (NI) to the Commission (28 September 2006)
Subject: European intervention in the case of the Belarusian girl being fostered in Italy
Joint answer from the Commission (20 November 2006)

P-4015/06 (EN) by John Bowis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Evaluation of the Birds and Habitats Directives
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

E-4016/06 (ET) by Tunne Kelam (PPE-DE) to the Commission (28 September 2006)
Subject: Opportunities for participation by SMEs in new EU programmes
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)

E-4017/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (28 September 2006)
Subject: British Prime Minister's contacts with Commissioners
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

E-4018/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (28 September 2006)
Subject: Member States' responsibilities to wider world
Joint answer from the Commission (31 October 2006)
E-4019/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (28 September 2006)
Subject: Exploitation of women in Swaziland
Answer from the Commission (27 October 2006)

E-4020/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (28 September 2006)
Subject: Excessively severe punishment in Iran
Answer from the Commission (6 November 2006)

E-4021/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (28 September 2006)
Subject: Quotations from the Bible
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

E-4022/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (28 September 2006)
Subject: Democracy in Russia
Answer from the Commission (14 November 2006)

E-4023/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (28 September 2006)
Subject: EU taking its fair share of the burden in Afghanistan
Joint answer from the Commission (31 October 2006)

E-4024/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (28 September 2006)
Subject: EU taking its fair share of the burden in Iraq
Answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)

E-4025/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (28 September 2006)
Subject: Discrimination against women in Greece
Answer from the Commission (30 October 2006)

P-4026/06 (CS) by Jana Bobošková (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Water management projects under the Cohesion Fund in the Czech Republic allocated for 2006
Answer from the Commission (19 October 2006)

P-4027/06 (DE) by Rebecca Harms (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Accident at the Forsmark nuclear power plant — verification of safety systems at nuclear installations in the Member States
Joint answer from the Commission (18 October 2006)

P-4028/06 (EN) by Sajjad Karim (ALDE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Sale of stock-piled ivory
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2006)

P-4029/06 (EN) by Sir Robert Atkins (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Airport security
Answer from the Commission (24 October 2006)

P-4030/06 (EN) by David Martin (PSE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Scottish Executive and Route Development Fund
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2006)
P-4031/06 (PL) by Bogdan Klich (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Possible application of de minimis aid after 31 December 2006
Answer from the Commission (16 October 2006)

P-4032/06 (DA) by Anders Samuelsen (ALDE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Unreasonable taxation of Danish employers employing workers resident in Sweden who have a ancillary employment in their country of residence
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2006)

E-4034/06 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Moroccan fishermen using drifting gillnets in Spanish waters
Answer from the Commission (19 October 2006)

E-4035/06 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Threat to an SCI and SPAB in the Prat de Cabanes-Torreblanca Nature Park (Castellón, Spain)
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2006)

E-4036/06 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Possible failure by the Valencia Regional Government and/or the Spanish Government to comply with Directive 2004/49/EC in the case of the railway accident which occurred on 3 July 2006 in Valencia (Spain)
Joint answer from the Commission (20 November 2006)

E-4037/06 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Possible failure by the Valencia Regional Government and/or the Spanish Government to comply with Directive 2004/49/EC in the case of the railway accident which occurred on 3 July 2006 in Valencia (Spain)
Joint answer from the Commission (20 November 2006)

E-4038/06 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Application of dairy quotas in Spain (particularly in Asturias)
Answer from the Commission (31 October 2006)

E-4039/06 (EL) by Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE) to the Council (29 September 2006)
Subject: Early school leaving
Answer from the Council (30 October 2006)

E-4040/06 (EL) by Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Early school leaving
Answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)

E-4041/06 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Oil price rises
Answer from the Commission (20 November 2006)

E-4042/06 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: European Patent Court
Answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)

E-4043/06 (EN) by Sajjad Karim (ALDE) to the Council (29 September 2006)
Subject: Sale of stock-piled ivory
Answer from the Council (30 October 2006)
E-4044/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Repatriation of Poles living in poverty in England
Answer from the Commission (6 December 2006)

E-4045/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Unjust rape laws in Pakistan
Answer from the Commission (31 October 2006)

E-4046/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: China’s repression of media
Answer from the Commission (24 November 2006)

E-4047/06 (EN) by David Martin (PSE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: The exploitation of migrant workers
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)

E-4048/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Limited use of the regenerated Scottish North Sea port Rosyth by Superfast Ferries and the consequences for the capital subsidy of GBP 10.96 million awarded previously
Answer from the Commission (31 October 2006)

E-4049/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Protection of railways undertakings against public service obligations without adequate financial compensation and a legal vacuum in the years 2007-10
Answer from the Commission (6 December 2006)

E-4050/06 (SV) by Charlotte Cederschiöld (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Competitive neutrality in the building materials sector
Answer from the Commission (8 November 2006)

P-4051/06 (EN) by Margrietus van den Berg (PSE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Points of interest for the EU-India Summit
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

E-4052/06 (DE) by Ingeborg Gräßle (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Answer from the Commission (31 October 2006)

E-4053/06 (EN) by Sajjad Karim (ALDE) to the Council (29 September 2006)
Subject: Temporary international mechanism (TIM) for aid to the Palestinian people
Joint answer from the Council (30 October 2006)

E-4054/06 (EN) by Sajjad Karim (ALDE) to the Council (29 September 2006)
Subject: Palestinian trade deficit
Joint answer from the Council (30 October 2006)

E-4055/06 (EN) by Sajjad Karim (ALDE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Palestinian trade deficit
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2006)
E-4056/06 (EN) by Sajjad Karim (ALDE) to the Council (29 September 2006)
Subject: Palestinian agricultural capacity in the West Bank
Joint answer from the Council (30 October 2006)

E-4057/06 (EN) by Sajjad Karim (ALDE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Palestinian agricultural capacity in the West Bank
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2006)

E-4058/06 (EN) by Sajjad Karim (ALDE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Aid for education in conflict-affected countries
Answer from the Commission (30 October 2006)

E-4059/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Metrication — Mark 4
Answer from the Commission (27 October 2006)

E-4060/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: ECB logo
Answer from the Commission (13 October 2006)

E-4061/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Metrication and the Bill of Rights 1689
Answer from the Commission (10 November 2006)

E-4062/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Red diesel tax derogation under threat
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2006)

E-4063/06 (IT) by Marta Vincenzi (PSE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Appointment of Management Board of European Food Safety Authority
Answer from the Commission (24 October 2006)

P-4065/06 (PL) by Sylwester Chruszcz (NI) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Plans for a German-Polish ‘super-region’
Answer from the Commission (17 October 2006)

P-4066/06 (PT) by Manuel dos Santos (PSE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Implementation of the IPPC Directive (96/61/EC)
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

E-4067/06 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Pollution caused by discharge of toxic products into the river Umia (Galicia, Spain)
Answer from the Commission (20 November 2006)

E-4068/06 (DE) by Wolfgang Kreissl-Dörfler (PSE) to the Council (29 September 2006)
Subject: Lack of controls at EU external border-crossings
Answer from the Council (27 November 2006)
E-4069/06 (DE) by Wolfgang Kreissl-Dörfler (PSE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Lack of controls at EU external border-crossings
Answer from the Commission (13 November 2006)

E-4070/06 (EL) by Evangelia Tzampazi (PSE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Biological wastewater treatment plants in Greece
Answer from the Commission (16 November 2006)

E-4072/06 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Council (29 September 2006)
Subject: Sharia Law in Aceh and EU funding
Answer from the Council (7 November 2006)

E-4073/06 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Sharia law in Aceh and EU funding
Answer from the Commission (31 October 2006)

E-4074/06 (EN) by Jules Maaten (ALDE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Patient information: differing interpretations in Member States
Answer from the Commission (10 November 2006)

E-4075/06 (FR) by Anne Laperrouze (ALDE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: The term ‘soya milk’
Answer from the Commission (24 October 2006)

E-4077/06 (IT) by Sebastiano Musumeci (UEN) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: MEDA programme: request for update
Answer from the Commission (9 November 2006)

E-4078/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Entering into treaty obligations which make it impossible to decide independently in Europe on taxation and environmental measures relating to air transport
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)

P-4079/06 (PT) by Sérgio Marques (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Lack of access to the reallocation of appropriations under the third CSF for the Autonomous Region of Madeira
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

P-4080/06 (DE) by Helmut Markov (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)

P-4081/06 (EN) by Derek Clark (IND/DEM) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Environmental waste and pharmaceuticals
Answer from the Commission (17 October 2006)

P-4082/06 (EN) by Peter Skinner (PSE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Restrictions to Eurostar services to Ashford International Station
Answer from the Commission (19 October 2006)
P-4083/06 (EN) by Syed Kamall (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Cost of change of domain names of all Community Institutions
Answer from the Commission (24 October 2006)

P-4084/06 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Inadequate protection of minors in Belarus
Joint answer from the Commission (20 November 2006)

P-4085/06 (IT) by Antonio Tajani (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Telecom Italia — TIM (Telecom Italia Mobile) demerger
Joint answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

P-4086/06 (IT) by Renato Brunetta (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Market abuse and manipulation
Joint answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

P-4088/06 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Violence against minors in Belarus
Joint answer from the Commission (20 November 2006)

E-4090/06 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Requirements to be met by GSP beneficiary countries
Answer from the Commission (14 November 2006)

E-4091/06 (DE) by Karl-Heinz Florenz (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Production of, and trade in, seed mixtures from native species of wild plants
Answer from the Commission (7 December 2006)

E-4092/06 (DE) by Karl-Heinz Florenz (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Inclusion of methane in EU ETS (Directive 2003/87/EC); stakeholder report (LETS Update project)
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

E-4093/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Allowance for Greek civil servants and pensioners
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)

E-4094/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Council (29 September 2006)
Subject: Wise men
Answer from the Council (16 October 2006)

E-4095/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Trade in body parts
Answer from the Commission (19 October 2006)

E-4096/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: European Migration Network
Answer from the Commission (9 November 2006)
E-4097/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Entry of Turkey to the EU
Answer from the Commission (27 October 2006)

E-4098/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Persecution of Christians in China
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)

E-4099/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Discrimination against non-Muslims in Algeria
Joint answer from the Commission (8 November 2006)

E-4100/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Situation in Darfur
Answer from the Commission (18 October 2006)

E-4101/06 (EN) by David Martin (PSE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: The interim trade agreement with Turkmenistan
Answer from the Commission (14 November 2006)

E-4102/06 (EN) by Alyn Smith (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Production of statistics
Answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)

E-4103/06 (EN) by Alyn Smith (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Implementation of the WEEE Directive
Answer from the Commission (24 October 2006)

E-4104/06 (FR) by André Laignel (PSE) to the Council (29 September 2006)
Subject: Financial and humanitarian assistance to the Palestinian Authority
Answer from the Council (27 November 2006)

E-4105/06 (IT) by Renato Brunetta (PPE-DE) to the Council (29 September 2006)
Subject: Market abuse and manipulation
Answer from the Council (30 October 2006)

E-4106/06 (NL) by Joost Lagendijk (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Gas extraction in the Waddenzee
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2006)

E-4107/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Denial of free speech in Turkey, again
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2006)

E-4108/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Mac passports
Answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)
E-4109/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Absence of human rights in China
Answer from the Commission (14 November 2006)

E-4110/06 (EN) by Andrzej Szejna (PSE) to the Council (29 September 2006)
Subject: Budgetary legal provisions
Answer from the Council (30 October 2006)

E-4111/06 (EN) by Andrzej Szejna (PSE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Budgetary legal provisions
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2006)

E-4112/06 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Political statements by a Commission official in Turkey
Answer from the Commission (6 December 2006)

P-4113/06 (DE) by Carl Schlyter (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (21 September 2006)
Subject: Incident at the Forsmark nuclear power plant: sequence of events and clarification of causes?
Joint answer from the Commission (18 October 2006)

P-4114/06 (EN) by Robert Evans (PSE) to the Commission (28 September 2006)
Subject: Religious freedom in Sri Lanka
Answer from the Commission (12 October 2006)

P-4115/06 (EN) by Glenys Kinnock (PSE) to the Commission (28 September 2006)
Subject: Children in Romania
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2006)

E-4116/06 (DE) by Rainer Wieland (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Illegal issuing of Bulgarian passports
Answer from the Commission (16 November 2006)

E-4117/06 (EN) by Bernat Joan i Marí (Verts/ALE) to the Council (29 September 2006)
Subject: Discrimination by the Slovak authorities against forced labour victims
Answer from the Council (16 October 2006)

E-4118/06 (EN) by Gyula Hegyi (PSE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Follow-up to the recommendation on film heritage
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

E-4119/06 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: EDF and HIV/AIDS in Angola
Answer from the Commission (18 October 2006)

E-4120/06 (EN) by Robert Evans (PSE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Postal fraud schemes
Answer from the Commission (31 October 2006)
E-4121/06 (EN) by Robert Evans (PSE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Use of the chemical PPD in black 'henna' tattoos
Answer from the Commission (27 October 2006)

E-4122/06 (CS) by Hynek Fajmon (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Accession of the Czech Republic to the Schengen area
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2006)

E-4123/06 (DE) by Michael Cramer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: EU funding for Berlin in 2004 and 2005
Answer from the Commission (31 October 2006)

E-4124/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Council (29 September 2006)
Subject: Commission officials appointed to highly politicised senior Greek government administrative posts
Answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)

E-4125/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: EU officials appointed to highly politicised senior Greek government administrative posts
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2006)

E-4126/06 (EN) by Simon Busuttil (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Education through Sport
Answer from the Commission (30 October 2006)

E-4127/06 (EN) by Thomas Wise (IND/DEM) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Public information
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

E-4128/06 (EN) by Christopher Heaton-Harris (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Aid to Africa
Answer from the Commission (9 November 2006)

E-4129/06 (EN) by Christopher Heaton-Harris (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Aid to Africa
Answer from the Commission (9 November 2006)

E-4130/06 (EN) by Christopher Heaton-Harris (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Aid to Africa
Answer from the Commission (6 November 2006)

E-4131/06 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Fires
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2006)

P-4132/06 (EN) by Christopher Heaton-Harris (PPE-DE) to the Commission (28 September 2006)
Subject: Pigeon racing
Answer from the Commission (19 October 2006)
E-4133/06 (DA) by Jens-Peter Bonde (IND/DEM) to the Council (29 September 2006)
Subject: Council agendas
Answer from the Council (23 November 2006)

E-4134/06 (DA) by Jens-Peter Bonde (IND/DEM) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Need for Member States to impose entrance requirements on other EU countries with a view to achieving a mutual balance in the admission of students
Answer from the Commission (31 October 2006)

E-4135/06 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Airport security
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)

E-4136/06 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Rights of homosexual couples
Answer from the Commission (6 November 2006)

E-4137/06 (PL) by Bogdan Klich (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Possible delay in extending Schengen system to new Member States
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2006)

P-4138/06 (DE) by Thomas Ulmer (PPE-DE) to the Commission (28 September 2006)
Subject: The book We Feed The World
Answer from the Commission (30 October 2006)

P-4139/06 (FR) by Guy Bono (PSE) to the Commission (28 September 2006)
Subject: Establishment of a European Agency for Sport
Answer from the Commission (8 November 2006)

P-4140/06 (HU) by Zsolt Becsey (PPE-DE) to the Commission (28 September 2006)
Subject: Role of Commissioner Almunia in the evaluation of Hungary’s convergence situation
Answer from the Commission (19 October 2006)

E-4141/06 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Consumption of alcoholic beverages
Answer from the Commission (8 December 2006)

E-4142/06 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Single market
Answer from the Commission (6 November 2006)

E-4143/06 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: The Information Society and young people
Answer from the Commission (5 December 2006)

E-4144/06 (EN) by David Martin (PSE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Trade in young companion animals
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2006)
E-4145/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Company reorganisation of Telecom Italia S.p.A.: possible conflict with Community legislation on the protection of workers and employment levels
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)

P-4146/06 (ES) by Antolín Sánchez Presedo (PSE) to the Commission (28 September 2006)
Subject: Assessment of progress and implementation of GSP-Plus
Answer from the Commission (17 October 2006)

E-4147/06 (DA) by Jens-Peter Bonde (IND/DEM) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Entry into Denmark
Answer from the Commission (30 October 2006)

E-4148/06 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Bluefin tuna fishery stocks
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2006)

E-4149/06 (FR) by Guy Bono (PSE) to the Council (29 September 2006)
Subject: Harmonisation of road signs in the EU
Answer from the Council (30 October 2006)

E-4151/06 (SV) by Jonas Sjöstedt (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: Serious crimes against Assyrian-Syrian-Chaldeans in Midyat
Answer from the Commission (13 November 2006)

P-4152/06 (DE) by Ingeborg Gräßle (PPE-DE) to the Commission (28 September 2006)
Subject: Final payment for Interreg II C, Intemigra project
Answer from the Commission (13 November 2006)

P-4153/06 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (28 September 2006)
Subject: Distortion of competition in the Greek banking sector
Answer from the Commission (23 October 2006)

P-4154/06 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (28 September 2006)
Subject: Difference in interest rates between the eurozone and Greece
Answer from the Commission (13 November 2006)

E-4155/06 (CS) by Jan Březina (PPE-DE) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: Enlargement/Extension of Schengen
Joint answer from the Commission (27 October 2006)

E-4156/06 (DA) by Ole Christensen (PSE) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: Temporary employment agencies
Answer from the Commission (5 December 2006)

E-4157/06 (DE) by Renate Sommer (PPE-DE) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: Internet consultations carried out by the Commission
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)
E-4158/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: Chaos at the Competition Commission in Greece
Answer from the Commission (29 November 2006)

E-4160/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: UN Convention on the Law of the Sea and accession of Turkey to the EU
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)

E-4161/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: Complaint (A/13655) to the Commission
Preliminary answer from the Commission (4 October 2006)
Supplementary answer from the Commission (7 December 2006)

E-4162/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: Special minority rights for the Greek Government in the Hellenic Telecommunications Organisation
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

E-4163/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: Implementation in Greece of Regulation (EC) No 1760/2000 on the labelling of beef and beef products
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2006)

E-4164/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: Lack of transparency regarding tendering for contractors to supply equipment to technical vocational training establishments
Answer from the Commission (21 November 2006)

E-4165/06 (EN) by Glenis Willmott (PSE) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: Impact of non-native bird species in the European Union
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)

E-4166/06 (FR) by Guy Bono (PSE) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: Harmonisation of road signs in the EU
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2006)

E-4167/06 (FR) by Dominique Vlasto (PPE-DE) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: Measures to prevent the insolvency of small and medium-sized businesses
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2006)

E-4168/06 (FR) by Jean-Luc Bennahmias (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: Impact assessment of surfion
Joint answer from the Commission (26 October 2006)

E-4169/06 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: Islamic fundamentalism in Somalia
Answer from the Commission (28 November 2006)

E-4170/06 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN), Janusz Wojciechowski (UEN), Zdzisław Podkański (UEN) and Zbigniew Kuźmiuk (UEN) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: Forced-labour camps in Apulia
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2006)
E-4171/06 (HU) by Péter Olajos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: Free study of genetically modified sowing-seed
Answer from the Commission (28 November 2006)

E-4172/06 (SV) by Jonas Sjöstedt (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: Compulsory sight test for drivers in Sweden
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)

P-4173/06 (PL) by Jacek Protasiewicz (PPE-DE) to the Commission (28 September 2006)
Subject: Breach of Article 49 of the EC Treaty in respect of a firm operating in the EU common market
Answer from the Commission (13 November 2006)

E-4174/06 (ES) by Antolín Sánchez Presedo (PSE) to the Council (3 October 2006)
Subject: IMF reform
Answer from the Council (27 November 2006)

E-4175/06 (ES) by Antolín Sánchez Presedo (PSE) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: IMF reform
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2006)

E-4176/06 (ES) by Antolín Sánchez Presedo (PSE) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: International sustainability of the economic system in the agri-food sector
Answer from the Commission (29 November 2006)

E-4177/06 (EL) by Evangelia Tzampazi (PSE) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: Renewable energy sources
Answer from the Commission (10 November 2006)

E-4178/06 (EN) by Marie Isler Béguin (Verts/ALE), Pierre Jonckheer (Verts/ALE) and Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: Further to the answer given by Commissioner Ferrero-Waldner to Written Question E-1413/06 on 2.5.2006 on the funding of the Children of Chernobyl charity
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)

E-4179/06 (FR) by Mathieu Grosch (PPE-DE) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: Consultative committee for the regulation on the harmonisation of certain social legislation relating to road transport
Answer from the Commission (28 November 2006)

E-4180/06 (IT) by Francesco Speroni (NI) to the Council (3 October 2006)
Subject: Italian citizens kidnapped in Niger by the Far Sahara Front
Answer from the Council (7 November 2006)

E-4181/06 (IT) by Francesco Speroni (NI) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: Italian citizens kidnapped in Niger by the Far Sahara Front
Answer from the Commission (13 November 2006)

E-4182/06 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: Head lice: greater clarity
Answer from the Commission (20 October 2006)
E-4183/06 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: AIDS alarm in South Africa
Answer from the Commission (16 November 2006)

E-4184/06 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (NI) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: EU funding for the Labicer company/Banca de Negocios Portuguesa
Answer from the Commission (27 November 2006)

E-4185/06 (EN) by Sérgio Marques (PPE-DE) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: EU financial contribution to the reconstruction in Lebanon to avoid Christian flight
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)

E-4186/06 (DA) by Ole Christensen (PSE) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: Unclear rules on cabotage in the EU
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

E-4187/06 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Council (3 October 2006)
Subject: Whaling and proposed French jojoba esters tariff
Answer from the Council (30 October 2006)

E-4188/06 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: Whaling and proposed French jojoba esters tariff
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2006)

E-4189/06 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: EU action on Alzheimer’s disease
Answer from the Commission (10 November 2006)

E-4190/06 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: Food safety and REACH
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2006)

P-4191/06 (EL) by Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (28 September 2006)
Subject: Road accidents
Answer from the Commission (23 October 2006)

P-4192/06 (DE) by Norbert Glante (PSE) to the Commission (28 September 2006)
Subject: Suspension of payments under the Cadses Interreg IIIB neighbourhood programme
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2006)

E-4194/06 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: Plague of mussels
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)

E-4195/06 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: Development project affecting the Ses Fontanelles wetlands (Palma de Mallorca, Spain)
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2006)
E-4196/06 (EL) by Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: Delayed flight arrivals and departures
Answer from the Commission (14 November 2006)

E-4197/06 (EN) by David Martin (PSE) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: GSP+ Agreement with Costa Rica
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)

E-4198/06 (FR) by Robert Goebbels (PSE) to the Council (4 October 2006)
Subject: American transgenic rice and the risk to human health
Answer from the Council (30 October 2006)

E-4199/06 (FR) by Robert Goebbels (PSE) to the Commission (4 October 2006)
Subject: American transgenic rice and the risk to human health
Answer from the Commission (9 November 2006)

E-4200/06 (FR) by Jean-Luc Bennahmias (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (4 October 2006)
Subject: Study of the impact of surfion on the atmosphere
Joint answer from the Commission (26 October 2006)

E-4201/06 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 October 2006)
Subject: EU political geography
Answer from the Commission (5 December 2006)

E-4202/06 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 October 2006)
Subject: Obesity epidemic and standards of health and hygiene in school canteens
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

E-4203/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (4 October 2006)
Subject: Greek Competition Commission
Answer from the Commission (28 November 2006)

E-4204/06 (IT) by Marco Rizzo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (4 October 2006)
Subject: GMO materials in the European Union
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)

E-4205/06 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (4 October 2006)
Subject: Development and golf course in Natura 2000 network sites in Manacor (Mallorca)
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)

E-4206/06 (EL) by Stavros Arnaoutakis (PSE) to the Commission (4 October 2006)
Subject: Energy supplies for island regions in the European Union
Answer from the Commission (30 November 2006)

E-4207/06 (NL) by Jules Maaten (ALDE) to the Commission (4 October 2006)
Subject: Belgian loyalty stamp
Answer from the Commission (5 December 2006)
E-4208/06 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (4 October 2006)

Subject: Consumer safety in connection with the use of higher concentrations of hydrogen peroxide in tooth whitening products

Answer from the Commission (10 November 2006)

E-4209/06 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 October 2006)

Subject: Results of the study on the impact of the value-added method

Answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)

E-4210/06 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 October 2006)

Subject: Third countries’ trade defence measures against the EU

Answer from the Commission (6 November 2006)

E-4211/06 (EL) by Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 October 2006)

Subject: New aid scheme for bananas

Answer from the Commission (9 November 2006)

E-4212/06 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) and Marianne Mikko (PSE) to the Council (10 October 2006)

Subject: Visa facilitation and readmission agreement with Moldova

Answer from the Council (27 November 2006)

E-4213/06 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) and Marianne Mikko (PSE) to the Commission (10 October 2006)

Subject: Visa facilitation and readmission agreement with Moldova

Answer from the Commission (3 November 2006)

E-4214/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (10 October 2006)

Subject: Extension of UK’s legal procedure to rest of EU

Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4215/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (10 October 2006)

Subject: Extension of habeas corpus to whole of EU

Answer from the Commission (11 December 2006)

E-4216/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (10 October 2006)

Subject: Pakistan threat to murder Danish cartoonists

Answer from the Commission (14 November 2006)

E-4217/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (10 October 2006)

Subject: Catholics and Turkey’s admission to EU

Answer from the Commission (13 November 2006)

E-4218/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (10 October 2006)

Subject: Britain’s veto on criminal justice

Answer from the Commission (21 November 2006)

E-4220/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (10 October 2006)

Subject: Lies by the Hungarian Prime Minister

Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)
E-4221/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Economic growth and inflation
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2006)

E-4222/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Debates in the European Parliament
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2006)

E-4223/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Construction of an underground car park in the Pincio Gardens area in Rome: possible violation of European legislation on SEAs
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

E-4224/06 (EN) by Fiona Hall (ALDE) to the Council (10 October 2006)
Subject: Israel and the Nuclear — Proliferation Treaty
Answer from the Council (13 November 2006)

E-4225/06 (EN) by Baroness Sarah Ludford (ALDE) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Human rights in Botswana
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2006)

E-4226/06 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Council (10 October 2006)
Subject: Austrian tutelage over Alto Adige/South Tyrol minority
Answer from the Council (30 October 2006)

E-4228/06 (ES) by Antolín Sánchez Presedo (PSE) to the Council (10 October 2006)
Subject: Commitment on immigration
Answer from the Council (13 November 2006)

E-4229/06 (ES) by Antolín Sánchez Presedo (PSE) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Commitment on immigration
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2006)

E-4230/06 (CS) by Jan Březina (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Postponement of Schengen enlargement
Joint answer from the Commission (27 October 2006)

E-4231/06 (DA) by Mogens Camre (UEN) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Rules governing compulsory redemption of minority shareholdings
Answer from the Commission (24 November 2006)

E-4232/06 (EL) by Stavros Arnaoutakis (PSE) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Recycling of packaging
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

E-4233/06 (EL) by Nikolaos Vakalis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Technologies to protect minors from harmful televiusal content
Answer from the Commission (30 November 2006)
E-4234/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: School transport in the prefectures of Pella, Serres, Drama and Thessaloniki (Macedonia, Greece)
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4235/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Workers on one-day contracts
Answer from the Commission (20 November 2006)

E-4236/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Legality of collective redundancies in Greece
Answer from the Commission (20 November 2006)

E-4237/06 (EN) by Marco Cappato (ALDE) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Commission Expert Group on Violent Radicalisation
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)

E-4238/06 (IT) by Marco Cappato (ALDE) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Management of European funds by the University of Basilicata
Answer from the Commission (5 December 2006)

E-4239/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Application by the Netherlands Parliament of the subsidiarity criterion to the Commission proposal on the dissolution of marriages between people of different nationalities
Answer from the Commission (29 November 2006)

E-4240/06 (PT) by Edite Estrela (PSE) to the Council (10 October 2006)
Subject: High rate of hereditary hemochromatosis among people of European origin
Answer from the Council (27 November 2006)

E-4241/06 (PT) by Edite Estrela (PSE) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: High rate of hereditary hemochromatosis among people of European origin
Answer from the Commission (30 November 2006)

E-4242/06 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Council (10 October 2006)
Subject: Declassified US intelligence documents
Answer from the Council (23 November 2006)

E-4243/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Inspections at a dairy establishment in the UK
Answer from the Commission (13 November 2006)

E-4244/06 (FR) by Gérard Onesta (Verts/ALE) and Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: France-Spain EHV electricity line
Answer from the Commission (27 November 2006)

E-4245/06 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Unfair competition from Turkish television producers
Joint answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)
P-4246/06 (DE) by Christa Prets (PSE) to the Commission (29 September 2006)
Subject: Trafficking in human beings; trafficking in women for purposes of sexual exploitation — telephone helplines
Answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)

E-4247/06 (ES) by Carlos Carnero González (PSE) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Harmful impact in Torres de la Alameda (Spain) of ‘SHM’ incinerator
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

E-4248/06 (DE) by Christa Prets (PSE) to the Council (10 October 2006)
Subject: Trafficking in human beings; trafficking in women for purposes of sexual exploitation — telephone helplines
Answer from the Council (13 November 2006)

E-4249/06 (DE) by Christoph Konrad (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Freedom of establishment in the European gambling market
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)

E-4250/06 (EN) by Glenys Kinnock (PSE) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Biocides Directive
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

E-4251/06 (FR) by Jean Cottigny (PSE) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Direct management of European funding by social services of general interest
Answer from the Commission (6 November 2006)

E-4252/06 (FR) by Jean Cottigny (PSE) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Funding of social services of general interest responsible for people with a disability
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)

E-4253/06 (FR) by Jean Cottigny (PSE) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Charter for assistance to people with a disability
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)

E-4254/06 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Unfair competition from Turkish television manufacturers
Joint answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)

E-4255/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Introduction of long, heavy HGVs and dangers to the safety of people and vehicles involved in collisions with them
Answer from the Commission (29 November 2006)

P-4256/06 (EN) by Roger Helmer (NI) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: KYOTO
Answer from the Commission (25 October 2006)

P-4257/06 (IT) by Stefano Zappalà (PPE-DE) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: Nomisma
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2006)
E-4258/06 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Improvements in the rules applicable in third countries benefiting from preferential treatment
Answer from the Commission (20 November 2006)

E-4259/06 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Multilateral negotiations in the fisheries sector
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

E-4260/06 (ES) by María Sornosa Martínez (PSE) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Illegal dump in Masalavés
Answer from the Commission (11 December 2006)

E-4261/06 (EL) by Maria Matsouka (PSE) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Industrial accidents
Answer from the Commission (28 November 2006)

E-4262/06 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Turkey's obligations in relation to the EU's environmental acquis
Answer from the Commission (13 November 2006)

E-4263/06 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Electronic games
Answer from the Commission (28 November 2006)

E-4264/06 (EN) by Riitta Myller (PSE) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Wild bird trade
Answer from the Commission (20 November 2006)

E-4265/06 (EN) by Rebecca Harms (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Clean-up work after the INES-3 incident at Paks Nuclear Power Plant
Answer from the Commission (30 November 2006)

E-4266/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Abuse of prisoners in Turkey
Answer from the Commission (13 November 2006)

E-4267/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Denial of freedom of the press in Egypt
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2006)

E-4268/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Human rights in the EU
Answer from the Commission (26 October 2006)

E-4269/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Provision of safe water supply
Answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)
E-4270/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Attacks on Hungarians in Slovakia
Joint answer from the Commission (31 October 2006)

E-4271/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Treatment of minorities in EU states
Joint answer from the Commission (31 October 2006)

E-4272/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Scrapping package sizes
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2006)

E-4273/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (10 October 2006)
Subject: Ill treatment of Serbs in Croatia
Answer from the Commission (13 November 2006)

E-4274/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (11 October 2006)
Subject: Attacks on Slovaks in Hungary
Joint answer from the Commission (31 October 2006)

E-4275/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (11 October 2006)
Subject: 'McDonalds' jobs'
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

E-4276/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (11 October 2006)
Subject: Staff on psychiatric sick leave
Answer from the Commission (28 November 2006)

E-4277/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (11 October 2006)
Subject: New power-grab backfires
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

E-4278/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (11 October 2006)
Subject: Are UK financial institutions being damaged deliberately?
Answer from the Commission (1 December 2006)

E-4279/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (11 October 2006)
Subject: Re-slicing the cake when Romania and Bulgaria join
Answer from the Commission (28 November 2006)

E-4280/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (11 October 2006)
Subject: The damage from Corpus Juris
Answer from the Commission (7 December 2006)

E-4281/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (11 October 2006)
Subject: Working Time Directive is putting lives at risk
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)
E-4282/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (11 October 2006)
Subject: Foreign rail operators and the rail tunnel to the UK
Answer from the Commission (30 October 2006)

E-4283/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (11 October 2006)
Subject: The EU Navy invades the United Kingdom
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

E-4285/06 (FR) by Jean-Luc Bennahmias (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (11 October 2006)
Subject: Financing of the ITER nuclear fusion project
Answer from the Commission (30 November 2006)

E-4286/06 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Council (11 October 2006)
Subject: Alarming situation in Somalia
Answer from the Council (23 November 2006)

E-4287/06 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (11 October 2006)
Subject: Alarming situation in Somalia
Answer from the Commission (18 December 2006)

E-4288/06 (IT) by Giusto Catania (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (11 October 2006)
Subject: West Ham v. Palermo football match
Answer from the Commission (21 November 2006)

E-4289/06 (NL) by Margrietus van den Berg (PSE) to the Commission (11 October 2006)
Subject: Extra money for good governance programmes
Answer from the Commission (28 November 2006)

P-4290/06 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (3 October 2006)
Subject: Rural Development Fund — autonomous region of Galicia (Spain)
Answer from the Commission (30 October 2006)

E-4298/06 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE-DE) to the Council (12 October 2006)
Subject: Migration crisis in the Canaries
Answer from the Council (13 November 2006)

E-4299/06 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Migration crisis in the Canaries
Answer from the Commission (11 December 2006)

E-4300/06 (ES) by Bernat Joan i Marí (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Assessing renewable energy implementation in Aragon
Answer from the Commission (30 November 2006)

E-4301/06 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Monitoring of regularisation procedures for immigrants
Joint answer from the Commission (10 November 2006)
E-4302/06  (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE-DE) to the Commission  
(12 October 2006)  
Subject: Immigration: monitoring powers  
Joint answer from the Commission (10 November 2006)

E-4303/06  (ES) by Daniel Varela Suárez-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)  
Subject: Jurisdiction in the Svalbard fishing grounds  
Answer from the Commission (11 December 2006)

E-4304/06  (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)  
Subject: Recent Eurobarometer results on consumer protection  
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4305/06  (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)  
Subject: Car parks  
Answer from the Commission (30 November 2006)

E-4306/06  (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)  
Subject: Public administration in the EU Member States  
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

E-4307/06  (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)  
Subject: Patient mobility  
Answer from the Commission (24 November 2006)

E-4308/06  (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)  
Subject: Obesity and young people  
Answer from the Commission (10 November 2006)

E-4309/06  (EL) by Antonios Trakatellis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)  
Subject: Medical radiological equipment — restrictive licensing in Greece  
Answer from the Commission (5 December 2006)

E-4310/06  (EN) by Antonio Tajani (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)  
Subject: Freedom of the media in Hungary before the elections  
Answer from the Commission (6 December 2006)

E-4311/06  (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)  
Subject: Diabetes and driving in the EU  
Answer from the Commission (31 October 2006)

E-4312/06  (EN) by Glenys Kinnock (PSE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)  
Subject: 10th EDF programming  
Answer from the Commission (8 November 2006)

E-4313/06  (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (12 October 2006)  
Subject: Censorship in Germany because of Islamic extremists  
Answer from the Commission (9 November 2006)
E-4314/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Denial of free speech in Turkey, again
Answer from the Commission (13 November 2006)

E-4315/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Arrest warrant and corruption in Bulgaria and Romania
Answer from the Commission (24 November 2006)

E-4316/06 (IT) by Luca Romagnoli (NI) to the Council (12 October 2006)
Subject: Unjustified blocking of Italy-Switzerland border crossing
Answer from the Council (23 November 2006)

E-4317/06 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Infringement proceedings
Answer from the Commission (18 December 2006)

E-4318/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Acquisition of businesses with borrowed funds with the sole purpose of allowing only the most profitable parts to survive and selling them at the highest profit
Answer from the Commission (11 December 2006)

E-4319/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: The Mexican ship the Otapan, which is contaminated with large quantities of asbestos and was refused for scrap in Turkey, and the preceding role of the Netherlands authorities
Answer from the Commission (11 December 2006)

E-4320/06 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Legal framework for research into and sale of natural products
Answer from the Commission (11 December 2006)

E-4321/06 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: ‘Irregular’ and ‘illegal’ vineyard planting
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

E-4322/06 (FI) by Eija-Riitta Korhola (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Delays in payments for scientific projects
Answer from the Commission (21 November 2006)

E-4327/06 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) and Giusto Catania (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Police ill-treatment of minors (Madrid, Spain)
Answer from the Commission (27 November 2006)

E-4328/06 (DA) by Jens-Peter Bonde (IND/DEM) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Inspection of German vehicles
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

E-4329/06 (DA) by Jens-Peter Bonde (IND/DEM) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Secret declarations in the Commission
Answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)
E-4330/06 (DA) by Jens-Peter Bonde (IND/DEM) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Advisory working parties on tobacco, sugar, fat and alcohol
Answer from the Commission (27 November 2006)

E-4331/06 (DE) by Othmar Karas (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: The possible breakdown of Basel II
Answer from the Commission (28 November 2006)

E-4332/06 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Teleshopping
Answer from the Commission (1 December 2006)

E-4333/06 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Remote business transactions
Answer from the Commission (30 November 2006)

E-4334/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzasferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Respect for court judgments in the EU
Answer from the Commission (28 November 2006)

E-4335/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzasferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Turkey ridiculing EU
Answer from the Commission (13 November 2006)

E-4336/06 (EL) by Stavros Arnaoutakis (PSE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Revision of gross national product (GNP) in Greece
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

E-4338/06 (EN) by Caroline Jackson (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Need for better bird protection in Cyprus
Answer from the Commission (28 November 2006)

E-4339/06 (EN) by Fiona Hall (ALDE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Australian Defence Force in Timor Leste
Answer from the Commission (14 November 2006)

E-4340/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Interventions of the Valle d’Aosta region (Italy) in favour of the Casino
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2006)

E-4341/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Purchase of the Grand Hotel Billia property complex by the Valle d’Aosta region (Italy)
Answer from the Commission (1 December 2006)

E-4342/06 (IT) by Roberto Musacchio (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Measures to assist private- and public-sector workers in customs-related jobs in Verona province (Italy) in the light of the enlargement of the EU to include Romania and Bulgaria the light of
Answer from the Commission (28 November 2006)
E-4343/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Selective prevention of photography and the use of video cameras to film railway stations and trains in Spain and the argument that what is involved is private premises
Answer from the Commission (5 December 2006)

E-4344/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: EU co-financing of Wenningfeld industrial estate on the German-Dutch border near Vreden and Winterswijk, which will cause nuisance on account of growing air traffic
Answer from the Commission (17 November 2006)

E-4345/06 (NL) by Dorette Corbey (PSE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Hazardous waste exports
Joint answer from the Commission (11 December 2006)

E-4346/06 (SV) by Hélène Goudin (IND/DEM) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: EU directive on honey
Answer from the Commission (20 November 2006)

E-4349/06 (ES) by Íñigo Méndez de Vigo (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Possible instances of airline practices infringing Regulation (EC) No 261/2004
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

E-4350/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Failure of EU troops to fight
Joint answer from the Commission (31 October 2006)

E-4351/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Phone calls to the President ‘to bend the rules’
Answer from the Commission (8 November 2006)

E-4352/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Saddam Hussein to be tried at The Hague
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)

E-4354/06 (IT) by Iles Braghetto (PPE-DE) to the Council (12 October 2006)
Subject: Statements by Sayyed Hassan Nasrallah, leader of the Hezbollah movement
Answer from the Council (23 November 2006)

E-4355/06 (IT) by Iles Braghetto (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Statements by Sayyed Hassan Nasrallah, leader of the Hezbollah movement
Answer from the Commission (10 November 2006)

P-4356/06 (DE) by Renate Sommer (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Ilısu reservoir on the Tigris
Answer from the Commission (9 November 2006)

P-4357/06 (EL) by Stavros Arnaoutakis (PSE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Jeremie initiative
Answer from the Commission (9 November 2006)
P-4358/06 (FR) by André Laignel (PSE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Special rights to distribute 'Livret A' (tax-free savings books) in France
Joint answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)

P-4359/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: The Italian government's failure to request the prior opinion of the European Central Bank
Answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)

E-4360/06 (EN) by Alyn Smith (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Young farmers in Europe
Answer from the Commission (21 November 2006)

E-4361/06 (EN) by Alyn Smith (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Welfare of animals during transport
Answer from the Commission (24 November 2006)

E-4362/06 (EN) by Alyn Smith (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Road equivalent tariff (RET)
Answer from the Commission (21 November 2006)

E-4363/06 (FR) by Robert Goebbels (PSE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Company pension funds
Answer from the Commission (29 November 2006)

E-4364/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Information on the outcome of a meeting between the Italian authorities and the Commission in September 2006
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

E-4365/06 (NL) by Kartika Liotard (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Situation relating to the Probo Koala
Joint answer from the Commission (11 December 2006)

E-4366/06 (EN) by Marie-Hélène Aubert (Verts/ALE), Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE), David Hammerstein Mintz (Verts/ALE), Friedrich-Wilhelm Graefe zu Baringdorf (Verts/ALE) and Milan Horáček (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Commission proposal for a reform of the EU wine regime
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

E-4367/06 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Policy to promote Community agricultural produce
Answer from the Commission (1 December 2006)

E-4368/06 (EN) by Richard Corbett (PSE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: FIFA
Answer from the Commission (24 November 2006)

E-4369/06 (EN) by Richard Corbett (PSE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Abuses of human rights in Burma
Answer from the Commission (24 November 2006)
P-4370/06 (DA) by Anne Jensen (ALDE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Harbour sediment and waste
Answer from the Commission (8 November 2006)

P-4371/06 (EN) by Peter Skinner (PSE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Implementation of the Transparency Obligations Directive
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)

P-4372/06 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Johnson Controls and Community funding
Preliminary answer from the Commission (10 November 2006)
Supplementary answer from the Commission (19 December 2006)

E-4373/06 (ES) by Ignasi Guardans Cambó (ALDE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Damage to the Albufera de Valencia national park caused by the reduced water levels in the Júcar river
Answer from the Commission (7 December 2006)

E-4374/06 (ES) by David Hammerstein Mintz (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Proposed dam in Caleao (Asturias)
Answer from the Commission (19 December 2006)

E-4375/06 (ES) by David Hammerstein Mintz (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Path of a high-tension line in Nava (Asturias)
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4376/06 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Toxic waste from a Dutch oil tanker in Abidjan (Côte d’Ivoire)
Joint answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)

E-4377/06 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Increasing accident rate in the building industry
Answer from the Commission (5 December 2006)

E-4378/06 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Radioactive waste on the M-30 building site
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)

E-4379/06 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Anchovy imports
Answer from the Commission (1 December 2006)

E-4380/06 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Imports of tuna loins
Answer from the Commission (27 November 2006)
E-4381/06 (DA) by Ole Christensen (PSE) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Secret employment contracts
Answer from the Commission (5 December 2006)

E-4382/06 (DE) by Klaus-Heiner Lehne (PPE-DE) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Articles 11 and 9 of Regulation (EC) No 44/2001 and Article 5 and Recital 24 of Directive 2003/14/EC: obligation on a national court to refer a case to the European Court of Justice
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

E-4383/06 (EN) by Gerard Batten (IND/DEM) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Funding for Tablighi Jamaat
Answer from the Commission (21 November 2006)

E-4384/06 (EN) by Gerard Batten (IND/DEM) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Enactment of Directive 2001/18/EC
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4385/06 (EN) by Marie-Arlette Carlotti (PSE) and Margrietus van den Berg (PSE) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Impact of economic sanctions on Burma
Answer from the Commission (5 December 2006)

E-4386/06 (EN) by Rebecca Harms (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: The impact of the proposed Ilisu dam project in Turkey on the environment and regional stability
Answer from the Commission (16 November 2006)

E-4387/06 (FR) by Marie-Noëlle Lienemann (PSE) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Protection of ferry transport against social dumping
Answer from the Commission (27 November 2006)

E-4388/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: ‘Force majeure’ as an argument for refusing to pay compensation for flight delays as referred to in Regulation (EC) No 261/2004 or requiring injured parties to seek redress through legal action
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)

E-4389/06 (IT) by Marco Cappato (ALDE) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Serious abuses of rights and breaches of privacy by senior members of Telecom Italia management
Answer from the Commission (6 December 2006)

P-4390/06 (SV) by Jens Holm (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Closure of archive by Turkey
Answer from the Commission (9 November 2006)

E-4391/06 (EL) by Stavros Arnaoutakis (PSE) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Employment of women in Greece
Answer from the Commission (5 December 2006)

E-4392/06 (EL) by Ioannis Gklavakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Harmonisation of fines in the fishing industry
Answer from the Commission (24 November 2006)
E-4393/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Compliance with legislation on public contracts for the procurement of goods and services by the Greek company Ellinikes Ekthesis — Helexpo A.E.
Answer from the Commission (5 December 2006)

E-4394/06 (FR) by Pierre Schapira (PSE) to the Council (16 October 2006)
Subject: Resumption of normal cooperation with Palestine
Answer from the Council (27 November 2006)

E-4395/06 (IT) by Vincenzo Aita (GUE/NGL) and Giusto Catania (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: EU funds and exploitation of workers
Answer from the Commission (15 December 2006)

E-4396/06 (SV) by Jens Holm (GUE/NGL) to the Council (16 October 2006)
Subject: Exports of European military equipment to repressive regimes
Answer from the Council (11 December 2006)

E-4397/06 (SV) by Jens Holm (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Price subsidies in Luxembourg
Answer from the Commission (1 December 2006)

P-4398/06 (ES) by Esther Herranz García (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Modulation
Answer from the Commission (24 November 2006)

P-4399/06 (EL) by Kyriacos Triantaphyllides (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Amendment of Article 301 of the Turkish Penal Code on freedom of speech
Answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)

P-4400/06 (EN) by Brian Crowley (UEN) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Free movement of auctionable goods between Spain and Ireland
Answer from the Commission (10 November 2006)

P-4401/06 (FR) by Carl Lang (NI) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Dangers for Europe in 2025
Answer from the Commission (21 November 2006)

P-4402/06 (PL) by Czesław Siekierski (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Extending the Schengen area to the new Member States
Joint answer from the Commission (29 November 2006)

P-4403/06 (SV) by Nils Lundgren (IND/DEM) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Access to Commission documents
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)

E-4404/06 (ES) by Salvador Garriga Polledo (PPE-DE) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Musel payment
Answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)
E-4405/06 (DA) by Ole Christensen (PSE) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Working environment at airports
Answer from the Commission (5 December 2006)

E-4406/06 (DE) by Markus Ferber (PPE-DE) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: EU support for the tourism project in Romanos (South Peloponnese, Greece)
Answer from the Commission (20 November 2006)

E-4407/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Incorporation of Community legislation in Greek law
Answer from the Commission (5 December 2006)

E-4408/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Special consultant for quality control
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

E-4409/06 (EL) by Kyriacos Triantaphyllides (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Report by the European Citizen Action Service (ECAS) on ensuring that citizens are properly informed
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

E-4410/06 (EL) by Kyriacos Triantaphyllides (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Statements by Commission President Barroso on enlargement
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4411/06 (EL) by Kyriacos Triantaphyllides (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Crime rate in candidate countries
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

E-4412/06 (EL) by Kyriacos Triantaphyllides (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Turkish pledge to speed up negotiations
Joint answer from the Commission (27 November 2006)

E-4413/06 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Cross-border impact of accession of Bulgaria and Romania
Answer from the Commission (1 December 2006)

E-4414/06 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Signature of new agreement between the US administration and ICANN
Answer from the Commission (6 December 2006)

E-4415/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Detention of unaccompanied minors in the Aliens Section in Athens
Answer from the Commission (21 November 2006)

E-4416/06 (EN) by Martin Callanan (PPE-DE) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Irish Food Board — Beef Quality Assurance Scheme
Answer from the Commission (14 November 2006)
E-4417/06 (EN) by Alexander Stubb (PPE-DE) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Truck jams on the border of Finland and Russia
Answer from the Commission (27 November 2006)

E-4418/06 (EN) by Simon Busuttil (PPE-DE) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Immigration controls at EU airports
Answer from the Commission (6 December 2006)

E-4419/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Chinese attempt to disable USA’s GPS system
Answer from the Commission (28 November 2006)

E-4420/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: New hand luggage restrictions on air travellers
Answer from the Commission (29 November 2006)

E-4421/06 (FR) by Paul van Buitenen (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Number and volume of OPOCE contracts with Luxembourgish or Luxembourg-based companies
Answer from the Commission (28 November 2006)

E-4422/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Diversion of the water of the River Neretva through tunnels and reservoirs to generate electricity at Trebinje and its impact on nature and farming
Answer from the Commission (21 November 2006)

E-4423/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Sufficiently early agreements to avoid the future need for the EU to translate into three other variants of the former Serbo-Croat language in addition to Croatian
Answer from the Commission (24 November 2006)

E-4424/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Distinction between cargo residues and chemical waste in sea-going ships and measures to prevent unauthorised exports of hazardous substances
Joint answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)

E-4425/06 (NL) by Lambert van Nistelrooij (PPE-DE) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Visit to Sicily by official delegation from the Committee on Regional Development, 12-15 September 2006
Answer from the Commission (24 November 2006)

E-4426/06 (PL) by Hanna Foltyn-Kubicka (UEN) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: European Parliament part-sessions in Strasbourg
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

P-4430/06 (EL) by Katerina Batzeli (PSE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Alteration of the legal framework of the procedure by which the supervisory authorities approve mergers and takeovers
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

P-4431/06 (EN) by Libor Rouček (PSE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Delay in the enlargement of Schengen area
Joint answer from the Commission (29 November 2006)
E-4432/06 (FR) by Pervenche Berès (PSE) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Company register fraud
Answer from the Commission (29 November 2006)

E-4433/06 (FR) by Tokia Saïfi (PPE-DE) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: Emerging countries as new donors
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)

E-4434/06 (DE) by Michael Cramer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (16 October 2006)
Subject: EU funds for the TEN-V project ‘The fixed Fehmarnbelt rail/road Link’
Answer from the Commission (7 December 2006)

E-4435/06 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 October 2006)
Subject: Eurostat intervention mechanisms in hospital reorganisation
Answer from the Commission (8 December 2006)

E-4437/06 (PT) by Pedro Guerreiro (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 October 2006)
Subject: Outlying status of the Azores region: transport of selected solid waste and sorting targets
Answer from the Commission (20 November 2006)

E-4438/06 (PT) by Pedro Guerreiro (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 October 2006)
Subject: Outlying status of the Azores region: marketing of fisheries products
Answer from the Commission (7 December 2006)

E-4439/06 (PT) by Pedro Guerreiro (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 October 2006)
Subject: Outlying status of the Azores region: optical-fibre cable links for Flores and Corvo islands
Answer from the Commission (6 December 2006)

E-4440/06 (EN) by Henrik Lax (ALDE) to the Commission (17 October 2006)
Subject: Private sports betting in the internal market
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

P-4441/06 (EN) by Jill Evans (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Burberry factory closure
Answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)

P-4442/06 (ES) by Luis de Grandes Pascual (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Delays in execution of trans-European transport network projects: report of the European coordinators
Answer from the Commission (9 November 2006)

P-4443/06 (SV) by Hélène Goudin (IND/DEM) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Prostitution and organised crime as part of GDP
Answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)

P-4444/06 (EN) by John Bowis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Combating a ‘flu pandemic’
Answer from the Commission (9 November 2006)
P-4445/06 (FR) by Benoit Hamon (PSE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: ‘Livret A’ savings books
Joint answer from the Commission (7 November 2006)

P-4446/06 (IT) by Riccardo Ventre (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Relations between Georgia and Russia
Joint answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)

P-4447/06 (PL) by Michał Kamiński (UEN) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Russia-Georgia relations
Joint answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)

P-4448/06 (EN) by Edith Mastenbroek (PSE) to the Council (12 October 2006)
Subject: Security of e-voting systems in the EU Member States: outsourcing
Joint answer from the Council (23 November 2006)

E-4449/06 (DE) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 October 2006)
Subject: Mysterious weather phenomena over North Germany
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4450/06 (EL) by Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 October 2006)
Subject: Health risk posed by aerials of mobile telephone base stations
Answer from the Commission (27 November 2006)

E-4451/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (19 October 2006)
Subject: Construction of a dam on the River Arachthos (region of Ayios Nikolaos Dafniotis prefecture of Arta, Greece)
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)

E-4452/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (19 October 2006)
Subject: Law on property deeds and inheritance rights of minorities in Turkey
Answer from the Commission (19 December 2006)

E-4453/06 (EN) by James Allister (NI) to the Council (19 October 2006)
Subject: Blasphemy laws in Pakistan
Answer from the Council (13 November 2006)

E-4454/06 (EN) by James Allister (NI) to the Commission (19 October 2006)
Subject: Blasphemy laws in Pakistan
Answer from the Commission (5 December 2006)

E-4455/06 (EN) by Edith Mastenbroek (PSE) to the Commission (19 October 2006)
Subject: Security of e-voting systems in the EU Member States
Answer from the Commission (16 November 2006)

E-4456/06 (EN) by Edith Mastenbroek (PSE) to the Council (19 October 2006)
Joint answer from the Council (23 November 2006)
E-4457/06 (FR) by Carl Lang (NI) to the Commission (19 October 2006)
Subject: Attacks on the freedom of speech in Turkey
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)

E-4458/06 (IT) by Alfonso Andria (ALDE) to the Commission (19 October 2006)
Subject: Languages permitted for replying to calls for tenders published in the Official Journal
Answer from the Commission (6 December 2006)

E-4459/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (19 October 2006)
Subject: Transfer of end-of-service payments to an INPS pension fund (Italy)
Answer from the Commission (6 December 2006)

E-4460/06 (NL) by Jules Maaten (ALDE) to the Commission (19 October 2006)
Subject: Damage to public health caused by exposure to low-frequency noise
Answer from the Commission (12 December 2006)

E-4461/06 (SV) by Hélène Goudin (IND/DEM) to the Commission (19 October 2006)
Subject: Subsidiarity principle
Answer from the Commission (16 November 2006)

P-4462/06 (EN) by David Casa (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Irregular immigration
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2006)

P-4463/06 (EN) by Sajjad Karim (ALDE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Anticorruption and good governance
Answer from the Commission (22 November 2006)

P-4464/06 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Policy on enforcement of the law on autumn hunting in Malta
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

P-4465/06 (EN) by Rebecca Harms (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Kozloduy nuclear power plant, Bulgaria
Answer from the Commission (13 November 2006)

E-4466/06 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (19 October 2006)
Subject: University rankings
Answer from the Commission (24 November 2006)

E-4467/06 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (19 October 2006)
Subject: Counterfeit euro
Answer from the Commission (30 November 2006)

E-4468/06 (EN) by Sajjad Karim (ALDE) to the Council (19 October 2006)
Subject: Anticorruption and good governance
Answer from the Council (11 December 2006)
E-4469/06 (EN) by David Casa (PPE-DE) to the Council (19 October 2006)
Subject: Irregular immigration
Answer from the Council (23 November 2006)

E-4470/06 (EN) by David Casa (PPE-DE) to the Commission (19 October 2006)
Subject: Environmental measures
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)

E-4471/06 (DE) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (20 October 2006)
Subject: ‘Vulkanland Eifel’ national geopark
Answer from the Commission (11 December 2006)

E-4472/06 (EN) by Eija-Riitta Korhola (PPE-DE) to the Council (20 October 2006)
Subject: India-EU human rights dialogue
Answer from the Council (11 December 2006)

E-4473/06 (FR) by Mathieu Grosch (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 October 2006)
Subject: Licences for category B vehicles in Belgium
Answer from the Commission (21 November 2006)

E-4474/06 (FR) by Jean-Luc Bennahmias (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (20 October 2006)
Subject: Radioactive pollution at La Maddalena (Corsica)
Answer from the Commission (18 December 2006)

E-4475/06 (NL) by Margrietus van den Berg (PSE) to the Commission (20 October 2006)
Subject: The EU is administered by officials
Joint answer from the Commission (11 December 2006)

E-4476/06 (PT) by Paulo Casaca (PSE) to the Commission (20 October 2006)
Subject: Internal market and rules on animal safety, health and wellbeing
Answer from the Commission (12 December 2006)

P-4477/06 (DE) by Thomas Ulmer (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Inconsistent transposition of social provisions in road transport
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

P-4478/06 (EN) by Gay Mitchell (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Competition in the Irish airline sector
Answer from the Commission (20 November 2006)

E-4480/06 (DE) by Herbert Bösch (PSE) to the Commission (20 October 2006)
Subject: Construction costs for Spata Airport, Athens — support from the Cohesion Fund
Answer from the Commission (5 December 2006)

E-4482/06 (EL) by Antonios Trakatellis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 October 2006)
Subject: Community programme ‘trans-European telecommunications network’ (eTEN): instances of ineffective handling of proposals submitted in 2006
Answer from the Commission (18 December 2006)
E-4483/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (20 October 2006)
Subject: New regulation on roaming charges
Answer from the Commission (30 November 2006)

E-4484/06 (NL) by Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE) to the Commission (20 October 2006)
Subject: Discrimination by France against foreign truck drivers
Joint answer from the Commission (1 December 2006)

E-4485/06 (NL) by Jules Maaten (ALDE) to the Commission (20 October 2006)
Subject: Excise on herbal cigarettes
Answer from the Commission (30 November 2006)

P-4486/06 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Council (12 October 2006)
Subject: Death penalty for three minors in Yemen and Iran
Answer from the Council (27 November 2006)

P-4487/06 (ES) by Carmen Fraga Estévez (PPE-DE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Fin/body weight ratio for blue sharks (Prionacea glauca)
Answer from the Commission (6 November 2006)

P-4488/06 (EN) by Jean Lambert (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 October 2006)
Subject: Caste-based discrimination
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)

E-4489/06 (DE) by Jörg Leichtfried (PSE) to the Commission (20 October 2006)
Subject: Wild animals in circuses
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4490/06 (EN) by Rebecca Harms (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (20 October 2006)
Subject: Power cuts at nuclear facilities at Forsmark (SE) and Cadarache (FR)
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

E-4491/06 (EN) by James Nicholson (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 October 2006)
Subject: Human rights in China
Answer from the Commission (7 December 2006)

E-4492/06 (EN) by Michael Cashman (PSE), Sophia in ’t Veld (ALDE), Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) and Alexander Stubb (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 October 2006)
Subject: Homophobic discrimination in blood donation centres
Answer from the Commission (30 November 2006)

E-4493/06 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (NI) to the Council (20 October 2006)
Subject: Incorrect use of Community funds by the Campania Regional Council
Answer from the Council (1 December 2006)

E-4494/06 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (NI) to the Commission (20 October 2006)
Subject: Incorrect use of Community funds by the Campania Regional Council
Preliminary answer from the Commission (6 November 2006)
Supplementary answer from the Commission (6 December 2006)
E-4495/06 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (20 October 2006)
Subject: Freedom of opinion
Answer from the Commission (1 December 2006)

E-4496/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (20 October 2006)
Subject: Information on Rome's application to become the seat of the Supervisory Authority for the Galileo programme
Answer from the Commission (27 November 2006)

E-4498/06 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (20 October 2006)
Subject: Zebra mussel infestation in Catalonia, Aragon and the Valencia Region
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

E-4500/06 (EN) by Gerard Batten (IND/DEM) to the Council (20 October 2006)
Subject: EU High Representative
Answer from the Council (23 November 2006)

E-4501/06 (IT) by Alfonso Andria (ALDE) to the Commission (20 October 2006)
Subject: Warnings about the side-effects of atypical antipsychotic drugs
Answer from the Commission (27 November 2006)

E-4505/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (20 October 2006)
Subject: Unprecedented interference in France's internal affairs by Commissioner Rehn
Joint answer from the Commission (24 November 2006)

E-4506/06 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Council (20 October 2006)
Subject: Ukraine visa facilitation and readmission talks with the EU
Answer from the Council (23 November 2006)

E-4507/06 (EN) by Richard Corbett (PSE) to the Council (20 October 2006)
Subject: Natural sodium nitrate
Answer from the Council (23 November 2006)

E-4508/06 (EN) by Richard Corbett (PSE) to the Commission (23 October 2006)
Subject: Natural sodium nitrate
Answer from the Commission (5 December 2006)

E-4509/06 (EN) by Kartika Liotard (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (23 October 2006)
Subject: Probo Koala
Answer from the Commission (11 December 2006)

E-4510/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (23 October 2006)
Subject: Report of the Conseil d’Analyse Economique
Answer from the Commission (6 December 2006)

E-4511/06 (EN) by Caroline Jackson (PPE-DE) to the Commission (23 October 2006)
Subject: Funding of Slovenian wind farms and compliance with the requirements of the Birds Directive
Answer from the Commission (7 December 2006)
E-4512/06 (EN) by Caroline Lucas (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (23 October 2006)
Subject: Protection of the hen harrier in the UK under Directive 79/409/EEC
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

E-4514/06 (NL) by Corien Wortmann-Kool (PPE-DE) to the Commission (23 October 2006)
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)

E-4518/06 (DE) by Thomas Ulmer (PPE-DE) to the Commission (23 October 2006)
Subject: Regional reform/Objective 2 aid
Answer from the Commission (9 November 2006)

E-4519/06 (DE) by Alexandra Dobolyi (PSE) to the Commission (23 October 2006)
Subject: The diversion of humanitarian aid intended for refugee camps in Tindouf
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)

E-4520/06 (EN) by Markus Pieper (PPE-DE) to the Commission (23 October 2006)
Subject: Current system of regional development in Hungary
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

E-4521/06 (EN) by Piia-Noora Kauppi (PPE-DE) to the Commission (23 October 2006)
Subject: Homophobia in Poland
Answer from the Commission (6 December 2006)

E-4522/06 (FR) by Bernard Poignant (PSE) to the Commission (23 October 2006)
Subject: Support for radios
Answer from the Commission (6 December 2006)

E-4523/06 (FR) by Jean Cottigny (PSE) to the Commission (23 October 2006)
Subject: The weight of the social economy in Europe
Answer from the Commission (28 November 2006)

E-4524/06 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (23 October 2006)
Subject: Community subsidies for Rohde
Answer from the Commission (6 December 2006)

P-4527/06 (EN) by Alexander Alvaro (ALDE) to the Council (17 October 2006)
Subject: Multidisciplinary Group on Organised Crime (MDG)
Answer from the Council (23 November 2006)

P-4528/06 (ES) by Iratxe García Pérez (PSE) to the Commission (17 October 2006)
Subject: Building development in a pine forest which is a black stork refuge
Answer from the Commission (21 November 2006)

P-4529/06 (EN) by Marian Harkin (ALDE) to the Commission (17 October 2006)
Subject: Drawing disability allowance payments in Member State of residence
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)
P-4530/06 (IT) by Giusto Catania (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 October 2006)
Subject: Irregular construction of water drainage plant at a site of Community importance at Timpa nature reserve (Acireale, Sicily)
Answer from the Commission (7 December 2006)

E-4531/06 (DA) by Jens-Peter Bonde (IND/DEM) to the Commission (23 October 2006)
Subject: Dankort
Answer from the Commission (11 December 2006)

E-4532/06 (DE) by Herbert Bösch (PSE) to the Council (23 October 2006)
Subject: Better anti-fraud legislation
Answer from the Council (27 November 2006)

E-4533/06 (DE) by Herbert Bösch (PSE) to the Commission (23 October 2006)
Subject: Better anti-fraud legislation
Answer from the Commission (6 December 2006)

E-4534/06 (DE) by Daniel Caspary (PPE-DE) and Markus Pieper (PPE-DE) to the Commission (23 October 2006)
Subject: Equal opportunities for boys and girls
Answer from the Commission (8 December 2006)

E-4535/06 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (23 October 2006)
Subject: Passive smoking
Joint answer from the Commission (27 November 2006)

E-4536/06 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (23 October 2006)
Subject: Smoking in restaurants
Joint answer from the Commission (27 November 2006)

E-4537/06 (DE) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (23 October 2006)
Subject: Bologna Process update
Answer from the Commission (8 December 2006)

E-4538/06 (EL) by Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (24 October 2006)
Subject: Smoking and health
Joint answer from the Commission (27 November 2006)

E-4539/06 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (23 October 2006)
Subject: Transparency of subsidies
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)

E-4540/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (23 October 2006)
Subject: Fascist behaviour in Athens and recriminations involving ministers
Answer from the Commission (6 December 2006)

E-4541/06 (EN) by Hiltrud Breyer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (23 October 2006)
Subject: Biotechnology Steering Committee
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)
E-4542/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (23 October 2006)
Subject: Turkey not suitable for EU membership
Answer from the Commission (5 December 2006)

E-4543/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (26 October 2006)
Subject: Pakastani support for Taliban
Answer from the Commission (5 December 2006)

E-4545/06 (IT) by Antonio Tajani (PPE-DE), Alfredo Antoniozzi (PPE-DE) and Stefano Zappalà (PPE-DE) to the Commission (26 October 2006)
Subject: Preventive measures that restrict personal freedom — preventive custody
Answer from the Commission (23 November 2006)

P-4548/06 (EL) by Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 October 2006)
Subject: Avian influenza crisis
Answer from the Commission (1 December 2006)

P-4549/06 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 October 2006)
Subject: EU-Morocco Fisheries Agreement
Answer from the Commission (15 November 2006)

P-4560/06 (EN) by Robert Evans (PSE) to the Commission (17 October 2006)
Subject: Community Action Plan on the Protection and Welfare of Animals 2006-2010
Answer from the Commission (10 November 2006)

P-4561/06 (EN) by Jim Higgins (PPE-DE) to the Commission (19 October 2006)
Subject: The Commission’s recent decisions concerning trans-fats
Answer from the Commission (16 November 2006)

P-4562/06 (NL) by Thijs Berman (PSE) to the Commission (19 October 2006)
Subject: Press freedom in Russia
Answer from the Commission (21 November 2006)

P-4563/06 (EN) by Maciej Giertych (NI) to the Commission (19 October 2006)
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

P-4564/06 (EN) by Syed Kamall (PPE-DE) to the Commission (19 October 2006)
Subject: Tobacco subsidies
Answer from the Commission (13 November 2006)

P-4607/06 (EN) by Avril Doyle (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 October 2006)
Subject: ‘Rome III’ proposals for harmonising divorce rules in the EU
Answer from the Commission (24 November 2006)

P-4608/06 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 October 2006)
Subject: Sports governance
Answer from the Commission (24 November 2006)
P-4609/06 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (PPE-DE) to the Commission (20 October 2006)
Subject: State aid for research and development and innovation
Answer from the Commission (6 December 2006)

P-4625/06 (EN) by Paulo Casaca (PSE) to the Commission (20 October 2006)
Subject: Increase of funding for alternatives to animal testing in the seventh research framework programme
Answer from the Commission (24 November 2006)

P-4626/06 (ES) by Carlos Carnero González (PSE) to the Commission (20 October 2006)
Subject: Reaction of the Madrid Autonomous Community's Government to the proceedings opened by the Commission with regard to the building work on the M-501 (‘marsh road’)
Answer from the Commission (16 November 2006)

E-4662/06 (IT) by Stefano Zappalà (PPE-DE) to the Commission (30 October 2006)
Subject: Aviation safety
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)

E-4664/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (30 October 2006)
Subject: End-of-service payments: possible infringement of the rules on free competition and abuse of a dominant position by the INPS
Answer from the Commission (15 December 2006)

E-4665/06 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (30 October 2006)
Subject: Aid to the Viana do Castelo shipyards
Answer from the Commission (5 December 2006)

E-4669/06 (DE) by Alexander Alvaro (ALDE) to the Council (30 October 2006)
Subject: Passport-related matters
Answer from the Council (11 December 2006)

E-4670/06 (DE) by Alexander Alvaro (ALDE) to the Commission (30 October 2006)
Subject: Passport-related matters
Answer from the Commission (28 November 2006)

E-4671/06 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (30 October 2006)
Subject: European policy on the western Balkans
Answer from the Commission (1 December 2006)

E-4672/06 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (30 October 2006)
Subject: Directive on unfair commercial practices
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

E-4674/06 (FR) by Ambroise Guellec (PPE-DE) to the Commission (30 October 2006)
Subject: European protection for traditional Breton buckwheat
Answer from the Commission (20 November 2006)

E-4675/06 (FR) by Yannick Vaugrenard (PSE) to the Commission (30 October 2006)
Subject: Shipbuilding
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)
Subject: ERDF funds in the Netherlands
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

Subject: Debate on the Future EU
Answer from the Commission (18 December 2006)

Subject: Assistance to Sudan
Answer from the Commission (7 December 2006)

Subject: President deliberately misleading the citizens of Europe
Answer from the Commission (27 November 2006)

Subject: War crimes in Darfur
Answer from the Commission (19 December 2006)

Subject: Commissioners who are Christians
Answer from the Commission (3 November 2006)

Subject: Sanctions in Sudan
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

Subject: Ombudsman decision on complaint Systran v. Commission
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

Subject: British soldiers in Iraq
Answer from the Council (1 December 2006)

Subject: Rejection by North Korea of UN resolution
Answer from the Council (11 December 2006)

Subject: International criminal court presence in Darfur
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

Subject: Internet access in European schools
Answer from the Commission (8 December 2006)
E-4691/06 (EL) by Kyriacos Triantaphyllides (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (31 October 2006)
Subject: Criminal reaction of Armenian genocide denial in France
Answer from the Commission (11 December 2006)

E-4692/06 (EN) by Robert Evans (PSE) to the Commission (31 October 2006)
Subject: Holiday companies’ excess charges
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)

E-4693/06 (IT) by Marco Rizzo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (31 October 2006)
Subject: Outlawing of the KSM
Answer from the Commission (18 December 2006)

E-4694/06 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Council (31 October 2006)
Subject: Human rights situation in Chile
Answer from the Council (18 December 2006)

E-4695/06 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (31 October 2006)
Subject: Human rights situation in Chile
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

P-4696/06 (EN) by Piia-Noora Kauppi (PPE-DE) to the Commission (26 October 2006)
Subject: Public access to EU documents via Internet search engines
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)

E-4699/06 (EN) by James Allister (NI) to the Council (31 October 2006)
Subject: Murder of Indonesian Protestant leader Rev. Kongkoli
Answer from the Council (1 December 2006)

E-4700/06 (EN) by James Allister (NI) to the Commission (31 October 2006)
Subject: Murder of Indonesian Protestant leader Rev. Kongkoli
Answer from the Commission (21 November 2006)

E-4701/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (31 October 2006)
Subject: UK out performs eurozone in EU
Answer from the Commission (27 November 2006)

E-4702/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (31 October 2006)
Subject: Over regulation stifling benefits of the single market
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)

E-4703/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (31 October 2006)
Subject: UK companies want free trade relationship only with EU
Joint answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4704/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (31 October 2006)
Subject: UK companies believe EU is failing
Answer from the Commission (11 December 2006)
E-4705/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (31 October 2006)
Subject: Teachers wearing the veil
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)

E-4706/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (31 October 2006)
Subject: The Muslim veil a mark of separation
Answer from the Commission (6 December 2006)

E-4711/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (31 October 2006)
Subject: Operation of quarries in the Markopoulo region of Attica
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4712/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (31 October 2006)
Subject: Principle of additionality
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

E-4713/06 (EN) by Daniel Hannan (PPE-DE) to the Commission (31 October 2006)
Subject: DAS Air Cargo
Answer from the Commission (18 December 2006)

E-4714/06 (EN) by John Bowis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (31 October 2006)
Subject: Counterfeit medicines
Answer from the Commission (18 December 2006)

E-4715/06 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (31 October 2006)
Subject: Censorship in Turkish schoolbooks
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)

E-4716/06 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (31 October 2006)
Subject: Boycott of French films and music in Turkey
Answer from the Commission (18 December 2006)

E-4717/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (31 October 2006)
Subject: VAT exemption policy
Answer from the Commission (8 December 2006)

E-4718/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (31 October 2006)
Subject: Privacy of citizens making international money transfers
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

E-4719/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (31 October 2006)
Subject: Air passenger safety
Answer from the Commission (18 December 2006)

E-4720/06 (EN) by Christopher Heaton-Harris (PPE-DE) to the Commission (31 October 2006)
Subject: Plan D for Democracy
Answer from the Commission (18 December 2006)
E-4721/06 (EN) by Christopher Heaton-Harris (PPE-DE) to the Commission (31 October 2006)
Subject: The business community in Europe
Joint answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4722/06 (EN) by Christopher Heaton-Harris (PPE-DE) to the Commission (31 October 2006)
Subject: Lisbon Agenda
Answer from the Commission (18 December 2006)

E-4724/06 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (31 October 2006)
Subject: Wild bird trade: costs of administration
Answer from the Commission (24 November 2006)

E-4726/06 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suances-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 November 2006)
Subject: The Probo Emu
Joint answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4729/06 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suances-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 November 2006)
Subject: Obligatory marine navigation information system
Joint answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4730/06 (EN) by Mary McDonald (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 November 2006)
Subject: Commission communication on healthy diets and physical activity
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)

E-4732/06 (DE) by Richard Seeber (PPE-DE) to the Council (6 November 2006)
Subject: Promotion of tourism in Romania and Bulgaria
Answer from the Council (11 December 2006)

E-4733/06 (DE) by Richard Seeber (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 November 2006)
Subject: Promotion of tourism in Romania and Bulgaria
Answer from the Commission (18 December 2006)

E-4734/06 (DE) by Richard Seeber (PPE-DE) to the Council (6 November 2006)
Subject: Creation of a competitive structure in Romania and Bulgaria, in particular with regard to the protection of SMEs
Answer from the Council (22 December 2006)

E-4735/06 (DE) by Richard Seeber (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 November 2006)
Subject: Creation of a competitive structure in Romania and Bulgaria, in particular with regard to the protection of SMEs
Answer from the Commission (18 December 2006)

E-4736/06 (DE) by Jorgo Chatzimarkakis (ALDE) to the Commission (6 November 2006)
Subject: Blood donation in EU Member States
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)

E-4738/06 (EL) by Ioannis Gklavakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 November 2006)
Subject: Coexistence of genetically modified and conventional crops
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)
E-4739/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (6 November 2006)  
Subject: Reduction of EU credits for Greece  
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)

E-4740/06 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 November 2006)  
Subject: Supranational government organisations — EU — FIFA  
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4741/06 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (6 November 2006)  
Subject: Routing of a motorway through the Carpathians  
Answer from the Commission (7 December 2006)

E-4742/06 (IT) by Marco Cappato (ALDE) to the Council (6 November 2006)  
Subject: Refusal to allow EU citizens to board flights to the USA and other countries  
Answer from the Council (11 December 2006)

E-4743/06 (IT) by Marco Cappato (ALDE) to the Commission (6 November 2006)  
Subject: Refusal to allow EU citizens to board flights to the USA and other countries  
Answer from the Commission (19 December 2006)

E-4747/06 (ES) by Antolín Sánchez Presedo (PSE) to the Commission (7 November 2006)  
Subject: Effects of the storms in Galicia  
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)

E-4748/06 (EL) by Ioannis Gklavakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 November 2006)  
Subject: Community support for tobacco workers  
Answer from the Commission (8 December 2006)

E-4749/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (7 November 2006)  
Subject: Funding for institutions based in Epirus or with interests there  
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4750/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (7 November 2006)  
Subject: Deplorable state of affairs regarding the take-up of funding in Greece  
Answer from the Commission (7 December 2006)

E-4751/06 (NL) by Erik Meijer (GUE/NGL) and Tobias Pfüger (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (7 November 2006)  
Subject: Need for security sector reform in south-eastern Europe, and forms of resistance that act as a brake on support for this necessary process  
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

E-4753/06 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 November 2006)  
Subject: Maritime safety: black boxes on ships  
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4754/06 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 November 2006)  
Subject: Result of the procedure for contracting stand-by pollution response ships  
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)
E-4756/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (7 November 2006)
Subject: EU funding of the Hellenic Association of Amateur Athletics (SEGAS)
Answer from the Commission (11 December 2006)

E-4761/06 (EN) by Piia-Noora Kauppi (PPE-DE) to the Commission (7 November 2006)
Subject: Rights of independent retailer groups
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4763/06 (EN) by James Allister (NI) to the Commission (7 November 2006)
Subject: PEACE I audit
Joint answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4764/06 (EN) by James Allister (NI) to the Commission (7 November 2006)
Subject: PEACE II audit
Joint answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4765/06 (EN) by James Allister (NI) to the Commission (7 November 2006)
Subject: Status of PEACE Programme audits
Joint answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4766/06 (NL) by Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE) to the Commission (7 November 2006)
Subject: Polish authorities' unacceptable conduct
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)

E-4767/06 (NL) by Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE) to the Council (7 November 2006)
Subject: Polish authorities' unacceptable conduct
Answer from the Council (11 December 2006)

E-4771/06 (EN) by Caroline Lucas (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 November 2006)
Subject: Illegal logging in Russia and outcomes of the recent meeting of the Permanent Partnership Council on the Environment
Answer from the Commission (18 December 2006)

E-4772/06 (EN) by Roger Helmer (NI) to the Commission (7 November 2006)
Subject: Separate health directive
Answer from the Commission (7 December 2006)

E-4773/06 (EN) by Roger Helmer (NI) to the Commission (7 November 2006)
Subject: Thomson Grass Valley camera manufacturers
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)

E-4774/06 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (UEN) to the Commission (7 November 2006)
Subject: Mobile-phone fraud
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)

E-4776/06 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (7 November 2006)
Subject: Community aid for the ARA Portuguesa company
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)
E-4780/06 (ES) by Antolín Sánchez Presedo (PSE) to the Council (7 November 2006)
Subject: Effects of the storms in Galicia
Answer from the Council (11 December 2006)

E-4782/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (7 November 2006)
Subject: EU split over gas negotiations with Russia
Answer from the Commission (19 December 2006)

E-4783/06 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (7 November 2006)
Subject: Milk quotas exceeded in various Member States
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

E-4786/06 (ES) by David Hammerstein Mintz (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (9 November 2006)
Subject: Provision of financial support to Ryanair by the Fuerteventura local government
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

E-4787/06 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE-DE) to the Commission (9 November 2006)
Subject: Disaster in Galicia (Spain)
Answer from the Commission (6 December 2006)

E-4790/06 (EN) by Mary McDonald (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (9 November 2006)
Subject: Gender bias in family benefits, Irish S.I. No 265 of 2000
Answer from the Commission (5 December 2006)

E-4792/06 (EN) by Mary McDonald (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (9 November 2006)
Subject: Mobile phone masts
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)

E-4793/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (9 November 2006)
Subject: Is an 'authorised entrepreneur' a contradiction in terms?
Answer from the Commission (8 December 2006)

E-4794/06 (IT) by Giusto Catania (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (9 November 2006)
Subject: Violation of the rights of refugees at Caltanissetta
Answer from the Commission (18 December 2006)

E-4795/06 (PL) by Czesław Siekierski (PPE-DE) to the Commission (9 November 2006)
Subject: Prospects for tobacco growing in the new Member States
Answer from the Commission (11 December 2006)

E-4797/06 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (9 November 2006)
Subject: Air safety
Answer from the Commission (11 December 2006)

E-4798/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (9 November 2006)
Subject: The need for transparency on the part of the Commission
Joint answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)
E-4799/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (9 November 2006)
Subject: Iceland illegally killing whales
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4800/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (9 November 2006)
Subject: Message to Khartoum
Answer from the Commission (19 December 2006)

E-4801/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (9 November 2006)
Subject: 'No-go' areas in the EU for EU ministers
Answer from the Commission (8 December 2006)

E-4802/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (9 November 2006)
Subject: Obstructive officials
Joint answer from the Commission (11 December 2006)

E-4803/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (9 November 2006)
Subject: Slow pace of deregulation
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)

E-4805/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (9 November 2006)
Subject: Discrimination against women in Pakistan
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

E-4806/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (9 November 2006)
Subject: President's support for Commissioner Verheugen
Joint answer from the Commission (11 December 2006)

E-4807/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (9 November 2006)
Subject: Parliamentary questions
Joint answer from the Commission (8 December 2006)

E-4808/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (9 November 2006)
Subject: British Prime Minister's contacts with Commissioners
Answer from the Commission (18 December 2006)

E-4809/06 (FR) by Anne Ferreira (PSE) to the Commission (9 November 2006)
Subject: Funding for clean technologies
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4812/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (9 November 2006)
Subject: Procurement procedures for hospitals in Greece
Answer from the Commission (8 December 2006)

E-4813/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (9 November 2006)
Subject: Obstructive EU officials
Joint answer from the Commission (11 December 2006)
E-4814/06 (IT) by Alessandro Battilocchio (NI) to the Commission (9 November 2006)
Subject: Appointment of the managing committee of the Civitavecchia port authority
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)

E-4815/06 (IT) by Monica Frassoni (Verts/ALE), Roberto Musacchio (GUE/NGL), Umberto Guidoni (GUE/NGL) and Vittorio Prodi (ALDE) to the Commission (9 November 2006)
Subject: Statements made by the Commissioner for Energy Andris Piebalgs at the Torre Valdaliga Nord power plant in Civitavecchia, Italy
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

E-4818/06 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (9 November 2006)
Subject: Firing range in a Natura 2000 protected area in the Garraf massif (Catalonia)
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

E-4819/06 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (9 November 2006)
Subject: European Registry of Internet Domain Names (EURid)
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

E-4820/06 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (9 November 2006)
Subject: Legal action to counter the phenomenon of digital archive piracy
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4821/06 (IT) by Sebastiano Musumeci (UEN) to the Commission (9 November 2006)
Subject: Use of safety syringes with retractable needles
Answer from the Commission (18 December 2006)

E-4831/06 (EN) by Marco Pannella (ALDE) and Marco Cappato (ALDE) to the Council (10 November 2006)
Subject: Presence in Kenya of Félicien Kabuga, who has been indicted by the ICTR for genocide, crimes against humanity and violations of the Geneva Convention
Answer from the Council (22 December 2006)

E-4832/06 (EN) by Marco Pannella (ALDE) and Marco Cappato (ALDE) to the Commission (10 November 2006)
Subject: Presence in Kenya of Félicien Kabuga, who has been indicted by the ICTR for genocide, crimes against humanity and violations of the Geneva Convention
Answer from the Commission (30 November 2006)

E-4833/06 (EN) by Christopher Heaton-Harris (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 November 2006)
Subject: Directive 80/181/EEC
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4838/06 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (10 November 2006)
Subject: Nabucco project
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

E-4839/06 (IT) by Renato Brunetta (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 November 2006)
Subject: Blatant conflict of interests involving the Deputy Minister Cesare De Piccoli
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)

E-4841/06 (PT) by Edite Estrela (PSE), Fausto Correia (PSE) and Paulo Casaca (PSE) to the Commission (10 November 2006)
Subject: European rules on health insurance
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)
E-4842/06 (ES) by Daniel Varela Suanzes-Carpegna (PPE‑DE) to the Commission (10 November 2006)
Subject: Area of woodland destroyed by fire in Galicia (Spain) during the summer of 2006
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)

E-4845/06 (FR) by Marie-Noëlle Lienemann (PSE) to the Commission (10 November 2006)
Subject: Safety of hybrid vehicles
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4846/06 (FI) by Anneli Jäätteenmäki (ALDE) to the Commission (10 November 2006)
Subject: Judgment of the Court of Justice of the EC in the case of Bernadette Cadman
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4849/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 November 2006)
Subject: Operation of surveillance cameras in Athens
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)

E-4850/06 (EL) by Stavros Arnaoutakis (PSE) to the Commission (10 November 2006)
Subject: Programmes for cooperation between European regions and third countries
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4851/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (10 November 2006)
Subject: Corruption in Equatorial Guinea
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)

E-4852/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (10 November 2006)
Subject: National parliaments and the EU
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)

E-4853/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (10 November 2006)
Subject: Serbian war crimes suspect living in the UK
Answer from the Commission (18 December 2006)

E-4854/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (10 November 2006)
Subject: ‘Wise Men’
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)

E-4855/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (10 November 2006)
Subject: Cruelty to animals killed for Halal meat
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)

E-4856/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (10 November 2006)
Subject: Censorship of foreign media in Azerbaijan
Answer from the Commission (18 December 2006)

E-4857/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (10 November 2006)
Subject: Denial of freedom of expression in Azerbaijan
Answer from the Commission (11 December 2006)
E-4860/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzaferis (IND/DEM) to the Commission (10 November 2006)
Subject: Greek language in southern Italy
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

E-4863/06 (EN) by Derek Clark (IND/DEM) to the Commission (10 November 2006)
Subject: Framework Directive 70/156/EEC
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4865/06 (FR) by Marie-Noëlle Lienemann (PSE) to the Commission (15 November 2006)
Subject: Discrimination against smokers in recruitment
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

E-4871/06 (EL) by Ioannis Gklavakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (15 November 2006)
Subject: Celebration of World Food Day
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)

E-4877/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (15 November 2006)
Subject: Commission championing the rights of repressed Pakistani women
Answer from the Commission (1 December 2006)

E-4878/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (15 November 2006)
Subject: Bilderberg Conference
Answer from the Commission (19 December 2006)

E-4880/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (15 November 2006)
Subject: Numbers charged with terrorist offences
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)

E-4882/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN), Salvatore Tarella (UEN), Romano La Russa (UEN), Sergio Berlato (UEN) and Alessandro Foglietta (UEN) to the Commission (15 November 2006)
Subject: Possible derogation for pigs slaughtered in Sardinia
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)

E-4886/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Council (15 November 2006)
Subject: Origin marking
Answer from the Council (11 December 2006)

E-4888/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (15 November 2006)
Subject: Study on service stops on motorways
Answer from the Commission (19 December 2006)

E-4890/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (15 November 2006)
Subject: Community radio stations
Answer from the Commission (7 December 2006)

E-4897/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (15 November 2006)
Subject: Review of roadworthiness tests for motor vehicles
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)
E-4915/06 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (PSE) to the Commission (10 November 2006)
Subject: Air pollution plans for Dublin
Answer from the Commission (11 December 2006)

E-4917/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (15 November 2006)
Subject: Human rights in the EU
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

E-4918/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (15 November 2006)
Subject: Return of illegal migrants to Africa
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)

E-4920/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (15 November 2006)
Subject: UK lagging behind rest of Europe in medicine
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

E-4921/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (15 November 2006)
Subject: Representation to Maldive Government
Answer from the Commission (5 December 2006)

E-4922/06 (EN) by Roger Helmer (NI) to the Commission (15 November 2006)
Subject: Verheugen — Excessive EU regulation
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)

P-4926/06 (EL) by Katerina Batzeli (PSE) to the Commission (10 November 2006)
Subject: Temporary scheme for the restructuring of the sugar industry
Answer from the Commission (5 December 2006)

P-4927/06 (EN) by Niels Busk (ALDE) to the Commission (10 November 2006)
Subject: Banana reform
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)

E-4928/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzafiris (IND/DEM) to the Commission (16 November 2006)
Subject: Turks used prisoners taken in invasion of Cyprus as guinea pigs
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

E-4932/06 (EL) by Georgios Karatzafiris (IND/DEM) to the Commission (16 November 2006)
Subject: Turkish racism on Imbros and Tenedos
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4936/06 (EN) by Alyn Smith (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (16 November 2006)
Subject: Collapse of Farepak
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4937/06 (EN) by Alyn Smith (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (16 November 2006)
Subject: Tainted blood compensation
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)
E-4940/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 November 2006)
Subject: Revision of the third CSF
Answer from the Commission (5 December 2006)

E-4942/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 November 2006)
Subject: Exemptions for government authorities
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4943/06 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (16 November 2006)
Subject: Dolphin deaths in pelagic trawls
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4945/06 (FR) by Mathieu Grosch (PPE-DE) to the Commission (16 November 2006)
Subject: Road transport — TIR system
Answer from the Commission (19 December 2006)

P-4946/06 (CS) by Tomáš Zatloukal (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 November 2006)
Subject: Satellite broadcasting
Answer from the Commission (6 December 2006)

E-4947/06 (DA) by Mogens Camre (UEN) to the Commission (16 November 2006)
Subject: Pension scheme of German dentists’ association
Answer from the Commission (19 December 2006)

E-4949/06 (EL) by Panagiotis Beglitis (PSE) to the Commission (16 November 2006)
Subject: Construction of a new nuclear plant for electricity production in Bulgaria
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)

E-4951/06 (FR) by Marc Tarabella (PSE) to the Commission (16 November 2006)
Subject: Free waiting time for calls to helplines
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)

P-4952/06 (IT) by Renato Brunetta (PPE-DE) to the Commission (10 November 2006)
Subject: Liberalisation of the public utilities market
Answer from the Commission (11 December 2006)

P-4953/06 (ES) by Emilio Menéndez del Valle (PSE) to the Commission (10 November 2006)
Subject: The right to abortion in Latin America
Answer from the Commission (11 December 2006)

E-4956/06 (ES) by Antolín Sánchez Presedo (PSE) and Joan Calabuig Rull (PSE) to the Council
(16 November 2006)
Subject: Blackout in Europe
Answer from the Council (22 December 2006)

P-4959/06 (NL) by Koenraad Dillen (NI) to the Commission (10 November 2006)
Subject: Possible involvement of European Commissioners in national election campaigns and possible
codes of ethics on the subject
Joint answer from the Commission (12 December 2006)
E-4960/06 (ES) by Willy Meyer Pleite (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 November 2006)
Subject: Respect for non-smokers' right to health
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)

E-4963/06 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 November 2006)
Subject: Organic products
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

E-4964/06 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 November 2006)
Subject: Fair trade
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4966/06 (EL) by Konstantinos Hatzidakis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 November 2006)
Subject: Product guarantees
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)

E-4969/06 (DA) by Anne Jensen (ALDE) to the Commission (17 November 2006)
Subject: The Interreg programme
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-4971/06 (EN) by Caroline Lucas (Verts/ALE) and Elly de Groen-Kouwenhoven (Verts/ALE) to the Council (17 November 2006)
Subject: Israel's use of (depleted) uranium warheads in Lebanon
Answer from the Council (18 December 2006)

E-4973/06 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Commission (17 November 2006)
Subject: Dual pricing and non-euro Member States
Answer from the Commission (8 December 2006)

P-4974/06 (DE) by Horst Schnellhardt (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 November 2006)
Subject: Promotion of rural development; submission and approval of Member States' operational programmes
Answer from the Commission (1 December 2006)

P-4975/06 (EN) by Paulo Casaca (PSE) to the Commission (14 November 2006)
Subject: Actions and programmes for the defence of human rights in Iran
Answer from the Commission (11 December 2006)

E-4976/06 (EL) by Panagiotis Beglitis (PSE) to the Commission (17 November 2006)
Subject: European Citizens' Initiative
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)

E-4977/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (17 November 2006)
Subject: Exploitation of women in Swaziland
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)

E-4978/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (17 November 2006)
Subject: Rights of women in Pakistan
Answer from the Commission (18 December 2006)
P-4980/06 (ES) by Cristobal Montoro Romero (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 November 2006)
Subject: Cotton
Answer from the Commission (6 December 2006)

P-4981/06 (PL) by Czesław Siekierski (PPE-DE) to the Commission (14 November 2006)
Subject: Cross-compliance in new Member States
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

E-4982/06 (EN) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) and Caroline Lucas (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 November 2006)
Subject: Catches under previous Morocco fisheries agreement
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)

E-4985/06 (DE) by Andreas Schwab (PPE-DE) to the Council (21 November 2006)
Subject: Investment in sports clubs in the light of the internal market for financial services
Answer from the Council (18 December 2006)

E-4990/06 (PL) by Czesław Siekierski (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 November 2006)
Subject: Simplification of the common agricultural policy
Answer from the Commission (11 December 2006)

P-4995/06 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (NI) to the Commission (14 November 2006)
Subject: Greater transparency and publicity of contracts for supplies to the European institutions
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

P-5002/06 (EN) by Caroline Lucas (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (14 November 2006)
Subject: Non-animal tests for pyrogenicity
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

E-5004/06 (EN) by David Martin (PSE) to the Commission (21 November 2006)
Subject: Pictorial warnings on cigarette packets
Answer from the Commission (18 December 2006)

E-5007/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (21 November 2006)
Subject: Denial of free speech in Turkey, again
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

P-5009/06 (FR) by André Laignel (PSE) to the Commission (14 November 2006)
Subject: Directive on working time
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)

P-5010/06 (ES) by Esther Herranz García (PPE-DE) to the Commission (16 November 2006)
Subject: Temperature requirements for the long-distance transport of animals
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)

P-5011/06 (ES) by Teresa Riera Madurell (PSE) to the Commission (16 November 2006)
Subject: Security of electricity supply in the European Union
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)
E-5013/06 (EN) by Elspeth Atwooll (ALDE) to the Commission (23 November 2006)
Subject: Recent human rights violations in Tibet
Answer from the Commission (18 December 2006)

E-5015/06 (IT) by Antonio Tajani (PPE-DE) and Gerardo Galeote (PPE-DE) to the Council (23 November 2006)
Subject: ETA leadership in Italy
Answer from the Council (11 December 2006)

E-5016/06 (IT) by Antonio Tajani (PPE-DE) and Gerardo Galeote (PPE-DE) to the Commission (23 November 2006)
Subject: ETA leadership in Italy
Answer from the Commission (8 December 2006)

E-5018/06 (SV) by Jens Holm (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (23 November 2006)
Subject: Ban on cages for laying hens
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

P-5019/06 (NL) by Said El Khadraoui (PSE) to the Commission (16 November 2006)
Subject: Ban on short-haul flights in the French-speaking region of Wallonia in Belgium
Answer from the Commission (15 December 2006)

P-5029/06 (EN) by Roger Helmer (NI) to the Commission (16 November 2006)
Subject: Greenhouse gas emissions
Answer from the Council (22 December 2006)

E-5031/06 (EN) by Alyn Smith (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (23 November 2006)
Subject: Transparency of EU farm subsidies
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

E-5034/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (23 November 2006)
Subject: EU targets for recycling of waste
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

P-5046/06 (ES) by Carmen Fraga Estevez (PPE-DE) to the Commission (17 November 2006)
Subject: Reports from the Member States on the fin/body weight ratio for blue sharks (Prionace glauca)
Answer from the Commission (18 December 2006)

P-5047/06 (IT) by Luciana Sbarbati (ALDE) to the Commission (17 November 2006)
Subject: Confusing similarity between the two-euro coin and the Turkish one-Lira coin
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

P-5060/06 (FR) by Marc Tarabella (PSE) to the Commission (17 November 2006)
Subject: Deterioration of relations with consumer organisations
Answer from the Commission (11 December 2006)

E-5062/06 (EN) by Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) and Richard Ashworth (PPE-DE) to the Commission (23 November 2006)
Subject: Alleged EU budget deficit
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)
E-5063/06 (EN) by Mary McDonald (GUE/NGL) to the Council (23 November 2006)
Subject: Translation of Council documents into Irish
Joint answer from the Council (22 December 2006)

E-5069/06 (PT) by José Ribeiro e Castro (PPE-DE) to the Commission (23 November 2006)
Subject: Cuba — Fresh acts of violence and repression
Answer from the Commission (19 December 2006)

P-5072/06 (IT) by Roberto Musacchio (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 November 2006)
Subject: Compatibility of waste resulting from the processing of hydrocarbons with Community legislation
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

P-5074/06 (EN) by Michl Ebner (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 November 2006)
Subject: Labelling of imported eggs
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

P-5094/06 (DE) by Markus Ferber (PPE-DE) to the Commission (21 November 2006)
Subject: Report in the press on Commissioner Günter Verheugen’s holiday
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-5098/06 (EN) by Satu Hassi (Verts/ALE) to the Council (24 November 2006)
Subject: Israel’s use of (depleted) uranium warheads in Lebanon
Answer from the Council (22 December 2006)

E-5099/06 (EN) by Gay Mitchell (PPE-DE) to the Commission (24 November 2006)
Subject: Elephantiasis
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)

E-5105/06 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (PSE) to the Council (24 November 2006)
Subject: Ban on cat and dog fur
Answer from the Council (22 December 2006)

E-5107/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (24 November 2006)
Subject: Why does the Commission keep shooting itself in the foot?
Answer from the Commission (19 December 2006)

E-5109/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (24 November 2006)
Subject: British non-membership of the euro
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

E-5110/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (24 November 2006)
Subject: Premature adoption of proposed EU law
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)

P-5112/06 (NL) by Corien Wortmann-Kool (PPE-DE) to the Commission (22 November 2006)
Subject: New rules on freedom to carry liquids and gels in hand luggage on aircraft within the European Union (Regulation (EC) No 1546/2006)
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)
P-5114/06 (PT) by Luís Queiró (PPE-DE) to the Commission (22 November 2006)  
Subject: Violence against international aid workers in Mozambique and other regions of the world  
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

P-5129/06 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE-DE) to the Commission (22 November 2006)  
Subject: Competitive advantage for Valencia CF as a result of urban planning decisions  
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

E-5146/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (28 November 2006)  
Subject: Stemming the rise of the euro  
Answer from the Commission (8 December 2006)

P-5148/06 (EN) by Mairead McGuinness (PPE-DE) to the Commission (22 November 2006)  
Subject: Use of non-enriched cages and the welfare of laying hens  
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-5151/06 (NL) by Margrietus van den Berg (PSE) to the Commission (28 November 2006)  
Subject: Inadequate participation by civil society and non-governmental organisations  
Answer from the Commission (14 December 2006)

E-5174/06 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE-DE) to the Commission (30 November 2006)  
Subject: Naming of a European sports event in memory of Ferenc Puskás  
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-5178/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (30 November 2006)  
Subject: Asylum Qualifications Directive  
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

P-5186/06 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (UEN) to the Commission (24 November 2006)  
Subject: Cost of topping up mobile telephones: possible infringement of the rules designed to protect free competition within the market and to protect consumers  
Joint answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

P-5187/06 (NL) by Ria Oomen-Ruijten (PPE-DE) to the Commission (24 November 2006)  
Subject: Tuberculosis  
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)

P-5210/06 (EN) by Béla Glattfelder (PPE-DE) to the Commission (24 November 2006)  
Subject: Exceptional market support measures in the eggs and poultry sector  
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

P-5212/06 (EN) by Luisa Morgantini (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (28 November 2006)  
Subject: Rules of Origin in the EU-Israel Association Agreement  
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)

P-5221/06 (FR) by Christine De Veyrac (PPE-DE) to the Commission (28 November 2006)  
Subject: Internal market in betting and gambling  
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)
E-5228/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (1 December 2006)
Subject: The French undermining the EU — Mark 2
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

E-5230/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (1 December 2006)
Subject: Milton Friedman's economic legacy
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

E-5231/06 (EN) by Ashley Mote (NI) to the Commission (1 December 2006)
Subject: UK tender for the Lifelong Learning programme
Answer from the Commission (18 December 2006)

P-5234/06 (EL) by Kyriacos Triantaphyllides (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (28 November 2006)
Subject: Volkswagen redundancies
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-5235/06 (CS) by Hynek Fajmon (PPE-DE) to the Commission (1 December 2006)
Subject: Loss of part of the Czech Republic's sugar quota
Answer from the Commission (20 December 2006)

E-5248/06 (EN) by Mary McDonald (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (4 December 2006)
Subject: The postal services market
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

P-5283/06 (FR) by Stéphane Le Foll (PSE) to the Commission (28 November 2006)
Subject: Milk quotas
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)

P-5284/06 (IT) by Alessandro Battilocchio (NI) to the Commission (28 November 2006)
Subject: EU contributions to the Millennium Goals — Education
Answer from the Commission (18 December 2006)

P-5292/06 (DE) by Jörg Leichtfried (PSE) to the Commission (29 November 2006)
Subject: Activities of the European Centre in Graz
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

P-5293/06 (IT) by Iles Braghetto (PPE-DE) to the Commission (29 November 2006)
Subject: Recognition for the European spa sector
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

E-5298/06 (EL) by Dimitrios Papadimoulis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (5 December 2006)
Subject: Failure to include expenditure in 2005 budget
Answer from the Commission (22 December 2006)

P-5362/06 (EL) by Manolis Mavrommatis (PPE-DE) to the Commission (4 December 2006)
Subject: Exploitation of citizens by tourist agencies
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)
E-5410/06 (EN) by Robert Kilroy-Silk (NI) to the Commission (12 December 2006)
Subject: Odysseus
Answer from the Commission (21 December 2006)